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FOOD CRITIC JANE
STERN EXPLORES
WHAT’S COOKING AT
COLLEGE DINING HALLS.
FOR STARTERS, CHEW
ON THIS: SPECIALTY
PIZZA MADE WITH BACIO
CHEESE (COMPLETE WITH
“A KISS OF BUFFALO
MILK”) AND COOKED IN
A $20,000 WOOD STONE
HEARTH OVEN
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FIVE DOLLARS

Hanover & Woodstock’s Premier Boutique Brokerage

SUNNYSIDE - South Woodstock, VT

3 TYLER ROAD - Hanover, NH

2091 RANDALL ROAD - Woodstock, VT

S:9.25”

GRAHALL - Cavendish, VT

MERCK INVENTS TO KEEP JOY ALIVE
So today, on Claudia’s wedding day, her grandfather
Eduardo is there for the milestone event. Creating
another special memory for the both of them.
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Copyright ©2017 Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp., a subsidiary of Merck & Co., Inc., Kenilworth, NJ USA.
All Rights Reserved. CORP-1210605-0005 06/17

For more than a century, Merck has been inventing
medicines and vaccines for many of the world’s
most challenging diseases. Today, we’re exploring
entirely new approaches in our search to
prevent Alzheimer’s. So people remain healthy
and present, able to share every precious moment
with the ones they love.
Learn more at Merck.com/InventingForLife

23 South Main Street, Hanover, NH
5 The Green, Woodstock, VT
603.643.0599 NH
802.457.2600 VT
team@snyderdonegan.com
www.snyderdonegan.com

Selectively taking new listings. Call to inquire.

BIG PICTURE

Upward Mobility
Speed climber Kayla Lieuw ’19
makes quick progress up Rollins
Chapel on a chilly spring day. A
four-time national youth champion from Potomac, Maryland,
Lieuw helped found a Dartmouth
team last year that has attracted
between 15 and 20 climbers.
Photograph by John Sherman

SKETCHBOOK

Sophomore Summer
by David Doran
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commissioner is on a
mission to boost
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The Harvard professor
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RHYME AND REASON
By Carl Japikse ’69
Jan/Feb 2008

The songs of Richard Hovey, class of 1885, live on
at Dartmouth. Unfortunately, his poetry has been
forgotten (until now).
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Explore. Discover. Learn.
alumni.dartmouth.edu/travel

STRAFFORD, VT Picture perfect home
with lovely local views and 2+/-ac.
Updated from top to bottom: hardwood &
tile floors. High speed internet. $279,000

ENFIELD, NH Amazing views over
Mascoma Lake from this superb 12.2+/building site. Underground power. Only
20 mins to DHMC. $225,000
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10 | YOUR TURN Readers

react.

Notebook

16 | CAMPUS News and
notes from around the
Green

“Katydids are the
potato chips of the
rainforest.”

26 | OUTSIDE

A tree-killing pest
from the Southeast has
invaded New England.
Biology professor Matt
Ayres is on the case.

—LAUREL SYMES, ADV ’13

PAGE 20

BY TIFFANIE WEN
28 | LAW

Native American lawyer
Wayne Shammel ’89
builds on his enterprising
work with tribal casinos
in the Pacific Northwest.

Service.

BY ALEC SCOTT ’89

LEBANON, NH Located on over 100+/acres with wonderful western views,
and an in ground pool. 5 bedrooms,
2 baths. 3 car garage. Large barn.
Sugarhouse. Convenient! $749,000

CORINTH, VT Extraordinary end of
road location with 186+/- acres, pond
and long range views. P&B barn,
3+ bedrooms, 3 baths, 3400 sq. ft.,
super energy efficient. VIEWS!
$865,000

HANOVER, NH Fabulous views.
3 bedroom 3.5 baths & 2 offices. Large
screened porch; workshop; great barn!
Second kitchen on lower level extends
the options. $950,000

SHARON, VT Unique home on 180+/private acres. Delightfully quirky house
with extensive custom wood cabinetry.
Apartment over barn. Very private, yet
convenient. $495,000

It’s
what
we do.

•

www.marthadiebold.com

In a fragmented world
where refugees abound,
language serves as more
than a bridge.

BY ROSALIE LIPFERT ’13

PAGE 96

34 | INFOGRAPHIC

Reds, whites and green:
a brief guide to some
alumni vintners

36

BY JESSICA FEDIN ’17

Bon Appétit

—ROSALIE LIPFERT ’13

PAGE 31

Pursuits

Noted food critic Jane Stern dines at Dartmouth and finds
that our appetite for cooking, health and competition has
transformed College cuisine.

55 | VOICES IN THE
WILDERNESS Computer

scientist Nii Quaynor
’72, Th’73, plugs Africa
into the digital age. Also:
Michael Mothner ’03,
BreeAnne Clowdus ’97,
Beth Baron ’80, Kirk
Klausmeyer ’00 and Tom
Beale ’00

46

Upside-Down World

Before making it big as a monster hunter on the Netflix
smash Stranger Things, David Harbour ’97 had to
fend off a few demons of his own.

60 | ALUMNI BOOKS

BY JENNIFER WULFF ’96

Class Notes

48

64 | THE CLASSES
94 | CLUBS & GROUPS
94 | DEATHS

“The Idiocy of War”

—WAYNE SHAMMEL ’89

PAGE 28

CORNISH, NH Privately sited and with
huge views of Mt Ascutney. 4 bedroom,
3 bath cottage home has 4 fireplaces.
Stunning landscaping. 7+ acres. $415,000

Vietnam veterans reflect on a misguided conflict—and
how the nation has finally moved on from
blaming those who served.

96 | CONTINUING ED

BY C.J. HUGHES ’92
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PETER OUMANSKI

“We know the casinos
aren’t going to last
forever, that redevelopment is important.”

•

Allen Street
Hanover, NH 03755
603-643-4200

31 | PERSONAL HISTORY

—ULRICH BOSER ’97

“At the Filippiada
camp, speaking
Arabic allowed me to
begin to understand
the nuances of
refugee life.”

On The Green
Lyme, NH 03768
603-795-4816
HANOVER, NH Adorable post and
beam home. Private setting. 3 bedrooms,
2 baths. Open floor plan. 3.9+/-ac. Wood
floors. Decks. $479,000

“Intelligence is not
fixed at birth. Learning is something we
can all get better at.”

Education expert Ulrich
Boser ’97 on how we
learn—and false beliefs
about the process
BY LISA FURLONG
ON THE COVER:

Photograph by Justin Tsucalas
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Let It Fly

Kudos to DAM for featuring in the May/
June issue three pages on Dartmouth’s
ultimate Frisbee teams [“Big Picture” and
“Campus”]. This is a club sport, which means
the teams’ expenses are largely met by the
students. We had the privilege of watching
the women participate in two West Coast
tournaments, and it was surprising in three
aspects. First, ultimate Frisbee matches
are as fast moving and unpredictable as
a basketball game, although played on a
soccer-sized field. Another unique aspect
of the game is all alleged infractions are
resolved by the players—no referees.
The other surprising discovery was the
old-fashioned, gung-ho spirit exhibited
by the teams. These ardent but pleasant
representatives of Dartmouth play all over
the nation. When we saw them, Dartmouth
was No. 1 in the national standings based on
their tournament results.
TOM RUSSELL ’61

Edmonds, Washington
In late May the women’s
team, Princess Layout, won its first national
title after losing only four regular season
games.
EDITOR’S NOTE:

Troubling Numbers

I was most interested in the chart on page
17 of your May/June issue showing the
distribution of students by family income
[“Campus”]. I had just read an article in the
current issue of Harvard Magazine that
analyzed the culture gap between coastal
elites and America’s white working class
and its impact on the recent presidential
election. Though there are traditional
criteria for ensuring race and gender
diversity in the student body, class as
defined by family income has not routinely
been considered in the admissions process
by our elite academies. Despite progress in
racial and gender diversity, there has been
an extreme and growing imbalance in class
diversity, as indicated in the chart.
10
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It was disheartening to see that Dartmouth has the highest percentage of students from families in the top 1 percent of
the income scale and the second lowest
percentage from families in the lowest 60
percent. Financial aid is helping to address
this imbalance, but there continues to be
an effective exclusion of lower-income students from these elite academies.
It is embarrassing that Dartmouth is,
if you will, the “elitist of the elite” when
compared to its sister Ivies. I hope this issue has attracted both administration and
faculty attention, and that there will be a
sincere effort at remediation.
WILLIAM M. COLAIACE ’59, DMS’60

Pawtucket, Rhode Island

I am dumbfounded as to why these percentages have been allowed to develop and puzzled about why you included them. Mostly,
I’m appalled and deeply embarrassed.
STEVE SHIPPS ’66

West Newbury, Massachusetts

I have become convinced that my philanthropic efforts are best directed toward
efforts to level the playing field—to provide opportunity to the many deserving
individuals who might otherwise not have
it. Thus, as a supporter of the College, I
was dismayed by your “Rich Student, Poor
Student” infographic. Does the College see
this as a problem? If so, has it identified
the reasons for this and what is it doing to
change the numbers?
PATRICK RUTTY ’88

Littleton, Colorado

Undocumented

“American Dreamer” [May/June] highlighted Dartmouth policy on undocumented students, which is to accept the
academically qualified and fund them.
The upside of this policy is Dartmouth’s
open arms. The downside is the possibility that undocumented students, illegally
in the United States, will take admission
preference over qualified American citizens and legal immigrants. Far-fetched?
Maybe, but the process could grow significantly and end up being detrimental
to Dartmouth. I hope Dartmouth will use
its best foresight.
BRAD BORDEN ’54

North Stonington, Connecticut

I concede that the U.S. immigration policies
are in desperate need of a major overhaul

and have been for at least 50 years, and
that members of Congress from both parties have been a major stumbling block to
any reform. Contrary to the opinions
voiced by Oscar Cornejo ’17, it is not Mr.
Trump’s policies, per se, that “threaten to
tear more and more families apart,” but
the decision to enforce the nation’s longneglected immigration laws that poses the
threat.
I was disappointed to read Conejo’s
assertion that “our struggle is intimately
tied to other movements, such as ‘Black
Lives Matter,’ environmental justice and
opposition to the Dakota Access Pipeline
at Standing Rock.” The struggle facing undocumented immigrants is real and immediate, while the “Black Lives Matter” and
Dakota Access Pipeline issues are of dubious merit, at best. What is environmental
justice? That term needs some clarifying
definition.
Cornejo might give serious thought
to how he might maximize the benefit of
his Dartmouth education by becoming
documented versus railing against the
enforcement of long-standing U.S. law,
however painful that enforcement might
be. As a documented immigrant, he might
also be more successful in getting the laws
changed.
M. JOSEPH MCHUGH ’60, TU’61

Dallas

Resistance

I read with interest Christopher Wren’s article on President Emeritus James Wright’s
recently published Enduring Vietnam and
his visits to battlefields where Dartmouth
graduates died, among them my roommate,
P. Dennis Barger ’65 [“The Wright Stuff,”
March/April]. A few years ago I contacted
President Wright, and he kindly shared

CONTEMPORARY POST AND BEAM

LUXURY, ELEGANCE AND WINE AWAIT YOU

PANORAMIC VIEWS OF MT. ASCUTNEY

Privacy at its best while overlooking the
stunning Green Mountains. This Post and Beam
home is situated on thirty-one private acres
located in the “Heart of Vermont”.

Commanding views of the Connecticut River Valley
and Vermont from most every room in this vineyard
home complete with a stunning out building ideal for
private parties and wine tasting.

Enjoy the awe-inspiring views from this
contemporary home set on 24 acres surrounded
by conserved land. It is conveniently located to
Dartmouth and the Medical Center.

ROCHESTER, VT | $695,000 | MLS#4616459
ERIC JOHNSTON | 802.779.1903

WALPOLE, NH | $1,590,000 | MLS#4487012
LEILA TARANTELLI | 401.787.4288

LYME, NH | $899,000 | MLS#4630532
XENIA HEATON | 603.448.7900

LAKE SUNAPEE GEM

OVERLOOKS HARRINGTON HILL

COME MAKE THIS YOUR HOME

Enjoy lake, mountain and sunset views on the eastern
shore. This home includes a fireplace, four bedrooms,
full walkout basement, three-car garage and a
permanent dock for three boats with center cover.

This appealing home enjoys a completely fenced
half-acre lot, plenty of space for gatherings and
entertaining, lots of natural light and walking
distance to town amenities.

Situated at roads end on a double lot is a wellappointed spacious home! Well-lit interior with open
design. Modern kitchen, large master suite, private
library, large stone patio. Minutes to the Upper Valley!

NEW LONDON, NH | $2,250,000 | MLS#4618741
BO QUACKENBOS | 603.491.2401

STRAFFORD, VT | $325,000 | MLS#4626047
KATE CASSIDY | 802.299.6509

QUECHEE, VT | $729,000 | MLS#4630518
ERIC JOHNSTON | 802.779.1903

WRITE TO US

We welcome letters. The editor reserves the
right to determine the suitability of letters
for publication and to edit them for accuracy
and length. We regret that not all letters
can be published, nor can they be returned.
Letters should run no more than 200 words
in length, refer to material published in the
magazine and include the writer’s full name,
address and telephone number.
Write: Letters, Dartmouth Alumni
Magazine, 7 Allen Street, Suite 201,
Hanover, NH 03755
Email: DAMletters@dartmouth.edu
Online: dartmouthalumnimagazine.com

SPACIOUS CONTEMPORARY

LAKE FAIRLEE WATERFRONT

A HANOVER GEM

A wonderful, twelve room spacious contemporary
home with twelve foot ceilings, attention to detail
and craftsmanship, and well maintained. Overlooks
a pond on Eastman’s Golf Course.

Enjoy this superb location on the eastern shore of
Lake Fairlee, with lake and mountain views. The main
floor is ideal for one level living with space for guests
on the lower level. Unique opportunity!

Steeped in Dartmouth tradition, 17 Rope Ferry Road
is a landmark home in what is arguably Hanover’s
finest residential neighborhood. This seventeen room
home is a true Hanover gem!

GRANTHAM, NH | $669,000 | MLS#4632402
JUDY CASHMAN | 603.998.9386

FAIRLEE, VT | $1,200,000 | MLS#4632531
NANCY SNYDER | 603.443.2689

HANOVER, NH | $2,479,000 | MLS#4494379
RICK HIGGERSON | 802.291.0436

West Lebanon — Powerhouse Mall 603.298.5155
Hanover — Lebanon Street 603.643.6070 | Hanover — Main Street 603.643.6400

FourSeasonsSIR.com
Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.

LETTERS

with me information about Dennis’ death. I
write now to comment on Wren’s observation that more Americans died in Vietnam
than were jailed for refusing to serve or who
left the country. The generally accepted
number of accused draft resisters exceeds
200,000. Additional thousands manipulated the system to avoid the military, and
hundreds of thousands more protested the
war. But the validity of our nation’s choice
to fight in Vietnam and the damage to those
who did or did not go involve more than just
counting heads on each side of the pro-war/
pro-peace line.
Those, like Dennis, who suffered or
died because of Vietnam certainly merit,
in Wren’s words, “respect and affection.”
Johnson, McNamara, Nixon and Kissinger
knew that the war was unwinnable, and yet
for years they persisted in sending young
people to be maimed and die. Some might
say that Dennis and his peers sacrificed
their lives for this country, but I would say
that their lives were sacrificed on the altar
of national pride and political opportunism.
The war resisters forced America to
confront the folly of the war. If not for
them, our government would have had the
freedom to prolong the conflict, perhaps
expanding it to North Vietnam. Our country owes the anti-war movement a debt of
gratitude. It was America’s conscience, not
a sideshow.
LEE DANEKER ’65

San Miguel de Allende, Mexico

Too Much Trump
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Taking my first spin through the May/June
issue, I could not help quickly noting the
theme so prevalent in our nation’s news
media. They were, in order: a “Trump claim
gets thrown under the bus” [“Campus”],
“Trump’s policies threaten” [“American
Dreamer”], “Trump’s campaign pitch to
black voters was terrible” [“Race and Republicans”] and, slyly, your “Meryl, Overrated?” headline. If DAM keeps this up for
eight years, the editorial staff and guest
writers will be really frazzled! I suggest
that we all take a deep breath. Smell the
roses and live every day.
CHRIS MEYER ’66

Nahant, Massachusetts
Purportedly, President Trump’s electoral
victory not only resulted from the previous 48-year decline in humanities majors
but also should be culpable for any future
downtrends [“Why We Need the Humani-

ties,” March/April]. Not addressed was how
Dartmouth’s neoliberal students—prior
to the 2016 election—had been turned
“away from reasoned debate, informed
decision-making and inspiring rhetoric
toward a politics of suspicion, insinuation
and threat.” Students occupied Parkhurst
Hall, verbally attacked fellow students in
and around Baker Library before receiving
tacit affirmation from the vice provost of
student affairs, and defaced a “Blue Lives
Matter” tribute.
I theorize that these student demonstrators most likely were not grounded in
science and mathematics. Otherwise, they
could have dismissed opposing sociopolitical stances on race and poverty with
scholarly criticism.
The sciences champion true critical
thinking, constantly challenging existing
paradigms and subjecting participants to
harsh yet objective peer review. Until nonscience faculty and administrators shun
emotive tribalism in favor of dispassionate debate, why we need the humanities
remains an unanswered question for this
English literature major.
ALOKE K. MANDAL ’85

Anaheim Hills, California
Perhaps I was the only reader to appreciate the irony in the paragraph citing Jeff
Sharlet, who was quoted as follows: “Fundamentalists erase detail and flatten the
world by insisting on one truth….It’s detail
and nuance that make a democracy. That’s
why the humanities matter.”
As conservative thinkers have argued
for many years, a faculty dominated by
one political and philosophical viewpoint
threatens and impoverishes civil discourse
in the academic community.
JONATHAN T. FORD SR. ’60

Estes Park, Colorado

Etc.

May/June is a superb issue. Really great
pieces on today’s issues as they relate to
Dartmouth students and alumni. Keep it up!
GERALD GARBACZ ’58, TU’65

Annapolis, Maryland

Great one!
MANUEL TARABAY ’72

Geneva, Switzerland

DAM is one of the very best alumni magazines I have seen. Its strengths include excellent reporting of alumni achievements,

interesting articles, attractive graphics,
tasteful advertising, good humor, great
photography.
My only criticism relates to DAM’s
treatment of academic and intellectual
activities at the College. I believe the magazine spends too much time on fun stuff and
cutesy articles and not enough time portraying Dartmouth as an intellectual place.
I see too many pictures and articles about
students throwing Frisbees and jumping
into ice-cold pools and not enough about
the quiet thinkers and academic achievers.
A case in point is the omission of any mention about Dartmouth’s recent Rhodes
scholar, Sarah Waltcher ’16, selected last
November. No mention of arguably the
most prestigious award a college student
can win. Very disappointing. If you want
to publish something of this sort, there is
room to do it in any issue, let alone three
issues. It’s a matter of priorities.
DAM is a very good magazine. It could
be even better if it spent a little more time
extolling academics and the achievements
of the quiet thinkers.

44 BEACON HILL | STRAFFORD, VT
The property has a detached timber-framed artist studio with 12 ft ceilings. Its
orientation captures the 100 mile northern views. The residence is clad in full
dimensional granite and custom southern cypress siding. The signature architectural
element of the main residence is the prominent circular kitchen and two-story turret.
Interior details include mahogany wainscot and trim, open floor plan with ash
hardwood flooring, custom mahogany doors, radiant heat, and central A/C.
$1,350,000 | MLS#4490328
Rick Higgerson
17.5 Lebanon St. | Hanover, NH
Rick.Higgerson@FourSeasonsSIR.com
Mobile: 802. 291. 0436 | Work: 603. 276. 1313
FourSeasonsSIR.com
Each Office is Independently Owned & Operated

RICHARD HETKE ’73

Hinsdale, Illinois

Brain Power

I applaud Adam Estoclet ’11 for writing and
DAM for publishing “A Dark Hole” [January/February], an account of Estoclet’s
experience after taking “a hit to the head.”
His situation is not uncommon. Although his injury occurred in Sweden,
there are an estimated 3.8 million concussions in the United States per year in
sporting activities. As many as 50 percent
of them go unreported. What about multiple sub-concussions? A hockey player
may never be diagnosed with a concussion
during the year but may deliver and receive
1,000-plus hits to his head in a season. Immediate symptoms such as depression, fogginess, irritability, headaches, anxiety and
impulse control issues may not subside. As
I know all too well from my work with One
Hit Away, if the brain is not healed properly,
future complications such as Parkinson’s
disease, dementia and chronic traumatic
encephalopathy may result. Too many
athletes do not realize the extent of their
injuries until later in life. More of them
and athletic trainers need to seek proven
techniques for brain healing. Athletes and
their families deserve that.
DARREN A. CDEBACA ’82

Millbrae, California

Julie Blackmon: The Everyday Fantastic
June 9–August 27, 2017

This exhibition was organized by the Hood Museum
of Art, Dartmouth, and generously supported by the
Charles Gilman Family Endowment.
Julie Blackmon, New Chair, 2014, archival pigment print.
© Julie Blackmon, courtesy Robert Mann Gallery
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New CIO Alice Ruth ’83
focuses on “risk-adjusted
return.”
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OUTFITTING DARTMOUTH STUDENTS AND ALUMNI SINCE 1919 ON MAIN STREET HANOVER
Your purchase supports Dartmouth College

LAURA BARISONZI

SHOP IN THE STORE 21 SOUTH MAIN, HANOVER OR ORDER ONLINE

For Ruth, the opportunity to
oversee Dartmouth’s endowment
and other funds is more than the
latest entry on an impressive
resume of wealth management
for the Gordon and Betty Moore
Foundation and Willett Advisors,
the money-management firm for
Michael Bloomberg and his family
foundation. Having served on the
College’s investment committee,
Ruth says, “made a world of
difference because I knew I
was getting into a functioning
team and a solid portfolio.” Also
a consideration, she says, was
wanting to work for the College,
“which has played such an
important role in my life.”
For an extended Q&A with Ruth,
please visit our website.
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“You lose
perspective
looking
at a map on a
computer.”

notes from around the gree n

VISITING VOICES

The Hop’s New Groove

16 D A R T M O U T H A L U M N I M A G A Z I N E

CHOSEN

2,092
Students offered
admission to the
class of 2021

CAR SICK

79%

How do students and faculty use the
map room?
Most of the undergrads who come
in are from outside of the earth sciences and geography departments.
There’s a military strategy class
that uses our materials to visualize
battles. Students in writing courses
come in to look at maps when they’re
writing about place. Lucinda Hall, our
maps librarian, has worked with professors on several projects and books, including Jim Wright’s recent book about
the Vietnam War.

Increase in cost of a single-term
campus parking permit since
2015, from $42 then to $75 today

P R O F E S S O R S ’ C O M P E N S AT I O N
Dartmouth ranks sixth among Ivy schools when it comes to paying
professors, and 19th overall among all peer group colleges and universities. “Between 2009 and 2012, compensation levels at our peer
institutions moved ahead of Dartmouth,” says President Phil
Hanlon ’77. “We are committed to addressing this discrepancy and
providing competitive compensation to our faculty…who provide the
fundamental hallmark of the Dartmouth experience.”
Harvard

$230,292

Columbia

$209,475

UPenn

What other types of visitors use the
space?
We see a cast of characters: Locals come
in to look at maps for community projects.
A few Appalachian Trail through-hikers
who have heard about us want to look at
topographic sheets.

$201,978

Princeton

$200,403

Yale			

$198,369

Dartmouth

$175,239

Brown		

$170,649

Cornell

$167,238

Does anything unusual ever happen in
the map room?
Once in a while we’ll see students playing a
sort of scavenger-hunt game. They’ll come
in and start sleuthing around looking for a
place to hide a clue or find one. Nothing too
far out of the ordinary, though.

Source: Chronicle of Higher Education; data is for full professors for 2015-16

V O I C E O F I N S P I R AT I O N

“One of the greatest teachers I ever had” and “I’ll never forget that
laugh” were common reactions among alumni when legendary English
professor Bill Cook died in May. A noted poet and orator, Cook joined
the College in 1973 and went on to help establish the African and
African American studies program. He was 83.

i llu st rat i on by AN DY F R I ED M A N

What is the future of maps and cartography in the digital age?
When I started in the map room in 2000,
there weren’t nearly as many online resources. Even now, we’ve scanned only a
fraction of our collection. Certainly people
will continue to map the world. GIS [geographic information system] is the way to
do it now. It’s possible some of our collections will wind up in storage. If Dartmouth
were to discard some of the more rare and
unique items we have, I’d be first in line to
grab a few.
—Savannah Maher ’17

TOP LEFT: ELI BURAKIAN ’00; LEFT: JOE MEHLING ’69

In 2011, cellist Yo-Yo Ma and his Silk Road Ensemble
performed on a rainy day at New Haven, Connecticut’s International Festival of Arts and Ideas in front of an ecstatic crowd of
8,000 people ankle-deep in mud. The festival’s director, Mary Lou
Aleskie (inset), had convinced the event’s board to raise $300,000
above its original budget to make the event free of charge—and
personally escorted Ma through the muck to perform.
Now director of the Hopkins Center, Aleskie hopes to stage
events of similar energy and dynamism in Hanover. Festivals,
she says, “bring people together and create memories to walk
away with.”
Under her leadership the Hop is poised to re-energize area
residents around its offerings and to focus especially on student
outreach. “I’m really excited about the housing communities as a
way to engage and excite people in their own homes and spheres
of existence,” Aleskie says. “Instilling the understanding and the
values the arts create within our leaders of tomorrow will help
shape a better world.”
Aleskie hopes to build on recent programming such as the Nile
Project, a music ensemble of artists from countries along the Nile
who connected last spring with students studying African politics,
entrepreneurship and water issues. “This is a great time for the
Hop to be much more outward-looking,” says Aleskie, by bringing in artists and performers from around the globe, creating art
that matters to the world and bridging distances. Aleskie’s prior
experience establishing the Yale-China Arts Fellowship informs
her opinion that “when people collaborate to make something,
there is no more profound way to bring people together,” Aleskie
says. “It’s pretty clear that the world is increasingly one of contrast
between those who believe that borders have value and those
who understand that societies intermingle. We can’t fulfill our
entire mission at the Hopkins Center without addressing those
social issues.”
Among the projects Aleskie is excited about nurturing are the
longtime New York Theatre Workshop residency, which incubates
works in progress and allows students to learn from professional
playwrights and directors, and the interdisciplinary STEM Arts
program that brings composers to campus to collaborate with
science, technology, engineering and math faculty. “As multifaceted as the Hopkins Center is, we need to be doing more to push
outwards and reach beyond our own borders and disciplines,”
she says. 				
—Jessica Fedin ’17

What are some of the most popular or
unusual items in the Evans Map Room
collection?
We have a map of Europe that includes an
English translation of every place name,
which is my personal favorite. People are
very drawn to our historical maps from the
16th and 17th centuries because they have
a certain artistic flair. They’re not as accurate cartographically or geographically as they are beautiful to look at.

—HARVARD PROFESSOR CORNEL WEST

THE ARTS

>

> PETER ALLEN, Map Specialist, Evans Map Room

▲

“We scapegoat
the most
vulnerable
instead of
confronting
the most powerful.”

Hopkins Center

LOOK WHO’S TALKING

ph oto g ra ph b y JO HN S HERM A N

BY THE NUMBERS

Spring Sports

44

National rank of the women’s tennis
team as it headed to the NCAA tournament in May, after sharing the Ivy
title with Harvard and Cornell

2

Football players signed to NFL freeagent contracts following the April
draft. Linebacker Folarin Orimolade
’17 signed with the Los Angeles Rams.
Safety Charlie Miller ’17 signed with
the Jacksonville Jaguars.

1

Number of Kiwis who will be on the
men’s basketball team next season:
6-foot-1-inch point guard
Isaac Letoa ’21 hails from New
Zealand. Note his middle name: Kobe.

2

Games the football team will play at
baseball stadiums during the next
three years. The Big Green takes on
Brown November 10, 2017, at Fenway
Park in Boston and Princeton November 9, 2019, at Yankee Stadium in
New York City.

5

Consecutive years the cycling team
has won the Ivy Cup

200

Spectators who attended the fifth
annual athletics talent show in April.
Heavyweight rowers and musicians
Joey Carleo ’20, Ian Marx ’19 and
Trevor Knight ’17 won the competition
with a version of Zac Brown Band’s
“Colder Weather.”
J U LY/A U G U S T 2 0 1 7
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“Dartmouth has helped me grow in so many ways. I’m proud of the person

NEWS AND NOTES

I’ve become because of the experiences I’ve had here—while also staying
CAMPUS CONFIDENTIAL

ASKED AND ANSWERED
A new book edited by math
prof Dan Rockmore, What
Are the Arts and Sciences?,
features more than 26 answers in the form of essays
by Dartmouth professors.

TIME OUT
Football coach Buddy
Teevens ’79 trekked to
Boston to toss out the first
pitch at the Yankees-Red
Sox game April 25. Unfortunately, the game was
rained out.

WINTER WATER SKI
The Skiway hosted a Pond
Skim in early April to benefit the Special Olympics.
Participants skied across a
small pool of water at the
bottom of a run. You can
find some of the spectacular
wipeouts on YouTube.

COLORS OF PRIDE
The LGBTQIA+ community
celebrated Pride 2017 with
a two-week slate of events
starting April 22. As part of
the festivities, Dartmouth
Hall was lit in the colors of
the rainbow.

TRIPLE PLAY
Over several weeks this
spring, assistant professor
of music Ashley Fure won
a Guggenheim fellowship,
a Rome Prize and a
Pulitzer Prize nomination for her composition,
Bound to the Bow.

NO EXCUSE
A football player was
suspended from the team
and College after he was
charged with domestic
assault for allegedly pushing
and choking his ex-girlfriend
during an argument in a
dorm room.

SURVEY SAYS...
According to a student poll
by The D, 85 percent of
undergrads disapprove of
President Donald Trump’s
performance. Thirty-four
percent said they would be
“uncomfortable” having a
roommate with opposing
political views.

APRIL SHOWERS
A burst water pipe on April
20 damaged the West Gym
floor and necessitated the
closing of the gym for the
remainder of spring term.

FAB FIVE
Five Montgomery fellows
were in residence during
spring term: performing
artist Rhodessa Jones,
photographer Fazal Sheikh,
author André Aciman, poet
José Kozer and French
novelist Édouard Louis.

Trips Detour

CHICKEN TRAGEDY
EBA’s restaurant, a Hanover
staple for 37 years, has
closed down.

College Fund in this academic year made
Dartmouth possible for JoRee and 2,000
of her fellow undergraduates.

“For Duthu, the call to serve his students
comes before all else. With [him] as dean
of faculty, Dartmouth would have been a
better place.”
—Eliana Ramage ’13 on Bruce Duthu ’80, who in May declined the job because
of controversy surrounding his 2013 support of an academic boycott of Israel

One of every two Dartmouth students

>>> President Phil Hanlon ’77 has
endorsed recommendations of
a task force to make the College
more environmentally friendly. They
include reducing greenhouse gas
emissions by 50 percent by 2025
and 80 percent by 2050. Dartmouth
will also move from No. 6 fuel oil to
renewables by 2025.

relies on financial aid—and in 2017 you
made the difference for all of them.

WE CAN’T THANK YOU ENOUGH

After the Fire

SHE NEVER TOLD US
Paralympian Staci Mannella
’18, subject of a short profile
in the May/June issue of this
magazine, is now suing the
College. She claims
Dartmouth has not sufficiently accommodated her
special needs.

QUOTE/UNQUOTE
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Your contributions to the Dartmouth

Greener Horizons
PEAK PERFORMER
Women’s alpine ski coach
John Dwyer was named the
National Alpine Coach of the
Year by the U.S. Collegiate
Ski Coaches Association.

—J O R E E L A F R A N C E ’ 1 7

YOU MADE THE DIFFERENCE

>>> Delays to construction of the
new Moosilauke Ravine Lodge
(above) will force first-year trips
to overnight at the Skiway instead.
The new $10.9-million lodge is now
expected to open in September.
Trips were also relocated for a
time in the 1980s due to plumbing
problems at the old lodge. “The
class of 2021 will have plenty of
opportunities to reinforce their
sense of place at Moosilauke over
the course of their first year,” says
Dan Nelson ’75, director of outdoor
programs.

>>> Students should return to
Morton Hall this fall. Renovations
to the fire-ravaged dorm, closed
since October, include the addition
of an elevator, central common
areas and 17 more beds for a total
of 84. “It’s been a very aggressive
construction schedule,” says Mike
Wooten, associate dean of residential life. Cost of the work is close to
$5 million.

Alpha Delta, R.I.P.?

ROMAN MURADOV

BRAIN TEASERS
In April, six undergrads
represented the College
at the ninth International
Physicists’ Tournament in
Sweden. It was the first U.S.
team ever to qualify.

MAKING TRACKS
Dining services employee
Eric Lemieux snowshoed
his way to three prizes at
the 2017 Special Olympics
World Winter Games in
Austria, including a bronze
medal.

16
NUMBER

Students and alumni
who were offered
Fulbright scholarships
this year

>>> Was it over when the Germans
bombed Pearl Harbor? Well, no,
according to Bluto of Animal House.
But it looks like things are indeed
over for the infamous fraternity: In
the spring the house lost an appeal
to be re-recognized by the College,
ending 18 months of negotiation.
According to trustees, the derecognition is “permanent.”

The New Emeriti

>>> Retiring professors this year
include four tenured members
of the arts and sciences faculty:
David Lagomarsino (history),
Anne Sa’adah (government), Gary
Wegner (physics and astronomy)
and Joel Levine (quantitative social
science).

Read more about JoRee at dartgo.org/stories
ELI BURAKIAN '00

OPEN HOUSE
In April, professor Jane Hill
was dismissed from her job
as the head of Allen House,
one of six new campus
house communities. The
engineering professor will
continue to teach.

strong and true to my roots. I’m forever grateful.”

Creating better futures since 1769

COMMENCEMENT

CAMPUS

EUREKA!
Mario Lanza
belts out an
aria in the 1950s.

[

NEW FINDINGS AND RESEARCH

Mixed Signals

]

Call attracts mates, predators.

STEVE SWAYNE | MUSIC PROFESSOR

“Operas tell our stories,” says Swayne. “They represent how we live in the world and how we
deal with hatred, love, war and adversity.” As part of Dartmouth’s collaboration with the online
learning platform edX, Swayne has taught introductory courses on Italian and German opera.
He emphasizes that the art form is accessible to anyone, regardless of musical background:
“Directors are keen on speaking to contemporary audiences with visual gestures that resonate
with us today, while retaining the fantastic music.” Swayne recommends the following operas
for their universal appeal.						—Jessica Fedin ’17
D I E F RAU O HN E
SCH ATT E N
R I CH AR D ST RAU SS

CARMEN
BIZET

T H E MARR I AGE OF
FIG ARO
MOZART

LA BOHÈME
PUCCI NI

“One of my personal
favorites, this opera is
a heady mix of metaphysical conceptions
as well as more downto-earth interactions.
Translated as The
Woman Without a
Shadow, this WW I-era
opera uses the shadow
as a weighty metaphor
in a dramatic interplay
between the supernatural and natural
worlds. I drop anything
I’m doing if it’s playing
nearby. Die Frau ohne
Schatten may not
immediately grab you,
but it will stay with you
for a long time.”

“They may not know
they know it, but
most people know a
lot of the music from
Carmen already. It
has appeared in so
many commercials and
television shows that
you will be surprised
when you recognize the
music. It’s extremely
fast-moving, very
engaging, tragic and,
ultimately, incredibly
moving. The opera is
set in Seville and the
music has a Spanish
tinge that is erotic,
exotic and narcotic. The
music is just incredibly
seductive.”

“This comedic opera is
brimming with so much
beauty and funny moments. It’s about one
couple wanting to be
married, a guy trying
to seduce the bride
and the guy’s wife
distressed by her husband’s philandering.
At the end of the day
this opera is all about
forgiveness, as the wife
finds it in her heart to
forgive her husband.
It’s an engaging story,
a fantastic score and in
many respects one of
the foundations of this
thing that I love called
opera.”

“La Bohème premiered
in 1896. Exactly 100
years later another
piece of theater comes
out that tells the same
story—Rent—which
speaks to its durability and continued
relevance. The story
explores love at first
sight, the challenges
of staying in love and
what it means to lose
someone. It’s a beautiful and heart-breaking
opera, but also comical
in some parts. Puccini
is a master. One is sure
to come away quite
engaged.”

41

Percentage of college
freshmen nationwide
who say they spend
at least six hours per
week on social media

QUOTE/UNQUOTE

“In general, we’re performing where we would
expect. We’re performing along the lines of
other endowments that are of the same size
and same breadth as Dartmouth.”
—CFO Michael Wagner on the endowment’s modest negative returns in fiscal 2016
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A Brief Look at
Honorary Degrees
The first Dartmouth
honorary degrees
were awarded in
1773. Among the
19 recipients was
Ralph Wheelock, the
Yale-educated son of
Dartmouth founder
Eleazar Wheelock.

Eye to Eye

Pupils show engagement.
>>> Pupil-dilation patterns may
indicate the level of engagement
between speakers and listeners, according to new research led by Thalia
Wheatley, associate professor of
psychological and brain sciences and
principal investigator of the Dartmouth
Social Intelligence Laboratory. Using
infrared technology to track the eyes
of listeners, Wheatley’s team found
that collective pupillary synchrony was
greatest during the emotional peaks of
a speaker’s narrative. The study suggests that highly expressive individuals
are more likely to keep an audiences’
attention. “ ‘The eyes are the window
to the soul’ is an ancient saying supported by many scientific studies
linking pupil dilation and eye gaze to
mental states such as attention and
intention,” says Wheatley. “Here we
show that the eyes not only reveal the
inner workings of one mind, but reveal
when two minds connect.” The team’s
findings are published in the Journal of
Experimental Psychology.

 Nine U.S. presidents have received
honorary degrees.
The first was John
Adams, in 1782.

 The degree
awarded to tennis
star Arthur Ashe in
1980 was auctioned
off in 2013 for $145.

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE LIBRARY

If You Hate Opera, Try These

FAR LEFT: GETTY IMAGES; TOP: I-STOCK

ASK THE EXPERT

>>> “Katydids are the potato chips
of the rainforest,” says Laurel Symes,
Adv’13, Neukom Fellow for computational interdisciplinary research.
That’s because the ultrasonic mating
calls of male katydids in Panama
not only attract the attention of
females, they’re also a clarion call to
hungry bats. Together with Hannah
ter Hofstede, assistant professor of
biological sciences, Symes investigated how katydids successfully find
mates while avoiding predators in
the dense rainforest soundscape. The
researchers spent weeks recording the
ultrasonic chatter of the forest canopy
using specially designed microphones,
then slowed the recordings down to a
frequency detectable by human ears
for analysis. Their findings, published
in Behavioral Ecology and Sociobiology, show that katydids have adapted
a number of strategies to avoid predators, including calling less frequently
during the night, going completely
silent when a bat is near, or continuing to call from a safe location hidden
beneath the leaves.

Cornell is the only
Ivy school that does
not award honorary
degrees.

Faculty protested the
granting of an honorary degree to George
H.W. Bush in 2011 with
a letter to President
Jim Kim: “We believe
his record as a politician is difficult to reconcile with the values
for which Dartmouth
stands.”

 In 1922, author and
education reformer
Dorothy Canfield
Fisher became the
first woman to receive
an honorary degree
from Dartmouth.
In a thank-you note to
President John Sloan
Dickey ’29, honorary
degree recipient E.B.
White expressed
his “appreciation
to you for including
‘brevity’ among my
alleged virtues; I have
found that in many
academic circles
it is regarded with
distrust.”
President James O.
Freedman once wrote
of an alum who, year
after year, “brazenly
approached me with
requests for a degree,
always supplying an
exhaustive resume
and fistfuls of adulatory articles. He never
was honored.”

 New York Gov.
Franklin D. Roosevelt
(with Dartmouth President Ernest Martin
Hopkins, class of 1901)
received an honorary
degree in 1929.
Robert Frost, class
of 1896, and Nelson
Rockefeller ’30 are
the only people to
receive two honorary
degrees from the
College.
This year’s honorary
degree recipients:
Jake Tapper ’91, Anna
Deavere Smith, Jim
Sinegal, Frances
Arnold, Dottie and
Bob King ’57, Shaikha
Dana Nasser Sabah
Al-Ahmed Al-Sabah,
C. Fordham von
Reyn ’67 and Abbey
D’Agostino ’14.

 This year Tapper
becomes the latest
alum to receive an
honorary degree as
the Commencement
speaker. Others have
included Stephen
Bosworth ’61, Henry
Paulson ’68, Louise
Erdrich ’76, Fred
Rogers ’50 and
Shonda Rhimes ’91.
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notes from around the gree n

▲

“I’ll be at Civis
Analytics in Chicago—
a data science startup
rooted in the Obama 2012
campaign and aligned with
my government major and
quantitative social
sciences minor.”

▲

“I’ll be teaching
science at the KIPP
Memphis Academy Middle
School with Teach for
America. I believe investing in young people is
important.”

—CLARA WANG ’17

—BRENDAN CALDWELL ’17

I N S TA - S T U D E N T

Outta Here!

The Woodstock Inn & Resort, one of New England’s most scenic, romantic, and luxurious destinations
for a Vermont wedding, is ready to make your celebration perfect in every way. Our experienced staff will
assist you with every detail — from room reservations to dinner menus, wedding cakes to rehearsal dinners.

▲
“I’ll be working
at the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York with the
group that implements
monetary policy. I wanted
to work with smart and
interesting people.”

▲

The Perfect Setting for an Exquisite Wedding
is Vermont’s Most Beautiful Address.

© Michael Sparks Keegan Photography

© Paige Hiller Photography

© Michael Sparks Keegan Photography

Seniors share their post-Commencement plans

“Playing the lead
in Urinetown reinforced
my decision to pursue an
acting career. I’m looking
into the Williamstown
Festival and regional
theater.”
—ROBERT CUEVA ’17

—MACLEAN CALIHAN ’17

Personal Wedding Planner • Full Wedding Venue Services • Exclusive Wedding Packages
Exquisite Wedding Cakes • Customizable Wedding Menus • Bridal Packages at The Spa
Award-winning Golf • Exclusive Room Rates
The World’s Best Hotels ~ Travel + Leisure
Voted #1 Resort in Vermont by Condé Nast Readers

WOODSTOCK, VERMONT | 802.457.6647 |

WWW.WOODSTOCKINN.COM
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Make your debit card green,

Inspiring
Design

Plan well. Live well.

BIG GREEN!

Select from 12 options by visiting any Ledyard Bank location or by calling 888.746.4562

Interior Design
Custom
Fabrication

Visit our extensive
home furnishings
showroom.

Renovations

Ledyard’s online and mobile banking includes free personal mobile check
deposit, so you can show your Dartmouth pride on your home turf.

Cheryl Boghosian
Interior Designer, ASID

Hanover, NH
603-643-3727
gilberteinteriors.com

Steps from Dartmouth

Contemporary Accommodations · Valet Parking
Attentive Service · State-of-the-art Amenities
sixsouth.com/dartmouth-lodging · 603.643.0600 · 6 South Street, Hanover, NH

The official bank of Dartmouth Athletics

visit us at ledyardbank.com

PERSONAL & BUSINESS BANKING | PRIVATE BANKING | INVESTMENTS | TAXES | WEALTH MANAGEMENT
Personal and business banking relationships within the retail bank are subject to FDIC insurance coverage limits. Investment, tax and wealth management services offered by Ledyard Financial Advisors
are not insured by the FDIC, are not deposits or other obligations of, or guaranteed by the Bank or any affiliate, and are subject to investment risk including the possible loss of principal amount invested.
EQUAL HOUSING LENDER MEMBER FDIC
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Beetle
Mania

days, using their six legs, while they excavate galleries within the inner bark to lay
eggs that will produce even more beetles
in the next generation.”
The beetles rely on mutualistic
microscopic fungi in their organs that help
offspring survive. When a mother beetle
lays eggs, it leaves behind fungi that grow
spores for larvae to feed on. Once they
mature, the larvae move to the outer bark
of the tree and pupate. When they become
adults, they bore out of the bark and fly
away to infest another, nearby tree.
Historically, the southern pine beetle
has been limited to the American Southeast, Mexico and Central America. Thanks
to global warming, the beetle has journeyed
north to the pitch pine forests of New Jersey
in recent years and even to some areas of
New England. Ayres says he’s stunned at
how quickly climate change has warmed up
cold areas, facilitating the beetles’ migration.
“Over the last 50 years the average temperature has changed by maybe 1 degree
Fahrenheit,” says Ayres. “But the coldest
night of the winter has warmed up by seven
to eight degrees, a huge amount. Every few
years it fluctuates, but the trend used to be
that at least every few years it would get to
about 0 degrees, cold enough to kill most
southern pine beetles. Now that doesn’t happen nearly as much, so they’ve responded
by increasing distribution limits and killing
more trees.”
It’s not just warmer climates that have
allowed pests to flourish in new places. Insects such as the emerald ash borer and

A tree-killing pest from
the Southeast has invaded
New England. Biology
professor Matt Ayres is
on the case. by T I F F A N I E W E N

M

att Ayres has been studying one
of the country’s most notorious
insect pests—the southern pine
beetle—for more than two decades, tracking
its abundance and distribution with
pheromone-baited traps, aerial surveys
and examinations of trees within individual
infestations.
The bearded, shaggy-haired, bike-riding
biology professor seems well suited to New
Hampshire. But he’s also become an international leader in studying how climate
change affects the distributions and impacts
of insects. He’s one of the people whom the
suits at the World Bank summon for advice
regarding ramifications of climate change
and invasive insects on international trade
agreements. “I had to wear a buttoned-up
shirt for that one,” he says with a laugh. “It
was not my natural habitat.”
But such professional visits are necessary if Ayres is going to save the world’s
trees. In the last several months he’s been
working to get his message out. His research, which has implications for everything from pesticide use to international
trade, has been featured in The New York
Times and The Washington Post.
Ayres’ research on the southern pine
beetle started more than 25 years ago, when
he was hired as a postdoctoral research
scientist with the U.S. Forest Service in
Louisiana. One of the most aggressive treekilling insects in the world, the beetle is
smaller than a grain of rice but kills trees
by attacking in numbers. The effects on the
landscape can be seen from space. “Pine
trees defend themselves against normal
pests by exuding oleoresin from wounds,”
says Ayres. “If I were dropped into a vat of
pine resin I’d be dead within minutes, but
southern pine beetles are not normal pests.
They are able to swim through the resin for
26 D A R T M O U T H A L U M N I M A G A Z I N E

Smaller than a grain of rice, the southern
pine beetle is one of the most aggressive
tree-killing insects in the world.
hemlock woolly adelgid, for example, hitch
a ride from Asia or Europe on live plants
or wooden pallets used for shipping. The
insects quickly fly away once they reach
land, where they find a similar host tree.
Though the phenomenon occurs all over
the world, New England is a global hot spot
for nonnative species. “Most forest insects
have special requirements. They don’t just
eat trees, they eat some specific tree—and
we have it all,” Ayres explains. “So a random insect comes in and it’s more likely
that somewhere within flying distance of
i llu st rat i on by G ABY D’AL E SSA N D RO

the port of entry there’s going to be a host
tree that it recognizes because it is similar
enough to its host tree at home.” Experts
point out that the multi-billion-dollar cost
of dying trees caused by nonnative insects
tends to fall on residential property owners
and local governments that must cut down
the newly killed trees before they fall and
cause more damage.
SOUTHERN PINE BEETLE OUTBREAKS
have been suppressed through a strategy of
“cut and remove.” First, discrete local infestations of highly aggregated southern pine
beetles are identified from aerial surveys.
Then salvage loggers can cut out infested
trees, plus a modest buffer. “This practice
usually stops growth of the local infestation by removing beetles from the forest
and disrupting the pheromone plumes that
catalyze mass attacks on trees,” says Ayres.
“When most such infestations in a forest are
successfully suppressed, the regional beetle
population is reduced to such low levels that
it can no longer employ mass-attacks to kill
trees, and then natural forces can maintain
the beetles at non-epidemic levels for many
years without further suppression.”
Such tactics have worked in the
southeastern United States, where sawmills,
paper mills and similar businesses have an
incentive, but there is no such mechanism
in places such as New Jersey. Experts have
had some limited success by introducing
predatory species, and tree breeding
programs can help.
Ayres says the most effective solution
will target nonnative species and come in
the form of smart legislation. “We need national laws that will restrict the movement
of wooden pallets into North American
ports,” he says. “If we cut down or greatly
reduced the import of live plant materials, there would also be an immediate effect. There are three headless horsemen
of global change that are driving the way
planet earth is changing: climate change,
change in land use from growing human
populations, and the movement all over
the world of nonnative species. Reducing
growing populations, stopping the cutting
of forests for urban areas and reducing
greenhouse emissions are hard challenges,
but everyone should be in favor of this.”
is a freelance writer who
has written for the BBC, The Atlantic and
The Daily Beast. She’s currently based in
Lebanon, New Hampshire.
TIFFANIE WEN
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A Good Bet
Native American lawyer Wayne Shammel ’89 builds on his enterprising work
with tribal casinos in the Pacific Northwest. b y A L E C S C O T T ’ 8 9

I

n the late summer of 1985 Wayne
Shammel piled most of what he owned
into a souped-up, sky-blue Chevelle
SS and hurtled from the Flathead Indian
reservation in Montana, where he grew
up, to Hanover. “It had three deuces, three
two-barrel carburetors,” he recalls fondly.
“When you really opened it up, it moved.
You could see the gas gauge going down.”
Shammel, a hard-charging, solidly built
former football jock, now serves as assistant
general counsel for Prosper Portland, the
Oregon city’s development agency, but he
is known nationally as an expert in tribal
gaming. After excelling at Dartmouth and
Harvard Law, he initially participated in the
then-booming Native gaming bonanza in an
advice-giving capacity. “The law authorizing
Indian casinos was passed when I was at
Dartmouth,” he says, referring to the 1988
federal legislation, the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act. “The gaming practice areas at the
firms that hired me as a corporate associate
grew, and I had clients involved in all aspects
of the boom, the financing, the management.”
After a few years practicing in Denver
he went in-house, becoming general counsel of a casino-owning tribe in Roseburg,
Oregon. Then he served as general counsel
with the Confederated Tribes of the Chehalis Reservation in Washington State.
He acknowledges that his successful
and varied career couldn’t have been predicted when he was growing up. “I was crippled as a boy and lost the use of my legs,” he
says. “I was determined I was going to stay
competitive, I wouldn’t be a nobody. I read
all 4,335 books in our little library.” In high
school Shammel regained the use of his legs
and joined the football team, but he never
lost his taste for reading, and his standardized test results drew Dartmouth’s interest.
“I was going to go to the state school, but
a recruiter from the College visited and
convinced me to apply,” he explains.
Soon Shammel found himself driving
his hot-rod eastward. “The landscape was
so different, so closed in by trees,” he recalls. “When I got to the school I was wor28 D A R T M O U T H A L U M N I M A G A Z I N E

ried that someone might take my guns, so I
strapped them to the underside of my dorm
bed. Somehow the campus police heard
about them and came to me politely to ask
if they could store them for me. I was so
happy about that. No one would steal them
there, I thought, and I could get them out
whenever I wanted to go hunting.”
He kept on hunting as he had always
done, but he cut his hair to fit in. “When I
went home my grandmother cried, because
it was our tradition to cut your hair only
when someone important to you passed.
You’d bury the braid with that person. ‘Who
died?’ she asked. I decided I’d never again
cut my hair for any other reason—and I
never did.” (When his grandmother died
recently, he was one of several to shear off
his hair and send a braid with her.)
In Hanover Shammel always had a job:

“My grandmother raised me to be an uberIndian. The plan was always that I’d take
what I learned back into Indian country.”
washing dishes at the dining hall, serving
tea at Sanborn Library, working as a bouncer at a biker bar in White River Junction,
Vermont. “A lot of the kids were tasting their
first freedom at Dartmouth, going nuts with
it,” he says. “I’d grown up pretty free-range.
[Back home] we’d ‘red-lantern’ the train
that passed near us by hanging a red light
by the tracks, and the engineer would stop
the train and take us away for a week-long
fishing or hunting trip in the wilderness.”
Shammel majored in English and
earned two academic citations, one for a
course on Shakespeare. His smarts got him
offers from every law school to which he applied. “I was considering going to Stanford,
but my brother said, ‘Are you crazy? It’s
Harvard,’ ” he says of his decision. He would
have done the joint J.D.-M.B.A. program
at Harvard, he says, but he couldn’t afford
the extra time or tuition that would take,

TO COM E
LOOKI NG AHEAD
Shammel, photographed in his
Portland, Oregon,
offices May 10, 2017

caption
caption

p h otog rap h by L E AH N AS H

so he settled for studying as much business law as he could. “A visiting professor
told me bankruptcy law was the way in to
understanding what makes businesses tick,
which was good advice,” he says. “I also
wanted to learn about the law as it related
to Indians, but there wasn’t even a regular
course, just a short seminar.”
He took what he learned to Denver, and

moved after two years at Faegre & Benson (now Faegre Baker Daniels) to Dorsey
& Whitney to help build a strong gaming
practice. (“A partner once asked me, ‘How
many Native lawyers do we have?’ I said,
‘One, me.’ ”) These were years, he says,
when he learned not only about the law
but also about money and power: “I saw
how the wheels turn.”
But becoming a big-firm corporate attorney had never been the ultimate aim.
“My grandmother taught me our language.
She raised me to be an uber-Indian. The
plan was always that I’d take what I learned
back into Indian country,” he says. In 1996,
when a client asked him to become general counsel of the Cow Creek Band of the
Umpqua Tribe, he said yes.
Drawing on his corporate law
background, Shammel helped the tribe
use the money its Seven Feathers casino
earned to secure financing to redevelop its
lands. As a result, the tribe now runs a power
station, supplies water to its reservation
and the region, and supports a wide range of
businesses, including farms, restaurants, a
truck wash and a graphic design studio. “We
know the casinos aren’t going to last forever,
that redevelopment is important—and
there were lots of regulatory and financing
hurdles we had to jump over,” he says.
Shammel’s description of the negotiating, networking and lobbying needed
to make the 240-acre, $100-million redevelopment happen credits the tribal leadership team in place at the time, but the
tribe’s current CEO, Michael Rondeau, says
simply, “Wayne delivered what many would
say was impossible.”
Although Shammel has had many successes, he makes it a point to talk about
his setbacks: “In my personal life there
are things I’d do differently. I’ve been divorced twice. I’ve worked to maintain peace
with everybody in my world as best I can.”
Speaking shortly after spending time with
his children, a son and two daughters, and
his first grandchild, a boy, he is less the bullish, fast driver and more the reflective angler. “In the movement of fish in the Northwest, the migrations of the birds, you see
the climate changing. At this time of your
life, you start to think about legacy,” he says.
“I’d like for someone to see what we did in
Oregon 50 years from now and say, ‘They
were thinking of us when they did this.’ ”
ALEC SCOTT is a freelance journalist based
in Oakland, California.
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Beyond Words
In a fragmented world where refugees abound, language
serves as more than a bridge. by R O S A L I E L I P F E R T ’ 1 3
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or three weeks during the holidays
last December and January, I volunteered at a Syrian and Afghan
refugee camp in rural Filippiada, Greece,
with the organization Lighthouse Relief.
My day-to-day tasks included teaching
German, English and math classes to teenage girls in some combination of English
and Arabic. I also facilitated a femalefriendly space for women and children,
where I guided them through cooking,
yoga, art and fitness classes and aided with
language interpretation whenever needed.
(Two Lighthouse trailers and a fenced-in
yard constituted the designated female
area at the camp.).
At the time I was too caught up in the
daily stresses—both the unpredictable
chaos of camp life and the political
developments taking place back home—to
reflect upon two questions that had been
brewing in my mind. First, what is the value
of a liberal arts education in our tech-based
world with its intense competition for jobs
and a pedagogical climate that has already
begun to head in a skills-to-workplace
direction? And second, in our greatly
divided nation, what can we be doing to
bridge the current political gap and find
common ground with one another when

Speaking Arabic allowed me to
understand subtle messages of
racial tensions and unmet needs.
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our day-to-day lives often keep us in touch
only with those with whom we agree?
My work in the refugee camp helped
me arrive at some answers once I got home.
I have my liberal arts education to
thank for delivering me to Filippiada. As
a child I had tagged along with my French
professor mother on three Dartmouth
language study abroad programs to France,
so when I matriculated as a student at the
College a decade later, I wished to take up
i l l u s t ra t i o n b y KEI T H N EG L EY
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603.643.6406
a language that would afford me a foreign
study program in uncharted territory.
With this logic and with some degree of
randomness, Arabic it was, and in the fall
of 2011 I arrived in Tangier, Morocco,
with seven fellow students. As tends to
be my inclination with memorizationheavy study material, I yearned to place
some names and faces to my stack of
vocabulary flashcards, and after learning of
Morocco’s female illiteracy rate—greater
than 50 percent—I decided to volunteer
as a French and Arabic literacy teacher
to 30 women ages 15 to 85 with the little
bit of Moroccan Arabic, or Darija, I knew.
My more recent role in Greece paralleled my teaching duties in Morocco. In
both cases, Arabic bridged cultural gaps
and brought together seemingly disparate
worlds of East and West. The language allowed me to connect with women and gain
a glimpse of their daily routines. Standing in front of the colorful kaleidoscope
of hijabs while I let my hair fall uncovered behind my shoulders, I also had to
acknowledge what a gift it was to be so
seamlessly welcomed into the space we
shared, space I invited myself into with
each verbal exchange.
At the Filippiada camp, speaking
Arabic allowed me to begin to understand
the nuances of refugee life. Subtle messages of racial tensions and unmet needs
would have otherwise slipped by unnoticed—the very same intricacies that,
when misinterpreted, lead to stereotypes,
marginalization and then to increased
polarization, not at all different from the
dynamic that brought our country to its
current state.
Now, back in the United States, I am
among the millions of Americans trying
to make sense of our fragmented country,
searching for ways to relate to the “other”
side. If nothing else, my time in Greece
has taught me that the language I spoke
to reach Syrians and Afghans has an
analogous version back home, a language
whose power does not rest so much on the
words as on the empathy, openness and
cultural awareness that seeps through it.
These tenets are at the very core of a liberal
arts education, which perhaps has more
tangible outlets than immediately meets
the eye. 				
is pursuing a master’s
in social work at Smith College. She lives in
Northampton, Massachusetts.
ROSALIE LIPFERT
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When Peay left brand
consulting in 2003 to team up
with his brother after buying
land on a ridge overlooking the
Pacific, many people doubted
that grapes would ripen in
the cold locale. No worries.
Although it’s difficult to plant
in their location, Peay, who
worked in retail and harvested
grapes to prepare for his
new career, says his vineyard
“produces wines with good
acid, less fruit and alcohol, and
more secondary aromatics of
earth, tea, and spice, imprinting
our wine with a distinct profile
and coaxing out that unique
personality.”

Notable Wines: 2012 Sonoma
Coast Ama Estate Vineyard Pinot
Noir Ama (awarded 94 points—
considered outstanding—by
Wine Spectator)

Cloverdale
ANDY PEAY ’92

PEAY VINEYARDS

❶

Focused on Bordeaux varietals
with what he describes as
“good natural acidity” and
“moderate alcohol levels,”
Jeffrey turned to winemaking
after a career with Seagram’s in
New York City. “My Dartmouth
friends tend to think I have
retired out here, but I actually
work harder than ever,” he says.
Many people don’t realize how
“very competitive” the wine
industry can be, he adds, but
the stresses of raising capital
and running a business is offset
by “working outdoors and
being involved in every process,
from planting our own vineyard
to making our wine.”

Notable Wines: Calluna Estate,
(2012 and 2013)

Windsor
DAVID JEFFREY ’79, TU’80

CALLUNA
VINEYARDS

❷

Belden never imagined juggling
entrepreneurship, writing and
motherhood, but Dartmouth
“instilled a strong belief that
you really can do anything you
set your mind to,” she says. An
English major, she loves the
storytelling aspect of brand
development—and “walking
through 50 acres of gorgeous
Sonoma landscape with neither
a person nor vehicle in sight.”
She is a tenacious marketer,
too: “You have to push past the
nagging belief that [buyers and
sommeliers] are just not that
into you,” she says.

Notable Wines: 2013 Sonoma
Mountain Serendipity Block
Pinot Noir (topped Wine & Spirits’ 2016 Best U.S. Pinot Noir
list); only vineyard in Sonoma
growing Grüner Veltliner

Santa Rosa
LAUREN BELDEN ’97

BELDEN BARNS

❹

I L L U S T R AT I O N B Y N AT E PA DAV I C K

Acquired in 2000 by Grace’s
father, this winery with views of
the snowcapped Sierra Nevada
Mountain Range is a family enterprise—something especially
appreciated in crush season,
when the breakneck pace
“paralyzes you,” says Grace. An
earth sciences major, he realized
that working in remote areas
of Nevada as a field geologist
studying drill-core samples
was not his calling, but as a
winemaker with an advanced
viticulture degree, he still finds
his science background helpful.

Notable Wines: 2012
Tempranillo (2015 California
State Fair Best of Show Red);
2013 Cabernet Sauvignon (2016
California State Fair Best of
Region)

Placerville
TYLER GRACE ’94

GRACE PATRIOT
WINES

❸

Reds, whites and green: a quick guide to some alumni vintners
in the Central and Sacramento valleys of California,
where in vino veritas is more than just a motto. b y JESSICA FEDIN ’17

Lone Pine Wine

INFOGRAPHIC

Rodgers’ technology-driven approach has yielded elegant and
earthy Pinot Noirs that appeal
to Burgundy lovers. Of his three
vineyards, he recommends
visiting Domaine Lois Louise,
nestled in the Santa Cruz Mountains, and stopping at his Half
Moon Bay Wine & Cheese Co.
tasting bar and store. Clos de la
Tech also has tastings. The CEO
of Cypress Semiconductor has
designed his own tractor (for
use on the 25-degree side slope
at Domaine Lois Louise), an
entirely gravity-flow-based and
temperature-controlled process
from tank to barrel to bottle,
and a patented steel wine press
that squeezes the grapes more
gently.

Notable Wines: 2009 and
2010 (Twisty Ridge) Clos de
la Tech Domaine Lois Louise
Pinot Noir (95 points from Wine
Enthusiast)

Woodside
T.J. RODGERS ’70

CLOS DE LA TECH

❻

An environmental and
evolutionary biology major,
CEO Ruel was drawn to
winemaking by his scientific
interest in how plants interact
with their environments as
well as by an Italian LSA to
Siena, where he conducted an
independent study on the wines
of Chianti. “There is so much
science in what we do here,
yet we produce something so
tangible and delicious, which
requires understanding how
the grapevines interact with
the soils and the constantly
changing weather,” he says.

Notable Wines: 2014 Trefethen
Cabernet Sauvignon, 2015 Trefethen Chardonnay

Napa
JON RUEL ’95

TREFETHEN
FAMILY VINEYARDS

❺

Gleason says the most
rewarding aspects of his
lifestyle are “great quiet
moments when I am out in the
vineyard.” He and wife Jackie
“may be knee deep in mud or
elbow deep in grape must,”
but sharing the fruits of their
labor with customers makes it
worthwhile. “Seeing the light in
someone’s eyes when they taste
our wine makes it all magic,”
he says. In addition to SCJS
Vineyard (named with their
kids’ initials), Jackie’s Vineyard
surrounds their home and
produces Bordeaux varietals.

Notable Wines: 2014 Fire Light
Syrah, 2015 Lamplight Viognier

Paso Robles
STEVE GLEASON ’82

FOUR LANTERNS
WINERY AND SCJS
VINEYARD

❽

Khanna, a former Intel lawyer,
says he has found it rewarding
to rehabilitate this century-old
winery. He has expanded the
vineyard in nontraditional ways:
New soccer and cricket fields
have hosted close to 1,000
youth soccer games in recent
years. All 35 acres are equipped
with drip-irrigation systems
and there’s a new venue for
weddings and corporate
gatherings. He still uses his
legal training, he says, to deal
with frustrating government
regulations but takes pride
in the fame achieved by his
dessert wine, Vino de Mocca,
which is “infused with orangechocolate and coffee flavors” to
delight sweet tooths.

Notable Wines: Malvasia Bianca,
Vino de Mocca

Gilroy
DHRUV KHANNA ’83

KIRIGIN CELLARS

❼

Inspired by a Dartmouth
education that promoted “freethinking” and “not following
the crowd,” he says, Baily left
actuarial consulting at age 41
to move from Los Angeles to
wine country. He and his wife,
Carol, planted a small, backyard
vineyard and started to create
their own medleys. They took
winemaking and viticulture
courses before launching their
winery 30 years ago with a
loan from Farm Credit and have
since added an eatery, Baily’s
Old Town Temecula. “I still make
the wine and Carol runs the
restaurant,” says Phil.

Notable Wines: 2011 Temecula
Valley Riesling, Temecula Valley
Cabernet Sauvignon (2007-13)

Temecula
PHIL BAILY ’62

BAILY VINEYARD
& WINERY

⓫

Gleason—Steve’s brother— tended
bar at the Hanover Inn as a student, and then sold and marketed
semiconductors in Silicon Valley
before realizing that what he
enjoyed most about that world
was choosing wines at business
dinners. From the label artwork,
courtesy of Daniele Genadry ’02,
to his wine being available at the
inn’s restaurant, Pine, Gleason’s
collaboration with celebrated viticulturist Neil Roberts has a strong
Dartmouth connection. Their wine
is harvested at a lower sugar level
than usual in the area, allowing for
a lower alcohol content that shows
off the quality of the local fruit.

Notable Wines: 2012 Aporia, 2012
Ardor, 2012 Angst

Templeton
JOHN GLEASON ’76

II MOONS WINESCLAVO CELLARS

❿

An engineering major and Italian
minor—an asset while working at
Tuscan vineyard Antinori—winemaker Fiorentini credits an LSA
in Italy and her love of pushing
the boundaries of science for her
embrace of viticulture. A chance
phone conversation in 2010 led
to her fortuitous partnership with
Bill and Liz Armstrong, who own
Epoch Estate. Its location provides
a high concentration of limestone
soil that affords Fiorentini the artistic license to craft site-specific
wines that have earned praise
from critical palates, she says.

Notable Wines: 2012 Authenticity
(in International Wine Report’s Top
100) and 2013 Ingenuity (awarded
93 points by Wine Spectator)

Templeton
JORDAN FIORENTINI ’99

EPOCH ESTATE WINES

❾

DINING

P HOTO G RA PHS BY JUST I N TS UCA L AS

Bon Appetit
AT DARTMOUTH

NOTED FOOD CRITIC JANE STERN DINES
AT DARTMOUTH AND FINDS THAT OUR APPETITE FOR
COOKING, HEALTH AND COMPETITION HAS

TRANSFORMED COLLEGE CUISINE.
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KITCHEN CONFIDENTIAL
The Class of 1953 Commons (FoCo) dishes out
more student meals than
any venue on campus.
With an emphasis on
sustainable dining,
nutritional menus and
locally sourced foods
and vendors, Dartmouth
Dining Services conducts
more than 13,000 food
transactions daily.

f

or the last dozen or so years there has been a cultural shift
in food served on college campuses across America. Starting as
a yuppie trend, it has lasted long enough to be a paradigm. Food
served on campus has gone from mystery meat in brown sauce to
healthy, easily identifiable offerings.
Campus food has become much more than something you eat
for energy to get through the day. It is now how you define yourself
culturally, how creative and aspirational you are. Who are your
peers? Who subscribes to the same view of the world as you do?
Are you a vegan, a meat-eater, a gluten-free advocate or kosher?
These are but a few of the niches to which modern campuses cater.
If you are a jock who loves pepperoni pizza, you are entitled to the

It may surprise you to learn that there are
serious lists published each year that rank
colleges by their food. As with sports rankings, it is a big deal to make it into the Top 10.
Not surprisingly, these lists differ widely as to
which schools are best, but what brings in the
accolades is a specific formulary.
Great college food must be healthy, fresh,
sustainable, ethnically diverse, farm-to-table,
ethically sourced and tailored to food allergies,
cultural customs and the growing numbers of
vegan, vegetarian and gluten-free eaters. It

IN THE BAD OLD DAYS OF COLLEGE CAFETERIAS, YOUR CHOICES
BOILED DOWN TO “LOOKS DISGUSTING” OR “LOOKS REALLY
DISGUSTING.” THE FOOD AT DARTMOUTH’S DINING HALLS LOOKS
MORE LIKE IT’S FROM A BROCHURE FOR A CRUISE SHIP.
same culinary happiness as the purple-haired, peanut-allergic
vegan who sits next to you in class.
I am invited to Dartmouth to sample the food the students eat.
Having grown up and gone to college in the mystery-meat era, I
am slightly dumbfounded by what I see before me at the College’s
student dining venues. The choices are astonishing. No matter if
you eat clean and properly or turn the government’s food triangle
on its pointy-head, you will not go hungry. Even more surprisingly,
everything looks appetizing. In the bad old day of college cafeterias
your choices boiled down to “looks disgusting” or “looks really
disgusting.” If you didn’t feel sick afterward, it was a good day.
The food presented at Dartmouth’s dining halls looks more like
it’s from a brochure for a cruise ship.
As flabbergasted as I am at the bounty of food before me, I am
also curious how this came to be. Did students demand better food?
Did they choose their school based on what there was to eat? Was
food part of the competitive equation, along with student-teacher
ratios and tuition cost? One thing is for sure: Popular culture has
much to do with this shift. Not too long ago “gourmet” food was
the province of a handful of snobs. Similarly, “health nuts” were
few and far between. Eating yogurt and kale was considered quite
weird. “Regular” people ate regular food. Students, in particular,
were not supposed to be fussy.
So what happened? Popular culture’s fascination with cooking, health and competition changed the playbook. It is not much
of a leap from TV cooking contests such as Top Chef or Iron Chef
to turn food into what was once the aggressive, balls-to-the-wall
domain of sports. Being healthy no longer means getting a physical once a year. It’s now a daily discipline that includes not just
exercise but also proper nutrition. So yes, food is an indisputable
part of why people will pick one college over another.
38 D A R T M O U T H A L U M N I M A G A Z I N E

doesn’t hurt if it tastes great.
If you google these Top-10 lists you will
see a very broad selection of colleges and universities. Some are big Ivy League schools,
and some you might not be familiar with.
I was surprised that on one Top-10 list, at
bestcolleges.com, the No. 1 spot went to the
Rev. Jerry Falwell’s faith-based Liberty University in Virginia.
A visually modern campus dining area
looks more like a food court at the mall. Long
gone is the weary slide-your-tray-along-therail-and-watch-the-cafeteria-ladies-slop
something-onto-your-plate.
At Dartmouth two venues—Collis Café
and the Class of 1953 Commons (formerly
Thayer Dining Hall and now referred to as
“FoCo”)—are brightly lit, colorfully decorated
and divided into many food stations. It is a
dizzying selection, sometimes a bit too dizzying. I am sure if you eat at these commissaries daily you know exactly where to go. I
sailed about untethered with a tray in hand,
bouncing like a pinball from place to place.
Some of the selections were clear. You
could not miss the section for vegans, which
looked like a cordon sanitaire. Placards
remind you to not cross-contaminate by using
plates that may hold non-vegan foods.
Nearby is the kosher food section. Keeping kosher is an elaborate biblical system of

HUNGER GAMES
Today’s meal offerings would “blow away” any older alums, says Tom Seymour ’64.
“It is pretty mind-boggling.” In his era, unlike today, dining halls closed earlier and
“there were no seconds permitted,” he adds.

separating dairy from meats, not intermingling dishes or cutlery,
and serving only foods that a rabbi deems kosher (no shellfish, no
ruminants without cloven hoofs). I was expecting potato latkes and
pastrami, but the kosher meal of the day was a tame curried chicken
salad. I was told that on holidays (the high ones, not Christmas)
there is gefilte fish and matzo ball soup. My observation was that
kosher is not a very popular choice during lunch. I saw only one
customer, a big blond boy in a hockey shirt. “Are you kosher?” I
asked. “No, I just like this food,” he replied. I left it at that.
Ma Thayer’s is another station at FoCo. I like the name because
it sounds like a place where one can eat a good square meal such
as shepherd’s pie or beef stew. I like Ma Thayer’s because it is not
doctrinaire. You can eat as much gluten and fattening things here
as you want. As the comfy name suggests, “Ma” serves the kind of
stick-to-your-ribs food that health nuts hate.
But culinarily Ma Thayer’s is a bit of a jumble shop. Here, for
no apparent reason, you will find the Pasta Bar, where noodles
of many shapes and sizes and three kinds of sauces are served.
The carbonara and alfredo sauces looked identical and tasted the
same: white, thin and floury. The bright red marinara sauce was
delicious. I learned later that it arrives in a can—which means it
will always be good as long as somebody has a can opener. Making
pasta sauce with fresh tomatoes is awful. I went back for seconds
and hope it is a menu staple. Having pasta and chicken parmigianino served alongside quinoa salad made no sense. It was like

Bill oFae
y

How many chicken fingers do campus
eaters chow down on every year?
Tons. Here are some of the annual
amounts of food gobbled up on
campus, as well as the number of
transactions from each venue.

I FOUND MY FAVORITE FOOD AT THE WORLD
CAFÉ. SOME DAYS THERE MIGHT BE A FORAY
INTO AFRICAN FOOD, OR THAI FOOD, OR FOOD
FROM THE ISLAND OF YAP (NOT REALLY).

MOVEABLE FEAST
Dining Services rolled out a new food truck last year that offers late-night sliders,
tacos and cheese fritters. Simpler pleasures appeal to Kevin M. Patterson ’17, who
says Collis’ “homemade breads are out of this world. Collis definitely cares about
the food they make.”

going out for Chinese food and then finding the menu offering a
choice of General Tso’s chicken or Hungarian chicken paprikash.
Culturally confusing.
I found my favorite food at the World Café, which features a
rotating menu of fare from many nations. Some days there might
be a foray into African food, or Thai food, or food from the Island
of Yap (not really).
Ironically, the day I ate there the globally aware World Café
was serving corn cakes, one of the most iconic foods of New England. I suppose that if you grew up on Yap and now found yourself
in New Hampshire, these griddle-fried cakes might seem exotic.
I adored the corn cakes. Some I ate buttered with maple syrup,
some I topped with mango salsa and cilantro crema, some I just ate
plain out of my hand in a nod to the derivation of the corn cake’s
historic name, “johnnycake,” which started as journey cake, a food
designed to be eaten by New England settlers on the move. To
fulfill World Café’s global premise you could also top them with
chicken tikka or beef barbacoa. Frankly, I liked them unadorned.
Loving gadgets does not mean I am good with them. I demonstrated this at breakfast at FoCo trying to use the “squeeze it
yourself ” juice machine. Fresh grapefruits and oranges are laid
out on the table, and when you slice one in half you cup it in the
palm of your hand and squeeze it down fast on a rotating cone to
extract the juice. It is a wonderful idea but my hand kept slipping
and I shrieked every time a grapefruit half became airborne, the
pulp splattering my shirt. Hardly anyone looked up from his or
her meals, so I can assume this is not unique.

FOOD
Pasteurized Eggs		
52,800 lbs.
Chicken Fingers 		
40,110 lbs.
Broccoli Florets 		
22,668 lbs.
Bananas 		
75,080 lbs.
’53 Commons Pizzas
32,568
Marinara Sauce 		 8,501 gallons
Half-pound Burgers
27,720
CUSTOMER COUNTS
’53 Commons (FoCo)
Collis Café		
Courtyard Café		
Novack Café		
East Wheelock Snack Bar
McLaughlin Snack Bar
Total

737,209
674,620
552,507
439,524
48,511
37,208

2,489,579

Source: Dartmouth Dining Services; data
from July 2015 through June 2016
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BLACK BEAN AND CORN SALSA
This salsa is served along with four others at FoCo. It
is designed to go on South American dishes, tortillas
or corn cakes. I would eat this in a bowl all by itself—
okay, maybe a few sprigs of fresh cilantro, some
chopped onions and a dab of sour cream. The lily is
thus properly gilded.
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IF THE OLD ADAGE “YOU ARE
WHAT YOU EAT” IS TRUE,
THEN DARTMOUTH IS DOING
SOMETHING VERY RIGHT.
another Ivy League school known for its secret
societies, a cappella singing and bulldogs. Not
to knock my alma mater, but the students at
Dartmouth make my peers look like the cast
members from the cantina scene in Star Wars
or perhaps the waiting room of death in Beetlejuice. I will probably be publicly whipped at
dawn (as were Dartmouth’s two cooks when
they were found drunk in 1774—the same
year New Hampshire Gov. John Wentworth
accused them of serving “putrefied stinking
provisions”) but I call it as I see it.
is best known for the Roadfood
guidebooks she wrote with Michael Stern. She
writes for many magazines and now is a regular contributor to The Paris Review. Last year
the Smithsonian Institution installed the Jane
and Michael Stern Collection as a permanent
source for studies in American regional food
and culture.
JANE STERN

JAMES NAPOLI

exactly which food station I was at, but as I
crept along the line with my tray I found myself paying less attention to the food and more
to the students in front of me. I have never
seen such a crowd of beautiful people, everyone sleek and healthy and glowing. When
I reached the head of the line I blurted out,
“I’ll have what they’re having,” words that in
my 40-year career as a food critic had never
before passed my lips.
If the old adage “you are what you eat”
is true, then Dartmouth is doing something
very right.
I did not attend Dartmouth. I attended

HONEY CURRY BREAD
This mysterious treat at Collis looks like a slice of
beige whole-wheat bread and is found near the
corn muffins. It is identified as “honey curry bread,”
and I have never seen its ilk before. It is neither
Indian nor American but a weird hybrid.
It is deliciously unique.

GLUTEN-FREE CHICKEN KIMCHI RICE
Stacked alongside plastic containers of orange
California roll sushi and ziti marinara at Collis, it not
only tastes good but is a cultural reminder that 20
years ago the only identifiable words in its name
would have been “chicken” and “rice.”

BY JANE STERN

JUICE BAR SMOOTHIES
At Collis you can choose up to four ingredients to
blend into a smoothie. All are fine, but I adored a
concoction of organic carrots, apples, parsley and
ginger, which was astonishingly bright and intensely
flavorful. Even an old sugar-and-junk-food reprobate like me surrendered to its charms.

JAMES NAPOLI

I wish I could say that Dartmouth topped all the Best College
Food lists, but it doesn’t. In fact, the College is pretty much invisible. I pondered what could make the eating experience more
competitive, so here are some thoughts.
First, there is nothing wrong with the food on campus. Much
of it is good, some of it is very good. But it lacks focus and becomes
confusing. While I know the trend is “more is better,” I would
cut the number of food stations in half, make each one’s purpose
clearer, and perfect the foods offered, not add more.
As an example of the consolidation idea, I would move the
Italian selections away from the generic Ma Thayer’s and simply
call it the Pasta and Pizza Bar. New England has the best Italian
food this side of Italy, and I can’t think of a better place to start a
revamp. All pasta is good, but great pasta is legendary. This is an
aspirational idea easily within reach.
As for pizza, it is not unusual for restaurants or even private
homes to have a special pizza oven (wood fired or coal) that produces thin, gorgeous, semolina-charred crust that is Neapolitan
style. When the dough is great, pizzas do not need the awkward
fattening toppings that I saw at FoCo: potato pizza, pizza dripping
with bacon, and globs of bland cheese are clumsy and not very good.
Simple slices of tomatoes, olive oil sprinkled with herbs—that sort
of thing is perfect. With this easy tweak, pizza becomes a healthy
food and, alongside the pasta bar, makes a complete statement.
Dartmouth is in the heart of New England, and although many
campuses go berserk trying to serve every food of every nation, I
would look back at the College’s roots and investigate true New
England foods—from chowders to fried clams to lobster casseroles,
and desserts such as Indian pudding and rhubarb grunts. I can assure you this is an audacious and unique idea that no other colleges
have pulled off. They are too busy making lackluster Ethiopian food.
If you want to celebrate a culture, why not start with one’s own?
Take a lesson from the airlines and hire a celebrity chef or
influential foodie to work on the menu and attach his or her name
to the dishes. Support and buy from local farm purveyors and
advertise it. The endless signage at Collis and FoCo describing
what ingredients a dish has or doesn’t have caused my eyes to
glaze over. Make eating a learning experience. Most people find
it intriguing to know the history and provenance of what is being
served. It is not enough anymore to say “Mexican salsa.” What
region of Mexico is it from, and how is it unique?
With that said, I would like to end on a high note. I forgot

FOCO COOKIES
These are signature chocolate-chunk cookies served
daily. I usually like my cookies crisp, but there was
something wonderful about these beauties
languishing under their heat lamp. They reminded
me of what first-class passengers on airlines were
once served after dinner.

JAMES NAPOLI

Six Great Food Finds

DINING

AT DARTMOUTH

INDIVIDUAL PACKAGE OF YARDEN MATZOS
This is found at the kosher food area at FoCo. I have
always bought a full box of matzos when I needed
just one or two, and the rest go stale. This is the
first time I have seen a single-serving, cellophanewrapped matzo ready to go. It is what a pocket pack
of Kleenex is to a giant box of tissues. Genius.
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They Are What They Eat
A STUDENT FOODIE DISHES
ON WHO EATS WHAT AT CAMPUS DINING VENUES.
BY JESSICA FEDIN ’17

Novack

LATE-NIGHT ALTERNATIVE

Collis

THE PLACE TO BE

A recent survey indicates that 32 percent of students consider
Collis to be Dartmouth’s best dining option. Each of its stations
provides easily customizable and scrumptious made-to-order
meals. But as one of the smaller venues, there are times when the
length of the dinner pasta line spills outside.
The smoothie bar offers abundant options. The stir-fry is made
exactly to order, with choice of beef, chicken or tofu and six different sauces. For dinner Collis even brings in sushi chefs. Not only
is the food top-notch, the staff is the friendliest on campus. Kathy
greets everyone at the cash register with a smile. Dave makes a
smoky spice that is a must-have staple on stir-fry, and cooks Ben,
“Collis Steve” and Falcon expertly fill orders by juggling up to 12
frying pans at a time while chitchatting about sports or asking
how a student’s day is going.
Saunter into Collis at 11 p.m. for Late Night and you’ll find a
glut of greasy drunchies such as fried mac-and-cheese bites, kimchi
rice, chicken tenders, mozzarella sticks, fried dumplings and other
choices designed to sate alcohol-induced cravings.

FoCo

REGRETS, I HAVE A FEW

FoCo’s dimly lit “dark side,” as students refer to it, features long
tables conducive to large groups such as freshman-floor residents
and sports teams. The choice between the “light side,” a brighter,
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more modern atmosphere, and the dark, more social, Harry-Potteresque space where athletic groups tend to commandeer tables is
up to personal preference.
If you desire to pile your plate high with mac-and-cheese
pizza and all forms of meat and carbohydrates, this is the place.
The only limit is the size of your stomach or your FoCo-to-go
container. Oftentimes, a trip here engenders regret that you got
your hopes up yet again for a meal that ended up being a few bites
of mediocrity that you discarded unsustainably.
The best parts of FoCo are the DIY options: the ability to mix
Greek yogurt and Nutella or make your own panini and stir-fry.
Eventually, everyone learns “how to FoCo.” But learning to love
FoCo—and there is a sizeable contingent that does—takes time
and creativity.

Courar Cae
HANGOVER CURE

Patience is key here, where students face long lines and wait times.
For hot items such as the Billy Bob, Breakfast Bomb, Workout
Special, the Hulk, tender chicken queso, mozzarella sticks, General
Tso’s, burgers and fries—quite popular as hangover foods—one
must develop a steely resolve. However, the prepackaged meals
and the salad bar—the most varied on campus—have gotten quite
the upgrade in recent years.
A secret menu and employees such as Igor and Grillmaster
Mike make this venue popular among athletes and males. Regulars
develop a rapport and insider knowledge of all the different options, on or off the menu. For example, the Bob Marley is a popular
off-menu item that includes steak, hash browns, egg and cheese.
i llu st rat i on by P E T E R OUM A N S KI

It’s 1:55 a.m. and you are delirious working on a paper. It’s going to
take all night, and your only food choice is here, in the library, where
you grimly drag yourself to survey the sad sushi, mystery chili, cold
sandwiches and gross and greasy calzones. You just need something
to get you through the night. You settle on two Odwallas, espresso
beans covered in dark chocolate and a 5-hour Energy bottle.
Alternatively, you’ve got classes straight through from 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m. and you need a quick bite before your sprint from Rocky
to the Life Sciences building. You settle for a Novack snack, maybe
some yogurt or hummus and carrots. You dread the inevitable
managerial scream—“Can I help someone?” or “Next!”—during
crowded moments. Student employees compose the bulk of the
staff. They are alternately bored and frenzied.

KA f

FOR COFFEE LOVERS

A Baker Library lobby offshoot of the Norwich, Vermont-based King
Arthur Flour Co., this is one of the most popular dining options on
campus. The delectable wafting scents of freshly baked rolls and
brioches elevate every library study session. Only here can you find
specialty skim and chai tea lattes or McNamara chocolate milk
with a shot of espresso. Popular items include a curried chicken
salad and sandwich, a brie-and-apple sandwich, and chickpea,
New England and Caesar salads for breezy and delicious lunches.
A variety of jams, granola, marshmallows and caramels, as well as
an entire baguette, can be shared among friends. In addition, KAF
allows students to order whole cakes and sets of six cupcakes with
two-day advance notice, perfect for a special occasion or a friend’s
birthday. No wonder the line stretches out the door by 9 a.m.

MEALS YOU DIDN’T KNOW YOU WANTED

Greasy and mobile, the Dartmouth dining services-operated food
truck materializes when you least expect it, because no one can
keep track of its sporadic, one-hour stops each night at random
house centers. The most convenient location is behind Fahey dorm,
sandwiched between Beta and Zete on frat row, providing the perfect opportunity for those buzzed and too lazy to walk to Late Night
Collis. Everything on the menu feels like 1,000 calories—whether
the super-loaded cheesy fries, five-cheese (yes, five!) grilled cheese
sandwiches, arepas and tacos that can be filled with chicken and
avocado, carne mechada or poutine (the Canadian combo of fries,
cheese curds and gravy).
The truck is a new and fun concept, and it offers foods found
nowhere else on campus. If only its hours were longer and locations
more regular, so students toiling away in the far corners of campus
could benefit from this mobile option.

House Snack Bas
FUEL FOR THOUGHT
The snack bars installed in most of the new housing communities
provide much-needed fuel throughout the day and offer brand
name goods not found in any dining hall: Ferrero Rocher chocolates, Babybel and Cabot cheese, varieties of kombucha, Swedish
fish, Junior Mints, Lay’s Stax, gluten-free Lucy’s cookies, Luna
bars and Clif bars. All perfect to bring on a hike or to snack on during class. An amazing ice cream selection includes Häagen-Dazs
and milkshake machines to indulge a sweet tooth. If you suddenly
realize at 10 p.m. that you forgot to eat a proper dinner, no worries.
The snack bars are often equipped with decent frozen meals and
healthy options such as chicken vindaloo and sushi rolls.
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BEFORE MAKING IT BIG AS A MONSTER
HUNTER ON THE NETFLIX SMASH STRANGER THINGS,
DAVID HARBOUR ’97
HAD TO FEND OFF A FEW DEMONS OF HIS OWN.

H

ow’s this for commitment to his art? Lunging too far on stage one night last summer
while playing Greek warrior Achilles in
a Shakespeare in the Park production of
Troilus and Cressida, David Harbour actually tore his Achilles tendon. So when he says the only reason
he’s smoking right now is because the brooding chief of police he
plays on the hit series Stranger Things also does, it’s not such a
stretch to think he might be telling the truth. “I eat a lot of donuts,
too,” he says with a smirk. “It all helps me embody the character.”
With his iconic role in Netflix’s sci-fi horror sensation, which
centers around the disappearance of a boy from a 1980s Midwestern town into a dark and terrifying underworld, Harbour is
suddenly in a new realm himself. “It’s definitely exciting,” says
the actor, 42, who also got rave reviews for his fiery call-to-arms
speech at January’s Screen Actors Guild Awards (with an overly
expressive Winona Ryder at his side) when the cast won the best
ensemble in a drama award. “I had a real cynicism about Hollywood
before this, but now it feels like I’m in a little more of a place where
I can pick and choose what parts I want to play,” he says.
Not that he’s had a bad run. Through the years he’s been cast
in TV shows such as The Newsroom and Elementary and films
such as Brokeback Mountain, Quantum of Solace and last year’s
Suicide Squad. The self-described “theater rat” has also had great
success on Broadway, even earning a Tony nomination for his 2005
turn in Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? Still, the phenomenon
of Stranger Things has propelled the 6-foot-3-inch actor to new
heights. Up next he’ll get demonic as Hellboy in a 2018 reboot of
the comic book series.
Sitting outside a coffee shop near his apartment in Manhattan’s East Village, Harbour, in a worn leather jacket and baseball
cap, takes a drag from the cigarette he’s masterfully rolled and
marvels at his good fortune of late. As if on cue, shortly after I ask
him if he’s often recognized now, three young women approach.
After a series of oh-my-Gods and is-it-really-yous they gush about
his skills. “You’re amazing,” one says. “We’re in acting school and
we talk about you all the time in class. Thank you for being so
good!” Harbour wishes them well and says he’ll see them in the
trenches soon. “I know,” he says to me as they continue on their
way. “It’s ridiculous.”
Growing up in White Plains, New York, Harbour—who was a
Dungeons & Dragons type, much like the boys on Stranger Things—
says acting was not just a hobby but a necessity for him. “I had
freakish ideas about the world and there were all these things I
felt I couldn’t express,” he says. “But onstage I could, and people
would applaud. It was a good outlet for me and made me feel sane.”
Even during his first time in front of an audience, as the Tin Man
in a kindergarten production of Wizard of Oz, Harbour was a dedicated performer. “He not only learned his own lines perfectly,” says
his father, Ken Harbour ’71, a commercial real estate broker, “but
he learned everyone else’s too. You could see his little lips moving.”
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A hard-working but troubled high school student, Harbour
started drinking as a teen, going to bars after museum visits to
Manhattan since he was rarely asked for ID. “I just had a lot of
anger and fear and it manifested in ways I wasn’t mature enough
to deal with,” he says. “So I self-medicated with alcohol.”
The habit became worse at Dartmouth, where the drama and
Italian major was a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon. “Part of it might
have been the goddamn weather. I’d look out the window at 9 a.m.
to see three feet of snow and thought it would be a better idea to
skip class and drink peach schnapps,” he says. “I just wanted to
create this void to destroy myself. But that kind of drinking is a
tremendous form of narcissism. You don’t realize you’re affecting other lives. You think, ‘F--- you, I’m not bothering anyone.’
But no. You’re a son, you’re a friend, you’re a boyfriend. You have
these responsibilities. You are not so special that you can’t be
part of the world.”
After reaching a point of becoming “very lonely and needing
a different direction in my life,” Harbour says, he quit drinking 15
years ago and has no interest in taking it up again. “I just can’t do
it. It’s not for me,” he says. “I enjoy consciousness too much now.”
Longtime friend and fellow actor Marsha Stephanie Blake
’96 says that Harbour, whose idea of a great time now is taking
his young nephews to the American Museum of Natural History,
is a very different guy than he was at Dartmouth. “Over time he’s
figured out how to be a great actor without getting so much in the
way of being a good person,” says Blake, who has had roles on Girls
and Orange Is the New Black. “It’s wonderful to see how much he’s
matured and how his talent has grown.”
Despite his recent star turns, Harbour, who wowed audiences
in Macbeth and Hamlet at Dartmouth, admits that acting is not
the easiest path, “especially in the Facebook world, where you see
friends making money and getting married and having kids, and
you’re just like ‘what the f--- am I doing?’ ” he says. “You feel like
a freak and an outcast.”
It’s definitely not a career for the weak, says Rachel Dratch
’88, who worked in an off-Broadway comedic reading series with
Harbour. “Usually an Ivy League education opens doors, but in
acting, it really doesn’t help,” she says. “No one is impressed
you went to Dartmouth. They just want to know if you’re good.
Fortunately, David is. I’m so happy to see him strike it big with a
wider audience.”
Right now Harbour is gearing up for a flight to Atlanta, where
Stranger Things films. Alas, despite much begging on my part, he
won’t offer any hints about the nine new episodes, which fans
can binge on when they’re released October 31. “I’m not telling
you a thing or I’ll get in trouble,” he says. “Oh, except that Barb is
definitely dead.” Dramatic pause. “Or maybe she’s not.” There’s
that smirk again as Harbour wanders off into the night.

PSIDE-DOW
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is a DAM contributing editor. She lives in
Wilton, Connecticut.
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A Chinook helicopter on
patrol over the Mekong Delta,
1967, photographed by Dick
Durrance, who served in the
U.S. Department of Army
Special Photographic Office
during the war.

“ THE

IDIOCY

VIETNAM VETERANS REFLECT
ON A MISGUIDED CONFLICT—AND HOW
THE NATION HAS FINALLY MOVED ON
FROM BLAMING THOSE WHO SERVED.
			

OF WAR ”

B Y C . J. H U G H E S ’ 9 2

PHOTOGRAPHY BY DICK DURRANCE ’65
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L

ong, unpopular and ultimately a failure, the
Vietnam War remained so controversial
after it ended that many veterans were
loath to discuss their combat experiences
in the conflict for decades—even among
close family members.
But taboos may be lifting. New books,
an upcoming documentary series and a
revived Broadway musical, among other works, are directing fresh
attention to a war that triggered a tumultuous era that parallels
our current polarized age. That newfound interest is being noted
gladly by some of the hundreds of Dartmouth alumni who served
in Asia and encountered an indifferent or hostile world when
they returned.
“The pendulum has swung enormously,” says Tony Thompson
’64, who spent a year in Vietnam with the Army at a punji-stickringed bunker by the Ho Chi Minh trail, and later by the North
Vietnam border, where he participated in search-and-destroy missions. Neither the Bronze Star nor the Vietnam Cross of Gallantry
he earned prepared him for the enmity he faced upon returning to
Hanover in 1965 to finish his degree. One night, as he was hanging
out in the basement of his fraternity, Gamma Delta Chi, a fellow
member called Thompson “a moral coward” for his service.
Stung by a point of view that was gaining traction, Thompson
moved off campus to White River Junction, Vermont, for his last
two years of studies. “I didn’t wear Vietnam as a badge of honor or
of dishonor,” Thompson says. “I still have no regrets.”
Other alums, especially those who served later in the 1960s,
are more critical of their country’s involvement in the war. They
say it was a needless entanglement in a conflict between Vietnamese factions and that it was executed so poorly it turned many
combatants into pacifists.
“What I saw was the idiocy of the war,” says Francis “Bud”
McGrath ’64. One night in 1967 when McGrath was stationed at
an Army camp near Saigon, a noise near the camp touched off an
hours-long, bullets-and-bombs assault involving machine guns,
howitzers and even B-52 bombers, which were diverted to join the
massive strike. When the smoke cleared, a patrol ventured out to
find no evidence of any enemy—just a single, dead monkey. “We
probably spent $10 million killing that monkey,” says McGrath, who
joined anti-war protests when he later moved to Austin, Texas, in
1968 to pursue an English Ph.D. “There were a lot of people over
there who didn’t really know what they were doing.”
IT’S IMPOSSIBLE TO PIN DOWN HOW MANY DARTmouth alumni and students were among the 2.7 million Americans
who served in Vietnam between 1964 and 1975. The College only
recently started collecting data about military service, so head
counts are based on self-reporting and estimates from anecdotes.
A tempting way to measure the College’s involvement is to look
at membership in the Reserve Officers’ Training Corps (ROTC)
programs. By modern standards—Dartmouth’s program now draws
fewer than a half-dozen students annually—ROTC was hugely
popular in the early 1960s. Almost a third of every class, roughly
200 students, graduated into military service from ROTC each
year, says Ed Miller, a Dartmouth history professor whose Vietnam
War class, offered since 2005, is usually fully subscribed. “You
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records broken down by school.)
Even signing up was preferable to getting drafted, says William
“Dab” Dabney ’70. After a night of heavy drinking during Winter
Carnival in 1968, he drove to Manchester, New Hampshire, and
enlisted in the Navy, thinking that would give him better control of his fate. The road trip wasn’t fueled purely by patriotism.
Struggling with a grade average that hovered around a C, Dabney,
a sophomore at the time, had decided to take a leave of absence
and acquire some discipline, even though that would mean losing
his student-deferment status.
“I was horrified by the war,” says Dabney, whose father and
grandfather were both decorated veterans. “I kept thinking, ‘All
my friends at Dartmouth must think I’m a total turncoat, since
they’re so anti-military.’ I had real second thoughts.” As a sonar
technician, he was able to serve most of his four-year stint on ships
in the Atlantic and Mediterranean.

“

U.S. troops aid the
wounded at Tan Thoi Nhut
in March 1968; specialist
4th class Dick Durrance at
Camp Evans the same year.

SOME WOULD
STILL SAY
THE WAR WAS A
MISTAKE.
BUT THERE’S
FINALLY A
REALIZATION
THAT THE FAULT
DOESN’T LIE
WITH THE GUYS
WHO WERE
THERE.”

enlisted and you didn’t think about it,” Miller says. “It was a really
significant part of Dartmouth’s social culture.”
Back then, in the day of the Selective Service draft, joining
ROTC could be shrewd. Though only about one of every three
military enlistees in the Vietnam era wound up in Southeast Asia,
the thinking was that those who did go could possibly improve
their chances of survival by becoming an officer. “If I was going
to be in a war zone, I didn’t want my life depending on someone
else’s judgment,” says McGrath, who came up through the College’s
ROTC program and spent part of a four-year stint in places such
as Fort Huachuca, Arizona, where he trained soldiers.
As public sentiment turned against the war—especially after
its deadliest year, 1968, which was tarred by assassinations and
riots in America—interest in ROTC waned. In the class of 1968,
which consisted of 748 students, just 81 officers were commissioned at graduation by the Army, Navy and Air Force, according
to College documents. (Dartmouth does not officially track ROTC
membership, and the military does not have accessible historical

ROBERT “OBIE” HOLMEN ’72 ARRIVED ON CAMPUS IN
the fall of 1966 as a self-described “country boy from Minnesota.”
Back then, drugs—if they were around, Holmen says—were mostly
used covertly. But in January 1971, when he returned to Hanover
after a tour in Vietnam mostly spent as an elite Army Ranger,
“marijuana smog was everywhere,” he says. Undergraduates in
the mid-1960s were conflicted about Vietnam, Holmen says, but
not by the end of the decade: “It was virtually unanimous. People
were opposed to the war. Bob Dylan was saying, ‘The times they
are a-changin,’ and it was true.”
Holmen, who received two Bronze stars for “valor in combat”—one for beating back a platoon of the North Vietnamese
Army with a couple other Rangers—experienced his own change
of heart soon after arriving in Vietnam. When shooting erupted
into a firefight, he first thought, “My God, from the Greeks and the
Romans to the doughboys in France, I’m sharing their experience,”
he recalls. “But as the night wore on, that feeling was replaced by
fear and dread.” Holmen drew on his war experiences for a 2014
self-published novella, Gonna Stick My Sword in the Golden Sand.
Protests peaked at Dartmouth during the May 1969 occupation
of Parkhurst Hall. About five-dozen students and alums barricaded
themselves in the main administration building to oppose the College’s ROTC programs. “We didn’t want to see our fellow students
trained to be cannon fodder in essentially a racist and genocidal
war,” says David H. Green ’71, a varsity lacrosse player who phoned
his coach from the occupied dean’s office to say he couldn’t make it
to practice. After students refused to obey a judge’s order to leave
Parkhurst, police officers stormed the building to find protesters on
a staircase, arms linked, chanting “U.S. out of Vietnam! ROTC out
of Dartmouth!” Green recalls. One of 54 arrested, he spent 26 days
in jail after being convicted of contempt of court and, afterwards,
Dartmouth expelled him.
The Parkhurst incident, which led to Dartmouth eventually
kicking ROTC off campus in 1973, also ensnared David “Jake”
Guest ’66, whose meandering journey through the era suggests
how a divisive war shaped so many lives. Suspended after his
freshman year for bad grades, Guest enlisted in the Air Force and
became a medic in Nuremberg, Germany. “The military and the
draft still had a lot of good vibes left over from World War II and
Korea,” he says, adding that the threat of death or injury seemed
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Infantry soldiers seek
shelter in a trench
following a firefight at
Tan Thoi Nhut in 1968;
boots from Two Bits
base camp near An
Khe, July 1967.

remote. But after three years overseas, where he met soldiers who
seemed unhinged by their Vietnam experiences, Guest changed
his tune: “It went from, ‘What’s going on over there?’ to ‘Maybe
what we’re doing, we shouldn’t be doing,’ to ‘We’re doing the wrong
thing,’ to ‘The Vietnamese are the ones who are right,’ to ‘I’m on
their side,’ ” he says.
Despite re-enrolling in the College in 1967, Guest was booted
again the following year, distracted, he says, by a wrongheaded war
and the resulting counterculture. Eventually he and several likeminded alums moved to the Wooden Shoe, a commune in Canaan,
New Hampshire. Guest today owns an organic vegetable farm in
Norwich, Vermont. “Without Vietnam there wouldn’t have been
any of that,” he says of the choices he made. “It was the oxygen
that stoked the fire.”
Vietnam veterans found little validation of their service even
after the fall of Saigon in 1975. “Everybody totally avoided discussing
it,” says Warren Cook ’67, a first lieutenant in the Marines who served
as a platoon commander and then in a psychological operations unit.
“There was no acknowledgment of what we did,” Cook says. “ ‘Thank
you for your service’ was not even in peoples’ vocabulary.”
Frustratingly, he adds, those who showed what he perceived
as a lack of interest included his parents, his five siblings and his
wife, whom he married in 1970 after returning home and becoming
a prep-school teacher. Even World War II veterans were unsupportive. “They told me, ‘You don’t know what war is really like,’ ” he says.
The collective silent treatment exacerbated Cook’s drinking
problem, he says, and led him to falsify his resume with a line about
winning a Navy Cross, a prestigious war award that’s second only
to the Medal of Honor. That fabrication, which came to light in
2003, cost him a job at the Jackson Laboratory, a top biomedical
facility in Maine. “I think it was about looking for recognition,”
admits Cook, who says that a 2015 trip back to Vietnam was a
cathartic step toward coming to terms with his past.
TODAY THE PUBLIC IS EMBRACING HISTORICAL
accounts of the Vietnam War. In April Enduring Vietnam: An
American Generation and Its War, a book by former College
president Jim Wright, was published to critical acclaim, and
in September PBS will air The Vietnam War, a 10-episode
documentary from Ken Burns and Lynn Novick (Miller consulted).
This year has also brought “Vietnam ’67,” a weekly series of opinion
pieces in The New York Times, and the revival of the Broadway
musical Miss Saigon, set in Vietnam in the mid-1970s.
A growing sense of pride about that brushed-aside war manifests itself in smaller ways, too, according to Holmen, who says he’s
never seen so many people wearing baseball caps with “Vietnam
Veteran” emblazoned across the front. “Some would still say the
war was a mistake,” he says. “But there’s finally a realization that
the fault doesn’t lie with the guys who were there.”
There have long been campus memorials to those who died
in Vietnam: In 1975 Smoyer Lounge was dedicated in Thompson
Arena to honor the service of former soccer and hockey star Billy
Smoyer ’67, a Marine who died in 1968. In 1978 a plaque, later
moved to Zahm Courtyard outside the Hop, was installed in Collis
and listed the alums “who gave their lives in the armed forces,
1965-1972.” A duplicate went up at Memorial Field in 2015.
Last year, wanting to set the record straight—a move applauded
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by alums irked by the original wording—Wright and his wife,
Susan, underwrote the installation of replacement plaques that
honor the alums “who gave their lives while serving their country
during the Vietnam War.” In addition to Smoyer’s, the names on the
plaque include Michael Spark ’46, Kenneth Hall ’48, John Leaver
’55, Gardner Brewer ’56, Peter Morrison ’64, Bruce Nickerson ’64,
Dennis Barger ’65, Stephen Mac Vean ’65, John Seel ’65, Ric Muller
’66, David Nicholas ’66, Duncan Sleigh ’67, John Peacock II ’68
and John Hogan ’69, who were among the war’s 58,220 American
casualties. In addition to those 15, also listed are six other alumni
who died while serving elsewhere during the war. In comparison,
13 alumni died in Korea and 310 in World War II, according to
research by Charles T. Wood, the late Dartmouth history professor.
In 2012 Phil Schaefer ’64, a former class secretary, invited
classmates to write essays about their military experiences and
received a strong response. The result was Dartmouth Veterans:
Vietnam Perspectives, a book that includes stories from 55 veterans in the class of 1964, not all of whom saw combat in Vietnam.
In 2014 Miller, who recently accompanied former Secretary
of State John Kerry to Vietnam, launched the Dartmouth Vietnam Project. This ongoing effort seeks to record oral histories of
alumni, faculty, staff and residents of the Upper Valley about the
period between 1950 and 1975. By late April interviews had been
recorded with 101 people, including 73 alums. Of that group, about
half are veterans, Miller says, most of whom served in Vietnam.
Sharing their experiences not only with each other but also

“

VIETNAM
VETERANS
FOUND LITTLE
VALIDATION OF
THEIR SERVICE
EVEN AFTER
THE FALL OF
SAIGON IN 1975.
EVERYBODY
AVOIDED
DISCUSSING IT.”

with fellow alums has provided comfort and validation, many
veterans say. Some praise the creation, in 2013, of the Dartmouth
College Uniformed Service Alumni, a support and advocacy group.
Others hail the spate of recent Vietnam-themed campus talks,
such as the one staged in June, during the class of 1967’s 50th
reunion, that featured Cook and fellow combat veteran Beirne
Lovely ’67; Andy Barrie ’67, who deserted to Canada; Phil Curtis ’67,
who served in the Army Reserve after ROTC at Harvard Law; and
John Isaacs ’67, who served in Vietnam with the Foreign Service.
The mood at those gatherings has been reflective, not bitter,
says Isaacs, now a senior fellow at the Center for Arms Control
and Non-Proliferation in Washington, D.C. “There were no
recriminations, no expressed feeling that some got a good deal
and others had to pay a high price,” Isaacs wrote in an essay for
his panel. “All recognized that a terrible war, not of our making,
started by national leaders determined to shape large geopolitical
developments, forced tough life decisions on young men, decisions
that could shape or even end their futures.”		
is a journalist based in New York City. He is a frequent
contributor to The New York Times and a contributing editor to DAM.
C.J. HUGHES

shot images of military activities in Vietnam,
Thailand and South Korea in 1967 and 1968. He later worked for
National Geographic before launching careers in corporate, advertising and golf course photography. A collection of his Army photos
was published in Where War Lives (1988). He lives in Colorado.
DICK DURRANCE
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A Digital
Africa
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Computer scientist connects a
continent.
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NYANI QUARMYNE
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by HEATHER SALERNO

The engineering
sciences major has
been at the forefront of
narrowing what he calls
a technology gap.
<<<<

WHEN QUAYNOR RETURNED TO HIS
homeland of Ghana in 1979 after a decade
studying in America, he was surprised to
discover how far behind the continent of
Africa was when it came to technology. At
ph oto g ra ph b y M A R K M A ZI A RZ
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MICHAEL MOTHNER ’03

Golden
Beginnings

“I’m trying to drive as
many young ones who
show an interest into this
profession. I see that as
very necessary.”

HEATHER SALERNO is

York City area.

a freelance writer based in the New
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MOTHNER WAS A FRESHMAN CONSIDERING A
career in banking when he started a web marketing
business in his Gold Coast dorm room to earn extra cash.
The service allowed small businesses to list their websites
with some 200 different search engines.
By the time he graduated, the company, WPromote,
was bringing in about $100,000 annually—and thoughts
of banking were left behind. The next year Mothner hired
Michael Block ’04, a childhood friend and Dartmouth water
polo teammate who is now the company’s chief operating
officer. They focused on placing clients’ ads with a search
engine that had just gone public: Google. “Our original
tagline was, ‘Helping businesses succeed online,’ ” Mothner
says. “While we don’t use those exact words anymore, that
is what we still do today. We’ve just evolved in size and
scope and complexity.”
Today it’s a full-service, integrated digital marketing
firm—which Ad Age and Fortune call one of the best places
to work in the industry—with more than 600 clients and
$50 million in annual revenue. Kelly Mulvey ’93, who
joined as chief financial officer about two years ago, has
steered the El Segundo, California-based company into
acquisitions. With 330 employees and seven offices, it’s the
largest private digital marketing company in the country.
Mothner says “sweet-spot clients” are like WPromote
itself: growth-oriented companies that are “looking to
take on 800-pound gorillas” in their industries. The firm
also specializes in prompting large, established brands to
think more like “challenger” brands.
“We try to skate where the puck is going, not where it’s
at,” Mothner says. “We grew on the backs of Google and
then Facebook, but we’re agnostic as to what happens next.”
—Kaitlin Bell Barnett ’05

BREEANNE CLOWDUS ’97

Digital
Composer

Mothner’s clients
include Verizon,
J.D. Power and
Forever 21.
>>>>

LEFT: WPROMOTE; RIGHT: BREEANNE CLOWDUS

the time, he was the only person in the region with a Ph.D. in
computer science, and his African colleagues were still using mainframe-like machines the size of refrigerators. “The
equipment and the thinking were from decades earlier,”
he says. “When I realized the depth of the divide, I thought
there might be a way that I could help Africa catch up.”
Nearly 40 years later, Quaynor is widely recognized as
a key figure in bringing Africa into the modern digital age.
Shortly after his return, he founded the computer science
department at the University of Cape Coast, where he
still teaches, with the goal of training a specialized tech
workforce to help fuel socioeconomic growth. As the World
Wide Web became more accessible in the 1990s, Quaynor
started Network Computer Systems, the first commercial
Internet service provider
on the continent. Dubbed
“the father of the African
Internet,” Quaynor says
he recognized the web’s
potential early on. “I did
not want Africa to miss
out on that,” he says. Despite some setbacks, such
as a property dispute where the network was based, which
briefly shut his company down, Quaynor remains determined to ensure Africa is well represented in global
Internet policies and regulations.
In 2000 he became the first African elected to the
board of the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers, a nonprofit that oversees more than 180 million
domain names and 4 billion network addresses across
240 countries and territories. He was also the inaugural
chair of the African Network Information Centre, one of
five regional bodies worldwide responsible for registering
Internet addresses, serving for a decade beginning in 1995.
In addition, in 2000 he established the African Network
Operators Group (AfNOG), an organization that connects
network engineers and technical experts and offers training programs to better their skills. To date, AfNOG has
helped more than 8,000 workers in 45 African nations.
“I’m happy that there are many young people coming into
the profession,” he says. “I think it’s the young ones who
are going to make a difference.”
In 2007 the international Internet Society awarded
Quaynor its prestigious Jonathan B. Postel Service Award
for his work. He was inducted into the Internet Hall of Fame,
too, noting in his 2013 acceptance speech that “enabling
people from developing countries to have the chance to
benefit from the Internet is still very relevant.” Though
the number of Africans using the Internet has increased in
recent years, it’s still far below the rest of the world because
of educational and economic barriers. Only 29 percent of
Africa’s population was active online last year, compared
to the global average of more than 50 percent. “There is a
technology gap and we have to admit it,” says Quaynor. “We
have a long way to go, but the good thing is we have pieces
of the puzzle being put in place.”

STRIKING POSTERS HAVE LONG
lured audiences into movie theaters,
but stage productions still lag behind
in terms of eye-grabbing promotional
images. Clowdus wants to change that,
one photograph at a time.
The Atlanta-based photographer
shoots striking, highly stylized photos of
theater companies, actors seeking headshots and anyone who wants a fashioninspired, Vanity Fair-style glamour shot.
All must submit to her vision. “You either
say yes or no and then you hand over all
control,” Clowdus says. “You can’t get in
there and try to have an opinion about it.”
Clowdus frequently subs in her
own props and costumes and may stay
up until all hours photoshopping in
rich, otherworldly backgrounds. For
panoramic tableaux with many actors, she
lights and photographs each individual,
then creates a composite from as many as
50 or 100 different images. (You can view
a slideshow of Clowdus’ work at the DAM
website.) Clowdus considers it crucial
to put subjects at ease to get the most
evocative images. “I think my particular
gift is my ability to connect with people,”
says Clowdus, who at Dartmouth majored
in women’s and gender studies. “My
primary goal in photos is to convey the
essence of a person or a story,” Clowdus
says. “It’s getting to the truth of who
somebody is or the story they’re trying
to tell.”
—Kaitlin Bell Barnett ’05

“

I call it the Pinocchio
Effect: People can be so
wooden when they come
in, and I’ve got to get
them to let go of that and
just be themselves.”

Clowdus prefers
to shoot clients
in her basement
studio, where she
can spend time
chatting before
taking out her
camera. <<<<
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Beale’s Harlequin, an
11-by-7-foot sculpture
made of found wood, is
on permanent display on
campus in Fairchild Hall.
>>>>
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BETH BARON ’80

“A Scary
Moment”
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The scientist
uses Google
backpack
cameras
to capture
360-degree
images of Santa
Cruz Island,
California. >>>>

KIRK KLAUSMEYER ’00

Natural Data

Baron says the
recent executive
order puts
research on the
Middle East at
risk. <<<<<

KLAUSMEYER GREW UP ROMPING AROUND HIS
family’s 25-acre farm in rural Maine. He and his father
would often walk to nearby Toddy Pond, taking a path
past an old maple they nicknamed the wishing tree. “One
day there was a big red ‘X’ on the tree. A couple weeks
later, logging trucks destroyed our path and cut down the
wishing tree,” says Klausmeyer, who was 5 at the time.
“Even something so old, majestic and beautiful can just
be removed. That was what started my interest in environmental protection and conservation.”
As the senior spatial data scientist at the Nature
Conservancy’s California chapter, Klausmeyer spends much
of his time applying emerging technology to conservation
challenges. He has studied the impact of California’s recent
five-year drought by tracking how groundwater supports
different habitats. “Some trees are able to live without
rain because they can access the groundwater,” he says.
“During a drought there’s no rain and people pump the
groundwater, so the levels drop. We were able to see where
entire forests along these river channels died all at once
because the groundwater dropped all at once.”
He also uses Google Earth Engine—a catalog of satellite imagery and geospatial data—most recently to track
the creation of a forest that supports endangered species
in southern California. “Basically, the forest didn’t exist,”
says Klausmeyer. “Then, due to water releases from a treatment plant, the forest just grew in 1994.” His findings are
prompting officials to reconsider a proposal to redirect
that water to nearby farmers. “By being able to point out
that this environment depends on this water source, we
can now advocate and say, ‘Can we do this in a way that
isn’t going to drastically affect the forest?’ ”
—Abigail Drachman-Jones ’03
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TOM BEALE ’00

Organic Artist

LEFT: KPCC; RIGHT: ELI BURAKIAN ’00

UNDER BARON’S DIRECTION, THE MIDDLE EAST
Studies Association (MESA) joined the International
Refugee Assistance Project and others in a lawsuit in
March that asked a federal court in Maryland to block
President Donald Trump’s revised executive order that
barred U.S. entry for travelers from Iran, Libya, Somalia,
Sudan, Syria and Yemen. “It’s a scary moment,” says Baron,
who is president of the 3,000-member nonprofit dedicated
to studying the Middle East and promoting education about
the region. “At MESA we advocate for academic freedom
and Middle Eastern studies at a time of massive violence
and displacement in the region and, more recently, at a time
of challenges within the United States.”
This isn’t the first fight Baron has led. At Dartmouth
in the mid-1970s she was part of the group of women
who proposed an early alternative to the song, “Men of
Dartmouth.” “Ours was not the version that became the
new version, but it is the one that sparked the school to
change the alma mater,” she says. She also played soccer on
the women’s club and varsity teams. Later, she coached her
daughters. Her years on the field and the sidelines helped
her decide to join the travel ban lawsuit. “The best defense
is a good offense,” says Baron. The judge granted the motion,
and the federal government subsequently appealed the
decision. The Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled 10-3
against the travel ban on May 25. The case now heads to
the U.S. Supreme Court.
After studying history with legendary Dartmouth
professor Gene Garthwaite, Baron earned a master’s from
the University of London School of Oriental and African
Studies, then a Ph.D. in history from UCLA. A history
professor at City University of New York Graduate Center,
she also directs its Middle East & Middle Eastern American
Center.			
—Abigail Drachman-Jones ’03

“

Art can be a great tool for making
people feel that sense of wonder
at what it is to be alive.”

VISITING PROFESSOR OF STUDIO ART BEALE STOOD
beside a brightly painted arch installed on the sidewalk in front
of Baker Library on a cloudy morning in early March. A student
had constructed the eight-foot-tall sculpture for her final project
after Beale challenged his class to produce what he calls “interventions,” works of art designed to transform public space in a
creative way. “I’ve tried to teach my students the importance of
stepping outside one’s comfort zone and taking risks,” he says.
“That’s been a lifelong lesson for me.”
Beale was first challenged to step outside his own artistic
comfort zone as an undergrad, when professor Brenda Garand
encouraged the budding painter to further his interest in sculpture.
He developed a passion, born partly out of economic necessity,

for using found and reclaimed materials such as wood, shells
and moss to create large-scale organic shapes. (You can view a
slideshow of Beale’s work at the DAM website.) In 2008 Beale
founded Honey Space, a noncommercial artist-run gallery in
Manhattan’s Chelsea neighborhood. Beale considers the venue,
described by The New York Times as “one of the city’s strangest art
establishments,” among his greatest works. “It was almost like a
theater, where I would lift up the curtains and people would enter
from the street,” he says. “It was a way to celebrate the idea of art
as communication, as experience, and not just as a commodity.”
Since he shuttered Honey Space in 2012, Beale has created
installations in Kiev, Moscow and Tasmania. He’s preparing to
start his next body of creative work at a new studio in the Red
Hook neighborhood of Brooklyn. The space is currently without
heat or running water, and Beale plans to do all the renovations
himself. “One of the secrets to being an artist,” he says, “is to keep
the expenses low.” 				
—James Napoli
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LISA DENSMORE BALLARD ’83

Ski Faster!

Rocky Fork Media

Ballard has competed on a variety
of ski racing stages—from World
Cup to NCAA Division I college
racing to the masters circuit—and
has garnered almost 100 national
titles and four world masters
championships. Here, the longtime
alpine racing coach reveals her
secrets to success on the slopes.

Northeast Point • Camden, ME

Sanderson Point • Cumberland Foreside, ME

NEIL MAHER ’86

Apollo in the Age of Aquarius
Harvard University Press

VICTORIA REDEL ’80

Bittersweet
Goodbye
REDEL, IN HER FOURTH NOVEL, DEFTLY
captures the ways in which a dying friend’s final
months consume the lives of those unable to
accept the prospect of life without her—even as
they are forced to deal with challenging issues
of their own.
Alternating between present and past, Redel
episodically illuminates the intricate bonds of
friendship through her portrayal of a group of
five 50-something women who grew up together.
One character, Anna, enters hospice, shifting the
Before Everything
lives of the others and providing a new frame of
VIKING
reference for all the joys and sorrows they’ve
288 PP.
$26
experienced together.
The idea for the book grew from a seed planted by a childhood friend
of the author, who asked Redel why she’d never written about friendship.
After her friend died of cancer, Redel was inspired to set aside a book-inprogress and instead explore and write about love and loss from several
perspectives. “The other book became irrelevant,” she says. “I wanted to
bear witness to the ongoing process of becoming a person and the various
choices people make.”
Redel, a professor at Sarah Lawrence who has also published several
collections of poetry, says she has long contemplated her own mortality.
She had to grapple with the loss of a close friend soon after college, when
classmate Nancy Rockwell ’80 died from a lightning strike while leading
an Outward Bound trip. Six months later, Redel’s mother died. “They are
still alive to me,” she says.
Before Everything is not gloomy. It is funny, bittersweet, emotional.
It celebrates life that is richly lived and how someone can be joyfully
remembered rather than mourned. Redel was pleased, she says, when a
bereaved publishing friend who admitted he was nervous about reading
the book “said it served as a kind of guidebook for him and made him
feel better.”
—Lisa Furlong
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The New Jersey Institute of
Technology and Rutgers history
professor examines how the celestial
aspirations of NASA’s Apollo space
program were tethered to terrestrial
concerns—from the civil rights
struggle and the antiwar movement
to environmentalism, feminism and
the counterculture.

Checkley Point on Prouts Neck • Scarborough, ME

521 Hammond Street • Chestnut Hill, MA

Lighthouse View on Lake Sunapee • New London, NH

Turning Leaf • Peru, VT

Chester Farm • Chester, VT

Glengair • Londonderry, VT

MEL ROBBINS ’90

The 5 Second Rule
Savio Republic

The motivational speaker draws on
her experience teaching executives
how to overcome self-doubt and
build confidence in a how-to for
everyday life. Using the science
of habits, Robbins supports her
theory behind the book’s title: “The
moment you have an instinct to act
on a goal you must 5-4-3-2-1 and
physically move or your brain will
stop you.”
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Leila

Simon & Schuster India

Journalist Akbar turns an
unflinching gaze on class and
privilege in this fictional account
of a future, digitized city obsessed
with purity—and building walls to
divide and confine communities. His
debut novel follows a once-wealthy
woman as she searches outside the
walls for the daughter she lost years
ago.
M E G A N ( F O N TA N E L L A )
R E M M E LT S ’ 0 4

Visionaries: Creating a Modern
Guggenheim
Guggenheim Museum Publications

Guggenheim curator Remmelts
celebrates the late-19th- and early20th-century masterworks at the
core of the institution’s holdings, and
the trailblazers—artists and early
patrons alike—whose contributions
helped define the forward-looking
identity of the Solomon R.
Guggenheim Foundation.

Sansui • Cornish, NH
NORTHEAST POINT: 8.14± Acres • $5,975,000
Terry Sortwell | 207-236-3543 | tsortwell@landvest.com
SANDERSON POINT: 9± Acres • $3,900,000
Karen N. Reiche | 207-874-6159 | kreiche@landvest.com
CHECKLEY POINT ON PROUTS NECK: .66± Acres • $3,500,000
John Saint-Amour | 207-874-6160 | jsaint-amour@landvest.com

ůŽǀĞƌ,ŝůůͻ^ƉƌŝŶŐĮĞůĚ͕sd
521 HAMMOND STREET: 1.36± Acres • $2,650,000
Terrence Maitland | 617-357-8949 | tmaitland@landvest.com
LIGHTHOUSE VIEW: 1.2± Acres • $2,595,000
Kristin Hayes Claire | 603-227-2411 | kclaire@landvest.com
TURNING LEAF: 20± Acres • $2,100,000
Story Jenks | 802-238-1332 | sjenks@landvest.com
CHESTER FARM: 118± Acres • $1,550,000
Story Jenks | 802-238-1332 | sjenks@landvest.com

GLENGAIR: 69.2± Acres • $1,490,000
Story Jenks | 802-238-1332 | sjenks@landvest.com
SANSUI: 46± Acres • $1,375,000
Kristin Hayes Claire | 603-227-2411 | kclaire@landvest.com
CLOVER HILL: 163.08± Acres • $1,200,000
Chris Lang | 802-274-4048 | clang@landvest.com

Find additional alumni books at dartmouthalumnimagazine.com.
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“The Falls” at River’s Edge,
West Lebanon, NH

Enjoy the ease of maintenance-free living in this
classic Summit home located in the Falls at River’s
Edge (HOA). Master suite with large closets on
first level. Skylights & oversized windows bring in
generous sunlight throughout the home. 2-3 bedrooms, vaulted ceilings & loft. Two-car attached
garage. Minutes to both Hanover and Lebanon.
Acres of walking trails are just outside the door.
Offered at $385,000

Privacy, Space & Convenience
Grantham, NH

3BR, 3BA single owner non-Eastman home on
17 acres, built in 1989. Open concept floor plan
w/ updated kitchen, wonderful master suite with
views to open fields and Sawyer Brook. Plenty of
space for friends & relatives and/or home office.
Comes with horse barn and three-car garage with
room for a workshop. Just 20 minutes to college
& hospital, close to outdoor recreation. Wonderful
setting in which to live, work, and entertain.
Offered at $449,000

“Lower Village” in
Enchanted Strafford, VT

the classes
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Occom Pond Estate
twentyropeferry.com

One of Hanover’s most sought after homes, this iconic colonial overlooking Occom Pond delights the senses. The warm and
inviting Arts & Crafts interior is complimented by an attached English conservatory providing exquisite light and air in every
season. The meticulous state-of-the-art renovation, waterfront views, organic gardens, fruit trees, meandering paths,
private pool, and well-tended perennial beds creates an executive estate which inspires the soul!

North Hill Farm
northhillfarmnh.com

North Hill Farm perfectly unites all the features of a New England farm with updated amenities in an unbeatable setting a
stone’s throw from the Lyme Green. 246 acres of land include everything from private mountain biking and hiking trails to
a trout stream and tree farm, all just minutes from the Dartmouth Skiway and the Appalachian Trail! The home features a
chef’s kitchen with new appliances, high ceilings, hardwood floors, seven working fireplaces, barns, and updated mechanicals, resulting in the ultimate modern farmhouse.
FROM THE ARCHIVES

Jazz Coda

Offered at $450,000

Licensed in Vermont and New Hampshire, we serve buyers and sellers, promote and protect their interests, and have a particular affinity
for extraordinary and environmentally friendly properties, be they residential, commercial, land, farm, estate, or special interest. We look
forward to assisting you with your Upper Valley real estate needs!

William H. “Star” Johnson, Broker
Celina Barton, Agent • John Bertolami, Agent • Armando
“Joe” Roberto, Agent • Margaret “Meg” Ward, Agent
* Big Green Real Estate is not affiliated with
nor officially sanctioned by Dartmouth College.

15 BUCK ROAD, HANOVER, NH 03755
WWW.BIGGREENRE.COM • 603-643-3942

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE LIBRARY

Historic, 5-bedroom, 1 ¾ story, extended Cape
in the Norman Rockwellian town of Strafford, VT.
Combines modern with antique, features beautiful
gardens & foliage, porch, terraces, barn and 2nd
floor office over 2-car garage. With large, open
interior spaces, and small, private ones, the home
has room for entertaining, relaxing, and solitude.
The best of rural Vermont, just 25 minutes from
Hanover, Dartmouth College and DHMC.

The Barbary Coast Jazz
Ensemble has been riffing
for decades—this photo is
from the 1940s—and the
last 40 years featured Don
Glasgo as a director who led
the group to new heights.
Glasgo bid farewell with a
final performance in mid
May, when he was joined
by several alumni. “I like to
call it rewiring instead of
retiring,” he says.
JULY/AUGUST 20 17 63
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Think spring—my advice to all! I
received two postcards recently
that I’d like to acknowledge—from
Harrison Davies ’09 and Kiernan ’95 and Yeshu
(no last names). These young alumni took a
moment out of their busy lives to say thank you for
the ’38 Class Notes: “Your warm recollections and
memories fill me with hope and fondness for our
community and future,” writes Harrison. “Your
Class Notes contributions have brought a great
deal of joy to my wife and myself—they connect
us in a small way to the tremendous history that
you have seen, and your love for Dartmouth and
your classmates shines through,” writes Kiernan.
I’m sharing these good thoughts with my dearest
classmates because whatever I say in the column
is not from me, but rather from the amazing class
of ’38, which made the memories of which I can
only speak.
I have received letters from the class of 1938
scholarship fund recipients. Zainab Bakrin ’18
writes, “There has never been a time in my life
when I have felt as happy and fulfilled as I have
at Dartmouth. I officially declared a neuroscience
major in the spring and I have almost completed
the required classes—and it is starting to dawn on
me that my terms at Dartmouth are numbered. I
know that there is nowhere else I would rather be
and nothing else I would rather be doing.” From
Weiling Huang ’19: “My first year at Dartmouth
has been amazing—from the first day of firstyear trips to skiing at the Skiway to Green Key
Weekend, my first year is filled with incredible
memories of the school, its location and my
classmates. Through my classes here I have finally
discovered my passion, learned from a plethora of
incredible professors and made many new friends.
During the past summer all I could think about
was how excited I was to go back to school.” It is
our pleasure and privilege to assist these two new
future alumni and, of course, all the very best!
—Jean M. Francis, 2205 Boston Road, Wilbraham,
MA 01095
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From a letter from Jean Carr, George
Clabaugh’s niece: “George is continuing
to live at Kendal in Hanover very near
the College. Over the years he has greatly enjoyed
all the Dartmouth offerings from courses to art
and music. While his travel days are over, he is
continuing to thrive at Kendal and is grateful
for his extended family of nieces and nephews,
grandnieces and grandnephews, and greatgrandnieces and great-grandnephews! Grateful
for your work for the class of ’41!” Thank you,
Jean!
Barbara McCallum, daughter of George
McCallum, says he still lives on the Jersey shore
and has fond memories of his Dartmouth years.
“Dad will be 98 in June and is doing well! We all
enjoy the Class Notes.” Barbara, you did breathe
life into the Class Notes and I appreciate you! I
am 98 also!
I want to include a note from classmate Ed
64
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Small. Ed says he thought a lot about going to our

75th, but it was too big a hassle—“a three-plushour plane ride and three-hour bus ride and then
again on Sunday! Even though my health is still
pretty good, it didn’t seem worth it!” He can be
reached at 6267 South Kearney St., Centennial,
CO 80111.
Dum vivimus vivamus!
—Jane Hanks, 2630 Kings Crown, Fort Myers, FL
33908; jhanks1@gmail.com
REUNION | SEPT 22-24
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The weather has warmed up and real
spring is in the air and yours truly is
recovering from knee replacement.
This year 2019 is the 250th anniversary of
the founding of Dartmouth and in celebration
of that year, on November 9, 2019, Dartmouth
will play Princeton at Yankee Stadium. Who’d
have thought?
Some of you may have read about Abbey
D’Agostino ’14 and her heroic gesture during a
qualifying heat in the 2016 Olympics, when a New
Zealander clipped D’Agostino, causing both of
them to fall. Abbey helped her running mate to
her feet and encouraged her to complete the race.
Abbey, having torn both her meniscus and ACL in
the fall, managed to finish the race. She received
worldwide praise for exhibiting what the meaning
of Olympic and American spirit is all about—and
what the Dartmouth spirit is all about.
In February there was an effort to try to make
Hanover a sanctuary city after President Trump
came out with his executive order restricting
immigration. This order is and was a concern
since so many students are immigrants. It
received positive attention but was inconclusive.
One point made was that the police do not ask for
citizenship information when they are called in
to investigate something.
I need to hear from you to report your news
here, so please help me out.
The class just received the mailing for the
75th reunion with a copy of the agenda and it looks
like an excellent two days. We encourage as many
of you as can to return to the campus.
When you receive this issue, you have a few
days left to contribute to the Dartmouth College
Fund—the amount is not as important as your
participation.
I have the sad duty to report the loss of Richard
Remsen, Ed Chalfant and Murray Latz. The class of
’42 offers its condolences to their families. Look
for more details in our next class newsletter.
—Joanna Caproni, 370 East 76 St., Apt. A 406, New
York City, New York 10021; (212) 988-6012; (212)
988-6715 (fax); caproni@aol.com
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There were 20,034 applicants seeking
admittance to the class of 2021; 2,092
(10.4 percent) were accepted, with
an expectation that about 1,100 of the 2,002
will choose to become members of the class
of 2021. Five hundred forty-seven are either
valedictorians or salutatorians; 11 percent are
foreign students (from 63 countries); mean SAT
scores rose 17 percent over those from a year ago;
59 percent are public school graduates; the group

represents 50 states and D.C.; 9 percent are alumni
legacies; 15 percent are the first in their families
to attend college; and 63 percent need financial
aid. California, for the sixth year, had the largest
number of applicants, followed by New York.
Effective this fall, Dartmouth’s tuition will
be increased 2.9 percent, bringing total costs for
one year—tuition, room, board and mandated
fees—to $68,000. Ten million dollars, joining
an earlier $10 million, has been given by Frank
Guarini ’46 to support a foreign study program
sending Dartmouth students abroad and bringing
foreign students to the Dartmouth campus. Five
million dollars has been given to Dartmouth by
former trustee Ed Halderman ’70 to be used by
the director of athletics “to invest in programs and
innovations that boost Dartmouth’s competitive
advantage and enhance the students’ athletic
experience.” The College has sold a 175-acre farm
it owned in Etna, New Hampshire, to the Trust
for Public Land. The trust will convey the land
to the National Park Service, which will add it to
the Appalachian National Scenic Trail.
Duane Compton ’77, a professor of biology
and cell chemistry, has been named dean of the
Geisel School of Medicine, having presided over
a major reorganization there in 2016. Honors to
Louise Erdrich ’76, winner of the National Book
Critics Circle Award for her novel, LaRose, and to
Tuck Dean Matthew Slaughter, who was elected
to the American Academy of Arts and Science.
Good news! No obits to report. Eat your
Wheaties.
—John M. Jenkins, 80 Lyme Road, Apt. 304,
Hanover, NH 03755; (603) 643-2757; mmjenkins@
kahres.org
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Earth has tipped forward
The white wing of winter lifts
We are spring-loaded.
Charles Martin Secor died on January 23. Born
in Yonkers, New York, he grew up in California
and returned to the East to attend Dartmouth.
The U.S. Navy sent Chuck to Stanford Medical
School, and he served in the U.S. Army Medical
Corps in the Korean War as well. During these
years he and his first wife, Pauline, raised four
children. Chuck began his private practice in
orthopedic surgery in 1953 in Marin County,
eventually retiring in 2006. Chuck loved the
out-of-doors; he spent much of his free time
backpacking in the Sierras, beekeeping, raising
greenhouse orchids, fishing, and photographing
nature. He was an early member of the Squaw
Valley ski patrol and sailed his Cal 2-30 to Hawaii
with his two sons and a grandson. Long before
it was fashionable, Chuck commuted to his
medical office and hospital by bicycle. He took
up flying, obtaining pilots’ licenses in both glider
and power aircraft. He knitted sweaters for all
of his family, studied French and read The New
Yorker. Upon retirement he took up golf and bridge
and with wife Sally delivered Meals on Wheels
and managed a menagerie of pets. Sally and four
children survive him.
Robert Eugene Rice died February 12 in
Houston. Robert came to Dartmouth from
Montana. He volunteered for service in the U.S.
Army Air Corps in 1942, finishing his studies after

his service and graduating magna cum laude and
Phi Beta Kappa. He attended law school at the
University of Michigan and was admitted to
the bar in Oklahoma. Robert and his new wife,
Mary, moved to Duncan, where he opened his law
office. He served as county attorney in Stephens
County and then joined the legal department of
Halliburton Oil Well Co., now Halliburton Co.,
where he became vice president of legal services,
retiring in 1987. He and Mary moved to Houston,
where they lived at the Forum at Memorial Woods.
Robert is survived by his wife of 69 years as well
as two sons.
We extend our condolences to their families.
—Betty Munson, 23 Linscott Road No, York, ME
03909; elizmunson1944@gmail.com
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The sight of a class being held on
the Green, shorts and flip flops the
standard student attire and the vision
of activities taking place on the Connecticut are
the joys of summer in Hanover.
We were saddened to receive news of the
death of Douglas A. Donahue February 12, and
send our condolences to the family. He leaves
his devoted wife of 69 years, Dorothy; five
children, including Douglas ’73; 15 grandchildren,
including Aidan ’04 and Abigail ’06; as well as
two great-granddaughters. Doug was an avid
sailor, accomplished equestrian and a lifelong
swimmer. He and his wife enjoyed cherished
years on their sailboat, Aegis, and at their family
cottage on Panther Pond in Maine. He served in
the U.S. Marine V-12 program and saw duty in the
Pacific. He spent a career in the wool business
and operated the firm Donahue-Draper Corp. for
many years. Doug was a member of Beta Theta Pi
and served the College and his class as an Alumni
Fund volunteer, class agent (1964-69), fraternitysorority agent (1991-2002), and admissions
interviewer (2002).
—Shirley Robinson, 80 Lyme Road, #253, Hanover,
NH 03755; (603) 643-2203; shrobinson@kahres.
org
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The greatest class of the greatest
generation continues to demonstrate
that life in our nonagenarian years
can still be exciting and productive. There is no
better example than our classmate Frank Guarini,
former seven-term U.S. House of Representatives
member. Frank has committed $10 million to
support Dartmouth’s off-campus and foreign
study programs, adding to an earlier commitment
of $10 million for a total endowment commitment
of $20 million to the Frank J. Guarini Institute
for International Education. The institute has
offered more than 600 Dartmouth undergraduates
40 off-campus venues in 29 countries through
Dartmouth language study abroad (LSA), foreign
study and exchange programs.
The LSA was first introduced in 1967 by the
popular, flamboyant professor John Rassias, who
was an honorary member of the class of 1949. It
was therefore very timely that my wife, Susan,
and I have just returned from a weekend in Cape
Cod, Massachusetts, celebrating the marriage
of Jim Citron ’86, who runs the Rassias English
teaching program for Mexican teachers, and

Laura Gonzales, an English supervising teacher
in Mexico. They met after she enrolled in the
Rassias program at Dartmouth. A large Mexican
contingent attended the wedding as well as at
least half a dozen Dartmouth alumni. The gracious
hosts were Jim’s parents, Ellen and John Citron
’57.
Norm Weissman has been honored by the Yale
Film Study Center, which is archiving and making
available for study by students and scholars 16 of
his documentaries and TV films.
Molly Schue, widow of Edward Schue, is
heading for Cliff Island, Maine, where she will
spend four months with her family.
Our class sympathies to the families of our
recently deceased classmates. Dewitt Clinton Baker
died earlier this year. I first met “Bud” when I
played tennis doubles against him and his partner,
Al Holmes (deceased), representing Bronxville
High School, while I played for White Plains High
School. Bud was class treasurer and member of our
class executive committee, involved in the Navy
V-12 program and served in the Pacific theater
during WW II. He had a distinguished career in
the book publishing business. Paul Edward Lacke
died December 30, 2016. He joined the Navy in
1944, served as an ensign and then earned his B.S.
and M.S. from Thayer in June 1946. He worked in
executive engineering positions at various steel
firms. Eugene Bronstein died March 5. After joining
through the Navy V-12 program he graduated from
Harvard Business School in 1948 and had a wellrespected career as a retailer, teacher and mentor.
—John L.E. Wolff, M.D., 1160 Fifth Ave., Suite 105,
New York City, NY 10029; (212) 772-1700; (212)
772 9933 (fax); jlewolffmd@aol.com
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As DAM goes to press, we have
learned that longtime class secretary
Donald Page passed away on May 19,
according to his wife of 54 years, Eleanor. Don
served his class as a member of the executive
committee since 1997 and as secretary since 1999.
In addition to Eleanor, he is survived by his sister,
Priscilla, his sister-in-law, Jean, and her children,
David and Jill.
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Louis Springsteen’s widow, Ellen, sent

the following note, which reflects
how meaningful Dartmouth is to so
many of us. “I just received acknowledgement
of my husband’s 69 consecutive years of giving
to the Dartmouth College Fund. What a record,
and how he loved Dartmouth. I shall share this
acknowledgement with our granddaughter, Jess
Menville ’16, who is now a second lieutenant in
the Marine Corps, and hope she will continue
the tradition.” We well remember the Rev.
Springsteen’s memorial services in Rollins
Chapel at our annual reunions. Joyce and I had
a very pleasant lunch at our golf club in Naples,
Florida, with Joan and Lany Brisbane and the girls
discovered a remarkable coincidence: both went
to Middlebury College one year apart, married
their Dartmouth swains their junior years, to be
with them finished their senior years in a different
college and have put up with them for nearly 70
years. Lany came to Dartmouth the summer of
1944 and after one semester joined the Marine

Give a Rouse
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>>> Stephen Farnsworth ’83, University of

Mary Washington professor of political
science and director of the school’s center
for leadership and media studies, has earned
the 2017 Virginia Outstanding Faculty
Award from the State Council of Higher
Education of Virginia. He was also recently
recognized by the national political science
association Pi Sigma Alpha for his service.
>>> Poet Jenny Land ’96 won
the poetry contest sponsored
by The Telegraph to honor the
90th birthday of England’s
Queen Elizabeth. Land, who
entered the contest while in
the country during a sabbatical
from her position teaching
literature and creative writing
at St. Johnsbury (Vermont) Academy, also
recently took top honors in the Reader’s
Digest Poetry Contest.
>>> Mintz Levin litigation and pro bono
partner Susan Finegan ’85 has earned a 2017
Pinnacle Award from the Greater Boston
Chamber of Commerce for outstanding
achievement in the workplace. Finegan
oversees the firm’s 300-plus pro bono matters
and has created several innovative statewide
projects, including the Massachusetts Civil
Appellate Pro Bono Program.
>>> Hebrew College Rabbinical School
student Jevin Eagle ’88 has been named
executive director of Boston University Hillel,
one of the largest private undergraduate
chapters in the country. Prior to attending
rabbinical school, Eagle was the CEO of
DavidsTea, a partner at McKinsey & Co. and
served as board chair of Dartmouth Hillel.
>>> Bradford Drazen ’90,
an anchor and reporter at
NBC Connecticut, has won
the 2017 Alfred I. duPontColumbia University Award
for Broadcast Journalism as
part of the team working on
the “Crumbling Foundations”
investigative series that
exposed crumbling basement walls in
hundreds of homes in eastern Connecticut.
>>> AngelList cofounder Naval Ravikant ’95
was named Angel Investor of the Year during
TechCrunch’s 10th Annual Crunchies
Awards in February. The Union City,
California, resident has made 88 personal
investments since 2007 and “is someone
many in the tech community look to as a
leader and go to for investment advice,”
according to judges.
>>> Caroline Boldt Pandolfino ’97 of Cos Cob,
Connecticut, has been named Entrepreneur
of the Year by Moffly Media, a publisher
of community magazines. She and her
husband are the cofounders of health-food
eatery chain Green & Tonic.
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Corps, where he spent three extraordinarily
intensive weeks at Camp Lejeune learning to speak
and write Japanese (he’s also fluent in Spanish
and French) and ended up in Washington, D.C.,
translating Japanese transmissions. He returned
to Dartmouth in 1946 and after graduation jointed
RC Cola, remaining with them until his formal
retirement. A tennis enthusiast, he has had a
number of related business endeavors, most
particularly with products of the Wilson Sporting
Goods Co.
Bud Munson had trouble selling his farm
because Dartmouth owns some 240 acres of
land on a hill across the road, where the Medical
School dumped rubbish in the 1960s and 1970s
that contaminated streams in the area and which
the College has a five-year program to clean up.
They made a “fair and reasonable” offer to buy the
property, which Bud accepted, and he is moving
to Quail Hollow, a senior living community with
rental apartments and private homes in West
Lebanon, New Hampshire, just two miles from
Hanover. He has a roomy townhouse with two
bedrooms and baths and a porch for grilling. He’s
a great cook.
No details as of this writing, but we’re
planning a fall reunion at approximately the first
home game.
—Dave Kurr, 4281 Indian Field Road, Clinton, NY
13323; (315) 853-3582; djkurr@verizon.net
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Ray Rasenberger still lives at home

in Washington, is in reasonably
good shape and looking forward
to celebrating his big 90th in September at his
vacation home on Cape Cod. His two current
Dartmouth grandsons will be among the family
attendees.
Bruce Crawford and I lifted our glasses to Tom
Towler at his 90th in January. The three of us and
Tommy Swartz were hosted by Joel Berson when he
and Tommy visited Sarasota, Florida, in March.
George Hartmann planned to join us, but broken
ribs from a fall stopped him. He is recovering well.
If you didn’t read the interesting interview
with Carl Granger in the March-April issue of
DAM (page 94), try to do so. Carl’s expertise in
developing a system to measure the factors and
degrees to which a person is able to be independent
physically and mentally is aimed at rehabilitation
from strokes, injuries or illness; however, it rings
bells for all of us at our age. Great work, Carl!
Daniel Dana Jackson died in San Francisco on
January 7. Deke was an All-American swimmer
at Dartmouth and captained the team, which also
starred Jay Urstadt; it was the start of a life-long
close friendship. Deke had an extremely successful
career in finance and served on several major
corporate boards. Quent Kopp represented the
class at his funeral. Deke is survived by his wife,
Jeanne, and sons Dana, Michael and Christopher.
Wayne Goodrich Whittemore died on December
21, 2016, in Northampton, Massachusetts. Wayne
spent his career at Home Life Insurance Co. in
New York City, while living in suburban Crotonon-Hudson, New York. He is survived by son Reid
and daughter Katherine.
Frederick John Ostrowski died on January 19 in
Dunedin, Florida. Fred’s career was as a general
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contractor and in real estate in Northampton,
Massachusetts, before moving to Innisbrook,
Florida, in 1992. He is survived by three sons and
three daughters.
—John Adler, 75 Silo Circle, Riverside, CT 06878;
(203) 622-9069; (203) 637-3227 (fax)
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John “Swede” Swenson sent a note

from Chicago. His wife, Helen,
passed on last year after 62 years of
marriage. His father, Mervin Swenson ’23, was
inducted into the Wearers of the Green last fall
and his son, Bill ’79, was in Hanover to accept the
award. Swede is researching and writing a history
of Chicago and the Midwest before 1800.
Ken Rothchild checked in from Minneapolis.
His granddaughter graduated from Blake School
(where Curt Dunnavan and I were ’44s). She now
manages a resort in Costa Rica and with her
husband started a grade school in a community
that had none. Ken and Nina plan to go there
when war breaks out with Mexico, thanks to our
willfully ignorant president. Ken notes that fellow
Minnesotans Arnie Bockstruck, Fred Gamble, Tom
Warner, Phil Brown and Arnie Oss are still among us.
(I used to date Arnie’s sister, Mary Alice.)
I had a nice note from the long-silent David
Steinberg, distinguished professor emeritus at
Georgetown University and a fellow philosophy
major at Dartmouth. He spent his junior year in
China on a scholarship, in the middle of Mao’s
revolution. His career was in teaching and in work
for the Asia Foundation and the USAID, and he
remains active in various academic endeavors
concerning the Asian world.
Dr. Cal Sia sent an Aloha from Hawaii (a place
our attorney general, who lied during his Senate
confirmation, recently referred to as “some island
in the Pacific”). Cal was recently honored for his
long-outstanding service in pediatric medicine.
His son, Michael ’81, is chief of pediatrics at
the Kapiolani Women’s and Children’s Medical
Center. Cal and his wife, Katherine, celebrated
their 65th anniversary last year. He wrote, “Age
and health issues are catching up with us, but we
live each day to its fullest.”
As a former Republican, I close with a quote
from David Leonhardt: “You don’t get to call
yourself the party of Lincoln and stay silent when
voting rights are abridged, hate crimes are met
with silence and dark-skinned citizens are cast
as un-American. I never expected to live through
a time when bigotry would again be ascendant.”
—Alex Hoffman, 49 Maple St., Apt. 113, Manchester
Center, VT 05255; (802) 362-2486; twinksalex@
comcast.net
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A call from Drs. Doris and Joe Lindner
brightened my day recently. Both are
retired from their medical practices,
although Doris volunteers a day a week at a free
clinic near their home in Hilton Head, South
Carolina. Joe’s career in medicine included both
private practice in internal medicine and executive
search for senior healthcare professionals. The
Lindners are a three-generation Dartmouth
family: daughter Laura was a member of the class
of ’86 and her daughter has been admitted but is
taking a year’s deferral in order to try out for the

U.S. Olympic ski-jumping team.
Mo Monahan reports from Hawaii: “I’m blessed
with good health but my chocolate Lab thinks I’ve
gotten much too slow on our beach walks.”
Our ’51 Cares initiative, which encourages
outreach and reconnection among ’51 classmates
and widows, continues to generate news of
renewed friendships from 65 years ago. Herb
Knight stretched a California trip to include lunch
with Rob Jackson near Rob’s home in La Jolla.
Bob Fox and Al Brout also met up in Southern
California, where both were vacationing.
Jack Giegerich reached out to Ted Corsones and
Elaine Bovaird (Jim’s widow), fellow snowbirds
in Florida.
It seemed like picking up right where we had
left off in Hanover when I spoke by phone recently
with Len Smith, Sel Atherton and Nase Hurowitz.
Some calls bring news of loss or declining
health but expressions of concern and support
are invariably welcome. I learned from Howard
Reynold’s wife, Shirley, that he has been
hospitalized in Hamilton, New York, near
Colgate University, where he taught experimental
psychology for many years.
And Bob Hopkins is in regular touch with
Jeanne Boynton, widow of Bill, who is recovering
from surgery.
The leaders of our ’51 Cares team invite us all
to connect with old friends in this way. It offers
a lift to both parties! We encourage one and all
to give it a try.
We report the recent deaths of Jerry Lindsay
and John Rheinstein. Inge Thorpe died just weeks
after the death of her husband, Merle.
—Pete Henderson, 450 Davis St., Evanston, IL
60201; (847) 905-0635; pandjhenderson@gmail.
com
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From September of 1948 to September
of 2017—exactly 69 years; what a great
ride this has been and we hope you
will be able to join us in Hanover from September
22nd to the 24th to celebrate this festive occasion
for our 65th reunion. We started out 715 strong
and there are about 300 of us still here to carry
the banner of the great class of 1952. No, there
are more of us than that. We also are blessed to
have some 200 widows of our loyal classmates
who have bonded with us to carry on our legacy,
and these 500 are all joined by our children,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren (!),
many of whom also proudly wear the Dartmouth
green. During the reunion weekend you will
have a chance to revisit your old haunts, relive
your own personal experiences and retell your
old campus adventures (well, maybe not all of
them) from your year as a “pea green freshman”
to your exit as a “grand old senior,” whenever and
wherever that might have been. We add that last
qualifier because we know that some of our most
committed classmates may have moved on before
graduation or because the Korean conflict may
have interrupted their game plans. Your reunion
committee, working with the College, has put
together a weekend for you that is balanced
between a chance to enjoy all of Dartmouth

and an acknowledgment of the fact that we’re
not as young and spry as we were. Which is to
say that everything will be both interesting and
comfortable. The agenda includes recognition of
our class project both on the Green and at Bartlett
Tower, a walk through our class history at Rauner
library in the former Webster Hall, some football
at Memorial Field (or on the screen at the Hanover
Inn), hearing the experiences of today’s students,
hearing stimulating presentations, paying our
respects to our classmates who have passed on
and much more. However, most important, by far,
is the chance to see your friends and enjoy each
other’s company. That’s what it’s all about, isn’t
it? Please join us.
—William J. Montgomery, 11 Berrill Farms
Lane, Hanover, NH 03755; (603) 643-0261;
wmontgod52@aol.com
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The winter is wrapped up except for
a report on our 17th consecutive class
ski day. Dave Donovan, who has hosted
the event with his wife, Cynthia, for each of those
17 years, writes that after last year’s dearth of
snow, they happily awoke to a Nor’easter that
dropped about a foot and a half of new snow at
Mount Sunapee. The conditions were delightful.
The number of skiers has declined, with only
Put Blodgett, Dave Donovan, Dick O’Connor and
Allan Newton skiing this year. Joining the skiers
for après ski cocktails were Cynthia Donovan,
Al Collins, Marge and Russ Cook, Harlan Fair,
Granthia Preston and Barbara Newton. They
finished up the day with a delightful dinner
at the Millstone Restaurant. Many thanks to
Cynthia and Dave for all their efforts in making
the arrangements. By the time you read this, our
annual Dartmouth College Fund drive will have
been completed for the year. In anticipation of
another banner year for our class, I would like to
acknowledge the efforts of our class agents, who
have through the years led us to such Olympian
performances. Many of them have been agents
since our graduation. This year’s group is
headed once again by our head agent, Ron Lazar.
Our participation chair is Allen Collins, with
major gifts overseen by Phil Beekman. We have
four regional agents: Dick Blum, Dick Lowenthal,
Bob Malin and Fred Stephens. Our local agents
are John Avril, John Cernius, Dick Conn, Tom Duke,
Carl England, Bill Friedman, Dave Halloran, Bob
Henderson, John Kennedy, Don McMichael, John
Newton, Dick O’Connor, Tim Reed, Dick Replogle,
George Sarner, Dave Stowe, Bernie Sudikoff, Lowell
Thomas and Ed Weltman. Thanks for taking on this

difficult but so important task and doing it so well.
Sadly, I end these notes with our sincere
condolences to the families of our dear
classmates who have passed away: David Folger,
Jackson Hall, John Harris and George High.
—Mark H. Smoller, 4 Schuyler Drive, Jericho, NY
11753; (516) 938-3616; dartmark@gmail.com
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It’s that time of the year again, when
you will be getting a call from one
of your classmates regarding the
Dartmouth College Fund. They put in a lot of
time and effort to support the College and I urge
you to do the same. Our class has for many years

led the Dartmouth College Fund in participation.
We need all classmates to help reach and exceed
our participation goal of 80 percent. Transplanted
New Englander Bill Pierce writes from Southern
California (away from floods and earthquakes)
that he gave up umpiring girls’ fast-pitch softball
when his knees couldn’t take it anymore. His
three daughters and son, whom he sees once a
year, live in Maryland. He keeps in touch by phone
with Bob Oxford, who has a pacemaker and lives
in Florida, and stays active driving seniors to med
appointments. He hopes to make it to the 65th
reunion, if the body is willing and the creek don’t
dry up. From Highland Beach, Florida, where
Arlene and Dan Neiditz are spending the winter,
Dan writes that they enjoy course offerings in
international relations and national security at
Florida Atlantic University. He adds that Jimmy
Davidson lectures for seniors sponsored by
Florida Society for Middle East Studies. He had
a phone call from Bob Woodberry from California,
where he and his wife enjoy retirement in a 55plus community. Bob Rafelson said, “This may
be my first ’54 alumni letter. You ask for an
update. Perfect timing since my obituary was
just published this week. I did not ask for a
retraction. I’ll earn the words sooner or later. I
stopped making movies, somewhat by choice in
2002. I still give film master classes around the
globe: Russia, Serbia, Georgia, Turkey, France,
North Africa, Finland, Japan—the more remote
the better. These invitations extended for an
accumulated 15 Academy Award nominations
or wins. Most of the awards were for Five Easy
Pieces, Easy Rider, The Last Picture Show and the
academy best documentary, Hearts And Minds.”
We regret to announce the passing of John Pratt,
Walter Leffler, Glenn Wesselmann, Jonathan Moore,
Ken Zweiner and Al Terrill.
—Wayne Weil, 246 Ridge Road, Rutherford, NJ 07070;

(201) 933-4102; wayne@dartmouthgraphics.com
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Betty Brady took a Ralph Sautter
idea and, with the help of Jack
Doyle, arranged a lovely luncheon
at the Weston (Massachusetts) Golf Club on
Saturday, April 22, that resulted in a turnout
of 32 classmates, spouses, widows and guests.
Local folks included the Parkers, Doyles, Fangers,
Turners. From Maine, Kilt Andrew, Ken Harvey and
your scribe joined in. Ken had lived in the Boston
suburbs for years and is now in the Belgrade Lakes
area, where his family had spent many summers.
It was good to see Doris and Roy Matucci in
from North Hampton, New Hampshire. Carol
Cacciamani was with Ralph, as usual. Joan
Weintraub, Joan Thompson, Lou Hance and Betty
Brady continue to make our gatherings the more
worthwhile. Lou has good plans for Homecoming,
early this year, October 7 and 8! Kathy and Ken
Lundstrom came up from North Carolina.
Pete Buhler (with Betty) noted that four
Dartmouth rowers were present: Pete, coxswain
Leon Martel, Larry Hager (with guest Mary Ellen
Evans) and Julia Saraidaridis ’09, former captain.
Julia was present with fiancé Minal Caron ’09, a
Dickey Scholarship recipient who is very close
with our class. Minal is with Ropes & Gray in
Boston and Julia is a third-year surgical resident

at Mass General.
Mike Gorton brought class photographer Karen
to record all for Jody Mathewson’s newsletter.
Dick Mount detailed his upcoming 2018 odyssey
to benefit the Youth Tennis Foundation. He will
travel more than 12,000 miles and play a match
in the capital of all the lower 48. Watch for details
from your local Dartmouth Club. Dartmouth
Trustee Bill Burgess ’81 gave an upbeat review
of the current state of the College. His work for
the College and us warrants a sincere wah hoo
wah. Bonnie MacAdam, curator of American art at
the Hood Museum, showed us the concepts for
the new buildings and exhibits. While portions
of the Hood are closed, exhibits and classes are
in Hood Downtown at 53 Main Street.
Big news: Dartmouth-Brown football at
Fenway Friday night, November 10; Dartmouth
Uniformed Service Alumni Veteran’s Day
celebration the next night at the Langham Boston.
—John Dinan, 20 Gardiner St., Richmond, ME
04357; (207) 252-7442; captdinan@yahoo.com
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Several weeks ago I attended a lecture
on the library special collections now
housed at Rauner (a separate library
from Baker located in the Webster Hall of old).
I have long had a warm regard for the special
collections—ever since I learned as a freshman
of the collection of magic books included therein.
On numerous occasions I used these books to
do research needed to write various papers for
English and other courses as well as to enhance
my repertoire of magic tricks.
While there in Rauner I inquired about my
two books of poetic limericks that I believed
were housed in Baker Library. I was informed
that these books were not in Baker but were part
of the Rauner collections. This is not because my
books are rare or priceless like many books in
these collections, it is because all books written
by Dartmouth graduates are housed in Rauner.
So, for all my classmates who have written books
and donated copies to the library or whatever,
your book or books are part of the Rauner special
collections.
Although the report on the passing of any
of our classmates is always sad, this report
is particularly so. The sounds of the Barbary
Coast jazz band marching up Main Street on
this occasion have a baleful overtone. Four newly
fallen classmates march behind the band and
we bow our heads in silent tribute to honor A.F.
“Ted” Bremble Jr., Leo C. McKenna, Howard Sodokoff
and John K. Van de Kamp. Because Leo McKenna

lived in Hanover at the time of his death, my local
newspaper, The Valley News, carried a lengthy
obituary. We were reminded that Leo was
awarded the Barrett Cup, which was described
as “the highest accolade that can be given to a
graduating senior.”
From “Death Close By,” last stanza:
How can one come to terms with these things,
The stings that a death always brings;
Wounds sharper and deeper
Cut by the grim reaper,
Inside where our love ever clings.
—Joel D. Ash, P.O. Box 1733, Grantham, NH 03753;
(603) 863-3360; jash_125@comcast.net
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I hope you’re enthused and rested up
after our 60th reunion. I’m writing
this before those festivities, so I can’t
report on the affair.
Other than that, I’m sorry to say there is no
news for me to report. To avoid this in future
issues, send email or snail mail or pick up your
phone. As the saying goes, “If you see something,
say something.”
—Bruce Sloane, 124 Hull School Road, Sperryville,
VA 22740; (540) 987-8859; bsloane@wildblue.net
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As reported in the Sound & Fury by
president John Trimble, the March
16 Florida mini-reunion at Cooper’s
Hawk Winery & Restaurant in Naples, Florida,
where they brew their own stuff, was a howling
success. Organized by Roger Bruttomesso, Bill
Cutcliffe and Jane Yusen, the attendees also
included Bill Allyn, Dave Sharrock, Ned Stedham,
Myles Slosberg, Hank Milton, Tryg Myhren, Dave
Chapin, Paul Robinson and Sam Smith, with

numerous spouses. See the S&F for photos by
First Lady Linda Trimble.
The S&F will also have covered the class
luncheon staged during Commencement week
each June by Frank Gould. Featured speaker
was John Murphy, who regaled two dozen or
so classmates with memories of his years as a
football third stringer for the Big Green. As you
read this, you may already have received Frank’s
invite this year to the Homecoming mini on
October 6-8 in Hanover, to be held during warmer
weather and better leaf-peeping than usual. Mark
your calendars for next summer’s 60th reunion
the second week in June 2018.
Recent communications with ’58s range
from encouragement by Frank Gado to explore the
College’s $112-million operating loss in 2016 to an
upbeat report by Gersh Abraham about fundraising
efforts by Dave Bradley in the annual Prouty Bike
Race for charity and jointly by Mel Alperin, Frank
Blatz, Ben McAdams and Gersh to remember the
College in our wills.
Alas, there are many ’58 departures to
report. Chronologically, Hugh R. Fox of Lincoln,
New Mexico, died August 8, 2016; Louis J. Vallone
of East Greenwich, Rhode Island, died October
28, 2016; Samuel V. “Van” Gilbert of Pleasanton,
California, died November 1, 2016; Stephen W.
Dunn of Goshen, Connecticut, died January 23;
Michael J. McKeown, M.D., of Beaverton, Oregon,
died January 26; Walter E. Busker of Chicago
died February 27; Robert W. Amis of Dallas died
February 25; Paul H. Frankel of Oceanport, New
Jersey, died February 28; Theodore K. Furber of
Eden Prairie, Minnesota, died March 8; and
Robert J. Eleveld of Grand Rapids, Michigan, died
on March 18, one day after hosting a “NoBituary
Party” attended by more than 500 well-wishers.
—Steve Quickel, 411 North Middletown Road, Apt.
F-310, Media, PA 19063; steve58@quickel.net
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In early April 18 classmates
(including spouses and widows)
met in the Great Smoky Mountains
of Tennessee and Georgia for a mini-reunion
organized by Diane and Scott Palmer, co-chairs
for destination reunions. A report of the affair,
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including attendees and photographs, has
been sent electronically to all classmates who
have provided their email addresses and has
also been posted on the class website, 1959.
Dartmouth.org. Although all reunions—major
and mini, Hanover-area and destination—have
agendas full of planned events, one of the great
attractions is the opportunity to stay connected
with classmates and, in the process, to tell and
hear stories both old and new, some involving
the College and some about other facets of the
varied lives we have led. There are a number of
repositories of our stories. The most current is
probably the class website, particularly on the
home page or under “About Us—Classmates’
Stories.” Many of our stories have already been
shared with the class, whether on the website,
in these notes, in reunion biographies or in other
ways. But, given our numbers and the many years
each of us has spent in careers, raising families
and pursuing other endeavors, there are many
stories that have not yet been shared. Classmates
who are comfortable in sharing a yet untold story,
in whatever format, are encouraged to do so.
An issue or two ago, these notes anticipated
that, as ’59s reach the fourscore milestone, the
occasions are likely to be marked by noteworthy
celebration. In March Meg and Moose Morton
hosted what was touted as an 80th birthday
celebration for classmates in the Naples, Florida,
area, which was attended by Marilyn Allen
and Rich Paul, Sally and Al Brown, Tina and Bill
Colehower, Roz and Goody Gilman, John Hessler,
Donna and Tom Margetts, and Kathy and Al Munro.
This magazine some time ago discontinued
printing photographs to accompany class notes,
but a splendid color photo of that happy group
appears on the class website.
—Dick Hoehn, 845 Union St., Marshfield, MA
02050; (781) 834-4113; rhoehn@choate.com
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It makes 61 years since I studied
Spanish under Professor Ugarte,
who gave me a C+ for trying. But Peter
Klaren sent a book in Spanish to the DAM with
a request it go to Baker. DAM sent it to me. It is
written so clearly and well that I can read it with
a little help from my Spanish-English dictionary.
It is a history of sugar ranches in Peru. It is at
Baker now.
And Roger Zissu sent a note about how he was
honored to be selected by the Copyright Society
of the U.S.A. to present its 46th annual Donald C.
Brace Memorial Lecture on copyright law at the
Lowenstein Center, Fordham University School
of Law in New York City. Are we diverse or what?
If you want to reach Doug Hamilton, his
corrected email address is doughamilton60@
gmail.com.
Jim Marlow allows as how he agrees fully
with my paragraph on the luck we had to be born
when we were in terms of medical practice and
to have been in the class of 1960 at Dartmouth,
adding: “I’m trying to slow down the ever-swifter
passage of time by writing. My latest, Seeing
Auras, is a romance-mystery-historical novel that
features the 19th-century pursuits of mesmerism,
phrenology, séance and diagnosing auras. The
descriptions of the so-called pseudo-sciences

were gathered as I researched Charles Dickens
and his times. The major character, needless to
say, is a Dartmouth man.”
Joe Mchugh writes he plans to attend the
class’ 80th birthday party in Key West, Florida:
“The 80s might be daunting, and perhaps we are
asymptomatic, but my beautiful bride of 55 years
and I routinely sleep nine to 10 hours each night
with the usual brief interruptions attributable
to age. We’ve been at Vail, Colorado, almost 19
years—winter and summer. When we arrived we
knew only Gerry Huttrer and Alan Danson and they
expanded our friendship horizons to Rich Pomboy
and Jim Progin and others.”
Bob Hager was nominated to the Alumni
Council for the post-55th reunion classes. Bob’s
nomination was confirmed at the May meeting.
—John M. Mitchell, 300 Grove St., Rutland, VT
05701; (802) 775-3716; jmm00033@comcast.net
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Mike Butler wrote a letter to the editor

of DAM that was published in a recent
issue in which he praised the online
edition of the magazine and stated that, “I can
learn more here than by reading The New York
Times!” Many classmates might agree with him.
Carol McCarthy, widow of deceased
classmate Jack McCarthy, who passed away
approximately four years ago, reported that
Dartmouth recently accepted Jack’s papers for
its archives. Jack was a poet of note and Carol
headed a fundraiser project to assist with the cost
of going through Jack’s previously unpublished
poetry manuscripts and selecting various poems
for edit and future publication.
John White recently self-published a book
titled Celebrating America in Poem and Song: A
Book of Patriotic Literature for the Classroom,
which is a 50,000-word book of patriotic literature
for use in homes and classrooms. According to
John, the “purpose of the book is to encourage
American patriotism through understanding and
appreciating the fundamental ideas, principles,
values, events, traditions, goals and dreams which
have built our [great] nation.”
Mike Kirst is currently professor emeritus
of education and business administration at
Stanford University and the president since
2011 of the California State Board of Education
(for the second time). The mandate given by the
governor of California was broad: to understand
fully the changing character of K–12 education
and, where appropriate, to revise and revamp
the education funding system for that group
throughout the state. Mike has completed this
work and is now implementing it. If successful,
Mike’s plan can act as a model for other states to
follow. Mike is also a noted authority on higher
education and has done a great deal of research
and published writing in this area, including
most recently a book coauthored by Mike and
titled Remaking College: The Changing Ecology of
Higher Education, published in 2015, and a new
book titled Silicon Valley and Higher Education:
Connected but Conflicted, due out this summer.
In closing, I offer the following unattributed
quote submitted by classmate Art Kelton and
Elaine Kelton: “If there was never any darkness,
we would never see the fireflies.”

—Victor S. Rich, 94 Dove Hill Drive, Manhasset, NY
11030; (516) 446-3977; richwind13@gmail.com
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Depending on when you read this,
class officer nominations for five-year
terms are about to be or just were
voted on at our 55th reunion. Let’s catch up with
the nominees.
Barry Alperin (president) practiced corporate
and securities law in New York for 20 years then
joined his client, Hasbro, the toy company, as a
senior executive and ultimately vice chair, for 11
years. Retiring early, he continues a third career
as a director of public and private companies. His
many volunteer activities have included senior
leadership positions with the Jewish Museum,
the American Jewish Committee, a New York
City prep school, the toy industry association,
Dartmouth’s Tucker Foundation and the
Caramoor Center for Music and the Arts. Barry
has been involved in class fundraising since 1962.
He and his wife (of 54 years), Mimi, have two
children and five grandchildren.
Gordy Aydelott (vice president) has lived in
Katonah, New York, the past 40 years with Judy,
his wife of 54 years, whom he met on a blind
date Green Key Weekend of our senior year.
After Dartmouth, Navy service and two years
in business he went to law school. Judy later
joined him in a practice specializing in medical
malpractice defense work. In 2000 they merged
their firm into a larger one and Gordy stepped
back from most of his legal work. He did not,
however, step back from his involvement in the
tennis world, where he competes nationally and
captains his Eastern 75 & Over Atlantic Coast
Cup team. Active with his church choir and with
Rotary, Gordy also has worked with fundraising
for the class and the College.
After graduate school at Stanford David
Smith (secretary) worked in retail and wholesale
investment. Thereafter for 25 years he wrote
about economics, finance and geopolitics in
subscription newsletters. With Elizabeth
Fagan, M.D., his wife of 16 years, David retired
to Galveston Island, Texas, in 2015. David and
Elizabeth travel quite a bit—to Argentina (his
birthplace), Uruguay, England (Elizabeth’s
birthplace), Europe, the Balkans, the Caribbean,
New Zealand, Australia and, more recently, long
road trips across the United States. Asia is next on
their bucket list. He continues to pursue a lifelong
hobby playing jazz on keyboards with occasional
forays into photography and painting.
Ann and Charlie Balch (treasurer) are living
in Virginia about 25 miles west of Washington,
D.C. They also have a place near the Shenandoah
Park where the family gathers and explores “real
country.” They have children and grandchildren
in Virginia, Oregon and Florida. Charlie is retired
from consulting, primarily for banks. He is active
with the Potomac Appalachian Trail Club and the
Bull Run Civil War Round Table. His interest in
local Civil War history has him writing books and
working on a DVD. Charlie has been class and
reunion treasurer since 1997.
Please google “Moving Dartmouth Forward”
and read about President Hanlon’s vision of a
Dartmouth living up to its enormous potential.

A Great Place
to Live.
For the Dartmouth Family
Rogers Elliott was a member of Dartmouth’s Psychology
Faculty for over 52 years. He and his wife Soong moved to
The Woodlands from Norwich, Vt., in 2010. Here’s why:
“I joined the Dartmouth faculty in 1961. My goal — to be a
scholar and teacher — was Dartmouth’s as well. I
remained for 39 years as a professor and another 13 as an
adjunct. The Dartmouth community became an
important part of our lives. When I retired, Soong and I
wanted to stay in the area for many reasons: friends, the
College, and the unique blend of social and cultural
advantages the Upper Valley offers.
We enjoyed all this during 48 years in Norwich, but as we
and our house became creakier, we had to arrange for
easier living. The Woodlands coincided with our needs
and we were among the first residents. It has many
amenities: comfortable apartments in varying sizes, the
pool and fitness room, indoor parking. There’s one more
that’s not counted as such but is critical: small size. There
are about 85 residents and we know them all. We never
imagined we would find such a friendly, collaborative
community.
We miss our old house but we don’t miss our old friends
because they’re close by. And, we’re delighted with new
friends we’ve found in abundance—including several
retired Dartmouth alumni, faculty and staff. In short, it’s a
neighborhood. Every evening in our dining room certainly
one of the better restaurants in the area, sociability and
good conversation are on display. It’s easy to think of The
Woodlands as a cruise ship permanently docked.”

Call us for details.

603-442-5970

TheWoodlandsNH.org
A proud partner of the Alice Peck Day
Memorial Hospital Lifecare Campus
Lebanon, New Hampshire

Independent Living At Its Finest

Hampton Inn by Hilton- White River
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The mini-reunion is in Hanover October 6-8;
details at 1962.dartmouth.org.
—Paul Weinberg, 39 Abbott St., Beverly, MA 019155221; (978) 922-4963; pweinmass@aol.com
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Bob Reynolds, who celebrated his

76th birthday celebration with
grandchildren in February, might
very well have taken a spin in his 1929 Model A
Ford Speedster or 1938 Ford Convertible Sedan,
antique cars he has restored and drives on the
beautiful park roads of hometown Morristown,
New Jersey. The Sedan is one of the few from
the 1930s with rollup windows rather than side
curtains. Bob and Tibbie, who celebrated their
55th anniversary last December, are proud of their
granddaughters, who live with them, one a senior
at Morristown High School and the other a senior
at Drew University, where she will graduate with
honors in psychology.
Erroll Miller braved below-freezing weather
in mid-March to make his weekly bridge game
at the Osher Lifelong Learning Institute (OLLI)
at Carnegie Mellon in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
where he once taught estate planning and
“Questioning the Criminal Justice System.” Days
later Erroll, a Harvard-trained lawyer, was on his
way to a 24-day trip to Australia and New Zealand.
Arnie Katz, retired chief of otolaryngology at
State University of New York at Stony Brook, now
sees patients with post-traumatic stress disorder
weekly on a volunteer basis at the Northport VA
Medical Center on Long Island, teaches a course
on his passion, “Classic Films and Modern Myths”
at the Stony Brook OLLI chapter and is writing
a book about his studies and career in medicine.
Arnie still manages to find time to serve as
commander of his local American Legion Post. He
recently took time off for a trip to Manhattan with
wife Honey to see Bette Midler in Hello, Dolly!
John Merrow, who shared news via email with
dozens of friends about a “botched biopsy” of
the prostate that landed him in the emergency
room in a life-threatening situation, tweeted a
month later that he is “feeling much better and
very happy to be on the right side of the grass.”
John, retired education correspondent at PBS,
keeps his audiences aware of his strong views on
everything from education to juvenile detention
centers to the state of journalism in America on
his blog, themerrowreport.com. John’s biopsy
turned out to be negative. He advises patients
in the same situation to insist on an MRI before
undergoing a biopsy.
New York’s iconic Big Apple Circus, founded
40 years ago by Paul Binder, won a new lease on life
in February after having to cancel (for the first
time in its history) its 2016-17 season. Compass
Partners, a Sarasota, Florida-based investment
firm, announced it acquired the circus for $1.3
million and plans to reopen at Lincoln Center
featuring high-wire artist Nik Wallenda, whose
family, the Flying Wallendas, was a circus favorite.
Paul retired from management and ringmaster
duties a while back, serving as consultant and
writing a popular book about the circus. These
days he performs old favorites, show tunes with
discourse at New York’s Metropolitan Room and
other venues.
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—Harry Zlokower, 190 Amity St., Brooklyn, NY
11201; (917) 541-8162; harry@zlokower.com
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A mini-reunion of our class to
celebrate our respective 75th
birthdays was held March 13-16
at the Marriott Scottsdale Hotel at McDowell
Mountain in Scottsdale, Arizona. The following
56 classmates and spouses or guests attended: Bob
Engelman and Lynn Van Buren, Chris and Suzanne
Palmer, Peter and Kay Wall, Bruce Cross and Karen
Kruse, Steve and Gale Sherman, Bob Brayton, Lee
and Tuni Chilcote, Bill and Carol McGregor, Hunt and
Lynne Whitacre, Ivars and Jeannette Bemberis, Ray
and Ellen Peters, Ed and Jennifer Gingras, Sabin
and Ellen Danziger, Newell and Judy Grant, Keith
Hartley, Lynn and Paula Bates, Jim and Barbara
Miller, Ned and Edie Miller, Neal and Mirella Stanley,
Bill and Mary Ann Lewis, Dave and Kate Hewitt,
Jim and Leslie Harris, Al Cotton and Carol Potter,
Richard Behrens and Loraine Moore, Fran and Josie
Hanlon, Jim and Susan Long, Fritz and Glenda
Corrigan, Mark and Lou Roseman and Chuck Marsh
and Nan Johnson.
The activities were varied. Each day 10 to
12 people and Fritz arranged early tee times at
Troon North on one day and TPC Stadium Golf
Course on the second day. On two days there were
hikes. On the first day a group hiked the Sonoran
Preserve with five guides who were specialists in
birding, cactus, Southwest fauna and flora. The
second hike was at Desert Mountain with Lynn
Van Buren and Bob Engelman hosting. Fifteen
attended a Diamondback spring training baseball
game at Talking Stick Park near the hotel. Twentyeight classmates visited Taliesin West, the winter
home of Frank Lloyd Wright and home of the
Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation.
On the third day Newell and Judy Grant
hosted a guided tour, cooking demonstration and
lunch at the Phoenix Desert Botanical Garden.
The two dinners were excellent, with the first
at the Marriott and the second at the Cochise
Geronimo Club House in Desert Mountain, where
Bob Engelman and Fritz Corrigan live. After all,
this is one of the main purposes of any reunion: to
allow persons of about the same age who shared
four years of a common, formative experience to
get together and share memories and current life
experiences. Age is a great leveler, bringing us all
closer together. This togetherness helped make
the reunion a success.
The organization and success of the event
were the work of Hunt Whitacre, Bob Engelman
and Newell Grant as co-chairs, Fritz Corrigan
as golf meister and Ray Peters, Dave Hewitt,
Steve Sherman, Chris Palmer and Bill Hamm as
the brain trust. Special thanks go to Fritz and
Glenda, who hosted the wonderful reception at
their house on the third night; to Judy and Newell
Grant, who were very generous in subsidizing the
botanical garden tour; and to Bob Engelman and
Lynn Van Buren, who planned a wonderful hike
and provided a great lunch. Please visit the class
website at 1964.dartmouth.org to catch the details
and review photographs of the events.
—Harvey Tettlebaum, 56295 Little Moniteau
Road, California, MO 65018; (573) 761-1107;
dartsecy64@gmail.com
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Greetings, ’65ers. This edition brings
news of doings far and wide.
Heinz Kluetmeier is the firstever photographer to be inducted into the
International Swimming Hall of Fame. If you’ve
read a Sports Illustrated, you’ve probably seen his
pictures, astounding in visual effect as well as the
technology and concentration of capturing them.
Just google him.
Rick Tabors writes that he is co-head of a
project called the Utility of the Future in the MIT
Energy Initiative and running a small economics
and engineering consulting group focused on
electricity and natural gas. He answered my “Why
I love Dartmouth” question of a couple of months
ago, saying, “I recognize that it was the Dartmouth
education (mostly in science) that taught me to
think logically and critically.” Rick was awarded
an honorary doctor of science in engineering
by the University of Strathclyde in Glasgow,
Scotland, for “leading the effort to restructure
the international electric power industry.” He
says the encomium is overstated, which gives
him snaps for humility, but probably not accuracy.
Steve Waterhouse writes that a small but
robust 1965 group gathered in Vail, Colorado, for
our 18th annual class of 1965 Vail mini. Leading
the group was class president Mike Gonnerman
with Diane and Tom Campbell plus Steve and
Linda Waterhouse, and messages from some
other regulars that medical repairs, ski injuries
and plain old work interfered with their plans for
this year. Upwards of one hundred Dartmouth
alumni and friends attended the annual Vail club
winter cocktail party at the Sonnenalp Hotel,
kicking off a weekend of seminars, parties and
skiing. The main seminar was on ski safety
and included Carly Amon ’17, the captain of the
Dartmouth Skiway ski patrol and Hank Amon’s
daughter. All in all, the 18th 1965 Vail mini was
another great success. CarniVail started in 2000
and led to the formation of the Dartmouth Club of
Vail. The three-day gathering has seen well more
than 2,000 attendees during the history of the
event, including alumni from Europe and Asia.
It has been referred to as Dartmouth’s largest
annual multi-day alumni gathering outside of
Hanover. Waterhouse gives credit to the class of
1965 for initiating the event, but it was he who
initiated it.
Since last writing we have lost two
classmates, Max Koslow and Ed Keible. Obits will
follow at the class website. Howard Mueller reports
that a highlight of the Dartmouth Silicon Valley
(and Bay Area) wine extravaganza extraordinaire
in April was the fine “Fast Eddie” Cabernet, which
was poured and appreciated in Ed’s memory.
Keible was part of two wineries, Alpha Omega
(bet that came from Alpha Omega Beta!) and AXR.
Finally, you will receive this just before the
end of Dartmouth’s fiscal year. If you haven’t made
your annual gift, put down the magazine and take
out your checkbook. And, while you have pen in
hand or keyboard at the ready, fire off a note to
me. The richness of the column depends on your
wildly various, always interesting lives.
—John Rogers , 6051 Laurel Ave., #310,
Golden Valley, MN 55416; (763) 568-7501;
johnbairdrogers@comcast.net
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This 66th Night thing, where ’66ers
gather around the country on or about
March 7, is catching on. More than
110 classmates and 60 spouses and partners came
together in two dozen informal mini-reunions
from Maine to Hawaii.
In the Aloha State Marty Adler, Steve Coles
and Rock Ley and their wives found their way
to the Honolulu’s La Mariana Sailing Club and
the last of the tiki bars (of course) in business
for 60-plus years—about as long as all of us. “I
hadn’t seen Marty (who lives on Maui) since we
were in the same English 2 class at Dartmouth
in 1962,” wrote Steve, an Oahu resident. “We all
had a great time.”
Inspired by Wally Buschmann and Will Wilkoff,
10 classmates and five spouses converged on Sea
Dog Brewing Co. (where else?) near Brunswick,
Maine. Joining in were Jack Aley, Bob Baldwin, Roc
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Caivano, George Emlen, Larry Hopperstead, Steve
Lanfer, Roger Pezzuti and Lance Tapley.

Wally summed up the appeal and the special
value of these annual local events: “Ten of the
25 ’66ers in Maine, plus several wives, had our
first class-connected gathering in Maine despite
the fact that most of us have been living here
for decades. It rekindled friendships, provided
an occasion to spend time with classmates,
both those we knew from our four years on the
campus and those whose paths didn’t cross ours
at Dartmouth, and to relive memories from the
past.”
Beyond 66th Night there was the sixth annual
golf mini-reunion in Palm Desert, California, in
February. Jeff Brown, Rich Daly, Al Keiller, Rick
MacMillan, Mike Smith, Dean Spatz and Tim Urban
took on the challenge of three top-flight courses
and four excellent restaurants and came through
unscathed.
Tim turned right around and hosted the
2017 ski mini-reunion in mid-March at Winter
Park, Colorado, with Steve Coles, Joff Keane
and Peter Tuxen reveling in the sunny skies,
40-degree temperatures, evergreen-lined trails
and magnificent sunsets.
According to the Census Bureau about 6
percent of married couples make it to their 50th
anniversaries. Many of us may be approaching
that golden anniversary and we’ll be happy to
acknowledge what is a rare and meaningful major
milestone in this column. Let us know, please.
Jeannette and Tripp Miller will be toasting
their 50th in December. Tripp retired from
McGraw-Hill in 2005 and Jeannette from the
faculty of N.Y.U. Medical Center in 2008. They
live on Carnegie Hill in Manhattan and are avid
collectors of rugs and textiles and active and
longtime members of the Hajji Baba Club, which
features monthly lectures by very prominent
scholars and curators in the field.
It is with great sadness that we report the
recent passing of three classmates: Bill Jevne,
proud Marine, Vietnam War vet and teacher;
George Robertson, financial analyst and decorated
marksman; and Robin Williams, a dedicated and
innovative middle school teacher for 35 years.
Our sympathies to family and friends. More
fulsome obituaries can be found online at
dartmouthalumnimagazine.com/class-1966.
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—Larry Geiger, 93 Greenridge Ave., White Plains,
NY 10605; (914) 860-4945; lgeiger@aol.com
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The “34th last ever” Boston ’67 dinner
led by John Manaras and Steve Cheheyl
was very successful, with 67 attending.
The event will continue with Curt Anderson and
Bill White (and wife Susan) promising to host it
in 2018.
The CarniVail annual multi-class ski
weekend had 26 ’67s participating, with
John Lobitz, Steve Cheheyl and Dean Ericson
coordinating the gathering. The class had the
largest turnout of the classes attending.
A few more deaths to report. David Burr Wrisley
Jr. of Sarasota, Florida, died in November 2016.
David came from Hinsdale, Illinois, had an Army
ROTC scholarship, was a brother of Sigma Phi
Epsilon, married Lee Ann in 1967 and graduated
with an M.S. in engineering from Thayer School in
1970. He spent 12 years in product development
with Corning. From 1985 he was with AMP Inc.,
conducting research and developing electrical
interconnection devices. Dave is survived by Lee
Ann (his wife of 49 years), son David and daughter
Kate ’95, Th’96. His father, David B. Wrisley Sr.,
is a member of the class of ’44, and his grandson
is a ’29 hopeful.
William Charles Doran of West Hartford,
Connecticut, died in December 2016. Bill came
to the College from Greenfield, Massachusetts.
He majored in government, played football,
was a member of Kappa Kappa Kappa, married
Susan Cohn in 1967 and went to Yale University
Law School, where his academic studies were
interrupted by the draft. Upon completing his
military service in South Korea, Bill returned
to Yale to finish his last two years of law school.
After completing his studies Bill moved to the
Hartford area with Susan to begin a family and his
law career. In 1982 he joined Atlas and Hudon in
West Hartford. Despite being a man of few words,
Bill was a logophile: He loved creating puns,
completing New York Times crossword puzzles
and cryptograms. Bill also loved taking frequent
trips to the Garlic Farm and Cold Spring Brook
Farm, going on long walks in the West Hartford
Reservoir and Elizabeth Park, taking drives in
the countryside and watching UConn Huskies
basketball. He is survived by Susan (his wife of
49 years) and children Amanda, Abigail, Jonathan
and Hannah.
Photos from our past reunions are available
on the superlinks connection (look at the
Dartmouth Reflections). Check out who attended
the 50th: http://1967.dartmouth.org/s/1353/
clubs-classes15/start.aspx?sid=1353&gid=319
&pgid=11516&cid=28185&fid=28179.
Hope you enjoyed the reunion and memories.
Be seeing you.
—Dave Mangelsdorff, 13502 Barsan Road, San
Antonio, TX 78249; (210) 561-7979; dmangels@
idworld.net
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Omigod: Our 50th reunion is only one
year away. Keep your eyes out for the
detailed event planning. I hope you
can consider a donation to help with our planned
reunion gift to endow the freshman trips. This
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will be a gift that can touch every incoming
freshman, every year. And, of course, don’t forget
the annual Dartmouth College Fund—as you read
this in June our class will be in the home stretch
of this year’s giving. The first (and perhaps last)
annual Grand Canyon hike wrapped up in April.
Eight classmates and six spouses gathered for
the four-day mini-reunion, with great weather
and rim-side lodging perfect for sightseeing. The
group included Marsha and Bill Adler, Nancy and
Dave Dibelius, Bev and Jim Lawrie, Stacey and
Ted Levin, Deb and Dick Olson, Ginny and Scott
Reeves, Allen Ott and Peter Emmel. Bill, Dave,
Peter, Jim, Dick Allen and Scott actually made
the hike down to spend the night at the Phantom
Ranch and back the next day. Their declaration:
The hike was a true bucket list event because it
made them feel like they were about to kick the
bucket. Our annual 19th Western ski trip was
held in early March at Jackson Hole, Wyoming.
Attendees included Clark Wadlow, Steve Schwager,
Tom Stonecipher and friend Lisa Albert, Susan
and Hap Ridgeway, Scott Reeves, Rick Pabst, Rich
duMoulin, Peter Emmel, Peter Fahey, Chris and
John Blair, Gerry Bell and three friends from nearby
Bethel, Larry Griffith’s sister Joann Chambers,
Laurie and Jim Noyes, Bev and Jim Lawrie and
daughter Dawn ’97 and family (Craig Allen ’97
and the real next-generation granddaughters
Jessica ’28 and Katie ’31). Even more ’68s and
friends had hoped to come, but medical or family
issues intervened, as they do for all of us these
days; those unable to attend included Julia and
Larry Griffith, Rusty Martin, Bruce Senn, Cindy
and Dave Stanley and John Manaras ’67. Watch for
full reports and pictures on both mini-reunions
in a future newsletter. The group is already
planning for the 20th anniversary Western ski
trip, now scheduled for March 3-10, 2018, and is
circulating a survey on possible locations: Deer
Valley, Northstar, Snowmass or Mammoth.
Please contact Jim Lawrie if you are interested.
Kathy and Paul Fitzgerald recently returned from
a vacation in Panama, where they explored the
canal and kayaked in the jungle. They noted,
with a little schadenfreude, that a Trump hotel
in Panama City was nearly empty, as Mexicans
are boycotting it. Daughter Erin married Robert
Furrow last August at a ceremony that overlooked
Muir Woods, California; Erin teaches fourth grade
while Rob is doing a post-doc at Stanford. Paul
and Kathy also are greatly enjoying grandsons
Kieran and Cade, children of son Brent and his
wife, Mariko. And in February we lost another
classmate, Malcolm Cross Jr. (a.k.a. Jeff Douglas).
Watch for the obituary on the website and in the
newsletter.
—David Peck, 16 Overlook Road, Plymouth, MA
02360; davidbpeck@aol.com
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We received an interesting note from
Steve Adams, also known by his nom de
plume, Waldo Mellon. Steve has been
a screenwriter for 35 years, wrote sketches for
Saturday Night Live for a time and has had three
screenplays made into movies, which, he says, “I
cannot watch.” For you film aficionados they were
Envy, Waiting For Forever and No Stranger Than
Love. Steve wrote and self-published his first book

in 2014, What’s What and What to Do About It. He
calls it a self-help book, in his words—“kind of.”
I bought the book and found it both serious and
funny; yes, and even helpful! Steve acknowledged
Bob Sturges, among others, in the foreword. While
reading it I felt the influence of the home in which
Steve was raised from age 11, when his uncle,
Kurt Vonnegut Jr., adopted him. Steve pointed
out, however, that his aunt, Jane, did all the work.
Steve is now living in Leverett, Massachusetts,
with Jeannie, his wife of 30 years. They have two
grown sons. Steve has attended a couple reunions
and will definitely be at the 50th. Buy his book. I
think you will find it helps.
Rick Willets and Joan reported on another
Caribbean music cruise with Dudley Kay and Jill,
joined by Paul Tuhus. They enjoyed many music
genres and visited Mexico and Honduras as well
as a few watering holes on the ship.
When you read this you will have missed
the trivia night with the 2019s in April and the
Boston mini reunion in May. Class Connections
co-chair Dona Heller reports the July mini
has been cancelled due to the crowded event
schedule during that time. The really good news
is Sandy Alderson is once again offering ’69s the
opportunity to meet with him at Citi Field and
enjoy an afternoon of N.Y. Mets baseball! Make
plans for a great afternoon on Sunday, July 23,
in N.Y.C.
Julian Reeves reported on his excellent
road trip picking up his new Volvo hybrid in
Gothenburg, Sweden, driving it to Oslo and back
before having it shipped to Virginia.
Peter Schaeffer was honored by the N.Y.
Rangers organization for his long-standing
support of the team with a team jersey sporting
his name and numbers on the sleeves showing the
year of his first game 60 years ago and the year he
became a season ticket holder nearly 45 years ago.
Scott Balcomb officially retired from his law
practice and he and Janet will now divide their
time between Colorado and Arizona.
David Howes reports from Maine that he
had a serendipitous mini-reunion when giving a
speech at a local Chamber of Commerce meeting
and found both Bill Ryan and Dave Wakelin in
attendance.
Bill Stableford had a great basketball team
reunion in March with Randy Wallick, Doug
McKenna, John Mathias, Mike Neal, Bob Sturges,
Art Schneider and John Lallis all attending Penn
and Princeton games.
We regrettably note the passing of Robert
“Norv” Norvich of Ashland, Oregon, from a heart
attack on February 13.
—Steve Larson, 465 Miller Road; Winchester, VA
22602; (360) 770-4388; wheat69@outlook.com
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The snow that covered my backyard
view last issue has been replaced with
rapidly growing spring grass. Recent
rain has stimulated the dormant tendrils that
beckon to my lawn mower, which is buried deep
in the back of my garage. By the time you read
this column, summer will be in the waning stage.
The Valley News reported that Dartmouth
College received a $5-million gift from the family
of a former chairman of its board of trustees to
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endow the job of athletics director.
The gift from the family foundation of Ed and
Barbara Haldeman will help expand the athletics
director’s “ability to invest in programs and
innovations that boost Dartmouth’s competitive
advantage and enhance the student-athlete
experience,” the College said in a news release.
The endowment means current athletic
director, Harry Sheehy, whom the Haldemans
have known for almost 20 years, will become
the Haldeman Family Director of Athletics and
Recreation at Dartmouth.
“A distinguishing characteristic of
Dartmouth is how important athletics are to a
large number of our students,” Ed Haldeman, a
former mutual fund executive, said in the release.
“Because athletics have been so important to our
family and because we think Harry is the model
of what we want in an athletics director, we’re
delighted to endow the position.”
Ed Haldeman was president and CEO,
and then chairman, of Boston-based Putnam
Investment Management. He then served as CEO
of the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp., or
Freddie Mac, from 2009 to 2012. Haldeman was
a Dartmouth trustee for eight years and served as
chairman of the board from 2007 through 2010.
On a very sad note, you may know by now
that our classmate John Chittick passed away
of unknown causes on April 5, not long after
reaching the Micronesian atoll, Ifalik, where he
planned to spend the rest of his life working with
young men and women. Many of our classmates
have supported “Dr. John” on his TeenAIDS Peer
Corp mission during the past 25 years to curb the
spread of AIDS among young people throughout
the world. We received an email from John on
March 7 with the subject line, “I’m baaaack,” and
several pictures of a very happy John surrounded
by Ifalik islanders and the message, “Back on
Ifalik for my 69th birthday—more pics and stories
to follow in two days on website. Very limited
Internet access—after early next week no Internet
for six to 12 months. Love, Island Boy.”
Those of us who attended reunion this past
June will recall John’s discussion of the final
phase of his mission and the trip he was about to
undertake. We will all remember John dressed
in one of his trademark Hawaiian shirts standing
before us at reunion.
I will include John’s last pictures in the next
e-newsletter.
I close this column with my usual plea to keep
those cards and emails coming.
—Gary Miller, 7 East Hill Road, Canton, CT 06019;
willam.g.miller.jr.70@dartmouth.edu
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Willis Newton reports: “We had a

wonderful 13th annual San Francisco
dinner on March 13. A total of 19
classmates, near classmates and ladies joined
us this year, with some notable newcomers!
Attendees included Steve and Nancy Hoverman.
Nancy is one of our more recent adopted class
members who was a coed during Steve’s graduate
studies. Other attendees were Dave Herrick, who
came from Carmel, California, with Marguerite
Meyer, plus Bruce and Belinda Tepper, who were
up from L.A. on a grandparent mission. We
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also welcomed David and Stephanie Paradise
to this dinner for the first time. Speaking of
grandparents, we were fortunate to be graced
with our omnipresent class president, Peter Pratt,
and his lovely wife, Marsha, who were on the
West Coast welcoming their third grandchild,
a boy. We had many of the usual suspects, too:
yours truly, Sam Cuddeback, Malcolm Jones and
Sandi Blodgett, Dick and Ruth Wenzel, Albert and
Janet Lamarre, plus two stalwarts from the class
of ’70, Peter Logan and Tom Reddy. It was quite a
night as we continue to build on the camaraderie
experienced at dinner.” Malcolm Jones writes
from San Francisco that on April 11, he joined
Dick and Ruth Wenzel, Willis Newton, Mark
Hennigh ’72, Peter Logan ’70 and approximately
100 other Dartmouth alums and former
servicemen at the Marines’ Memorial to hear
President Emeritus Jim Wright talk about his
new book, Enduring Vietnam. “It was a riveting
evening and we all left with signed copies of his
book. It’s clear that the book will be a tough read
but also an important read. He told stories that
needed to be told.” The MS walk in Boston on
April 2 was a major success. Participating in Team
Zrike were David Aylward, Michael Maynard, Bob
and Lisa Lider, Bev Larkin, Hitchcock Nursing ’71,
and Dick Wenzel, who flew from San Francisco
just for this important event. Our illustrious team
captain, Steve Zrike, was surprised by Dick’s visit
and was deeply grateful to his ’71 classmates who
raised more than 60 percent of all Team Zrike
donations to the MS Society. Once again this
year Team Zrike was the top fundraiser for the
Boston MS walk. Afterwards, we all enjoyed a
Sunday brunch together with Sarah Zrike and
Elaine Greenberg, Michael’s wife. Russ Schleipman
reports that last summer and fall he was a road
warrior with his Porter Garden telescope. He
visited clients and venues in California, Montana
and the Deep South. His travels opened doors
that he wouldn’t otherwise have entered and met
some very interesting folks in the process. It is
with great sadness that I report the death of our
classmate Oliver G. Hess. His full obituary will
be published in the online edition of Dartmouth
Alumni Magazine. Save the date: fifth annual ’70’72 Bay Area mini-reunion in Carmel August 3-6;
contact Malcolm Jones, malcolmjones49@gmail.
com, for further information.
—Bob Lider, 9225 Veneto Place, Naples, FL 34113;
liderbob@yahoo.com
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“It’s a smile, it’s a kiss, it’s a sip of
wine…it’s summertime!” sings Kenny
Chesney. And we are thankful for it!
Spring is just the prelude; summer is the main
event!
But before we get too carried away talking
about warm weather, let’s talk about hockey. Who
would have believed that Steve Arndt would still
be playing hockey all these years after leaving the
Hanover plain? You may recall that Steve was
a standout for the Big Green when we were on
campus, but you probably didn’t know that Steve
has been actively involved in the sport ever since.
He lives in Concord, New Hampshire, where he
competed in the Black Ice Pond Championship
this April and in the USA Hockey Adult National

Championships in Tampa, Florida, in the over-65
age bracket! Steve was involved in semipro hockey
in the 1970s and 1980s and managed to coach and
referee in the Concord youth hockey program.
Asked how he feels the day after competing on the
ice he said, “I feel gloriously tested.” Now that’s
an inspiration!
Dan Cooperman has been in touch from the
West Coast and reports that he fully retired
from the active practice of law at the end of
last year when he bid adieu to DLA Piper, but
that he has stayed active by serving on various
corporate boards and by consulting on corporate
governance matters. He is also still a fellow at the
Stanford Law School Rock Center for Corporate
Governance.
Somehow that still leaves about 50 percent
of his time for family fun and visits to his home
in Carmel, California. Dan’s two sons, Jeff and
Justin, live in the Bay area. He and his wife, Linda,
and the boys are planning an Alaskan cruise for
the entire family in June. Dan hastens to add
that he hopes to see a good number of us at the
mini-reunion in Carmel from August 3 to 6.
Great special events are planned! Check the class
website at http://1972.dartmouth.org/s/1353/
clubs-classes15/start.aspx?sid=1353&gid=324&
pgid=61&cid=160 for more information.
Kip Ault reports that he has just published his
latest book, Do Elephants Have Knees? And Other
Darwinian Stories of Origins. Best described
as “the telling of the evolutionary origins of
elephants, whales, tetrapods and birds with the
imagery of whimsical children’s books,” Kip
considers it the capstone of his career in teaching.
It promises to be an entertaining read for those
who appreciate Darwinism, including novices
who wish to develop a greater appreciation of the
theory of evolution.
There is also sad news to report. We lost two
classmates in recent months. Lew Horne of Atlanta
and Richard Spaziano of Warwick, Rhode Island,
have both passed away. Our thoughts and prayers
are with their families and loved ones.
And here are the names of classmates (or
their surviving spouses) for whom we don’t have
contact information. Please let us know if you
know how to reach them: Gary Moucha, Christine
North, Dennis O’Brien, Hugh Pohlman, Sondra Riley,
John Rutledge.
Thanks and be well!
—Dave Hetzel, 5 Chestnut St., Windham, NH 03087;
dghetzel@gmail.com
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A warm to hot summer….
Two columns back mentioned
Toward Democracy, a 20-year project
by James Kloppenberg. Unfortunately, I renamed
him John, so those of you concerned about failing
memories rest assured, you and Jim are okay. A
quote to entice readership (page 73): “Once the
colonists left home and spread out into the lands
they settled, they stepped beyond the boundaries
of existing government. They had to—and they
were able to—make the rules by which they would
govern themselves.”
In January the Mathematics Association of
America awarded Caren Diefenderfer, professor
at Hollins University, in Roanoke, Virginia, its

prestigious Haimo Award, which honors those
whose teaching effectiveness has had influence
beyond one’s own institution, for her work on
quantitative reasoning. Quantitative reasoning
is a field of education that helps students develop
competency when working with numerical data
across academic disciplines. Caren was hired
by Carroll Brewster when he served as Hollins
president. Alas, in March, Caren succumbed to
cancer.
Mini-reunions were held in New York City,
Boston and Potomac, Maryland. Attendees
included Doug Goodman, Nick Chamousis, Joe
Powers, Dave Clark, Rick Routhier, Jim Sullivan
and Mike DeVries at the Yale Club; Wayne Davis,
Chips Hughes, Chet Homer, Digger Donahue,
Scott Anderson, Andy Caffrey and Tom Hotaling
in Beantown; and Jim Fleischer, Phil Nelson, Dan
Crowley and George Wolohojian in the D.C. area.
TV watchers: Look for the Liberty Mutual ad
featuring Mike, now retired from Wicked. Since
retiring last fall from Bank of America, Joe moved
to the Big Apple and has been taking in Rangers
games.
In 1998 Allan Teel cofounded the ElderCare
Network of Lincoln County, Maine, a network of
residential care facilities known as “the Greens.”
The goal was to provide low-income individuals
an alternative to nursing homes. Subsequently,
he founded Full Circle America, a company
helping elders stay in their homes longer. Earlier
this year Chip was named medical director of
clinical systems innovation for Eastern Maine
Health Systems. He received a 2016 Leaders and
Luminaries Award for “founding and dedicated
leadership” of ElderCare Network.
Anne Derry Whidden wrote, “In my notquite-old-age I have embarked on a very fun
adventure: writing a blog about an arcane topic
I am passionate about—Swedish mid-century
rugs. It turns out there is little in English on the
topic, so I have become sort-of an expert, which in
itself is rather amusing. Not only do I get the fun
of researching and writing about these rugs, but I
have begun to have a group of pen pals—or maybe I
should say Instagram buddies—of others who also
find the subject of interest (theswedishrugblog.
wordpress.com).”
Doug Jaeger announced his 9-year-old
daughter, Montana, is in the process of the
national release of her first album, Under the
Lights, which includes an original track, “Baseball
(Levi’s Song),” a tribute to her brother. More can
be found searching montanamonetmusic.
Belatedly, word has been received that Gary
Sporcich died in June 2016. All obituaries can be
found at dartmouthalumnimagazine.com
—Val Armento, 227 Sylvan Ave., San Mateo, CA
94403; valerie.j.armento73@dartmouth.edu
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An earlier ’74 class notes column
about foreign study brought back
fond memories to Charlie Post, who was
also in the program in Mainz, Germany, spring
term sophomore year. Charlie recently wrote to
me about the wonderful experiences he had in
Germany during the spring and summer of 1972.
When the semester finished, Charlie worked as a
waiter in a restaurant in Oberstdorf, a skiing and

hiking resort town in the Bavarian Alps. At the
end of the summer he traveled to Munich to visit
the Summer Games of the XX Olympiad there.
After graduation from Dartmouth with a major in
history, Charlie earned a master of arts degree in
communications from the University of Maryland
in College Park and enjoyed a 15-year career in
magazine publishing with Washington Monthly,
Columbia Journalism Review, People and Fortune.
In 1992 Charlie joined his brother’s business,
TSI Solutions in Stone Mountain, Georgia, in
sales. In 2010 Charlie and his brother’s son, John,
purchased the business from Charlie’s brother,
and Charlie became president of the company, a
value-added distributor of industrial automation
technology and motion control components and
systems. Charlie and his fiancée, Patti Hope,
live in Decatur, Georgia. Patti and Charlie met
on a pilgrimage trip to Turkey in 2013 visiting
the cities where St. Paul founded churches.
Charlie loves to travel and recommends Turkey
as a fascinating country. As I write this he and
Patti have just returned from Italy. In addition
to traveling, Charlie also enjoys cooking and
bicycling. He is also a member of the Trey Clegg
Singers, a multicultural, semi-professional choir
in Atlanta where he sings tenor. Charlie has
two grown sons, Daniel, who also works at TSI
Solutions, and Nathan.
Be safe and send news.
—Rick Sample, Retreat Farm, 1137 Manakin Road,
Manakin Sabot, VA 23103; samplejr@msn.com
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This must be the graduation issue,
and I question why I did not take more
shop classes at Dartmouth. It would
have helped with my weekend project of repairing
the rotten wood on my garden shed and then
painting it. Thankfully, I at least completed the
task before the summer heat of Texas. Speaking
of Texas, I had a delightful conversation with State
Sen. Kel Seliger. Kel represents the 31st District,
which incudes the Panhandle of Texas all the way
to Permian Basin—oil country. He has been doing
a great job in the Texas Senate, where he follows
his own instincts and gut intuition rather than the
party line. Seems like the people of the 31st are
very well represented. Kel travels around the state
and I hope to catch him on a swing to Houston.
I also received a very welcome note from
one of my fellow Fayerweather compatriots.
Mark Sheehan writes, “It’s been a while, about 50
years maybe [well not that long, Mark!], and if
your memory needs some jogging I’m the guy you
sold your waterbed to lo those many years ago. I
am a doctor and I work in the clinic at Johnson
Space Center (JSC). I’ve been here for seven and
half years now. Prior to coming to Johnson I was
a flight surgeon in the Air Force for 20 years.”
Although the JSC is a giant bureaucracy,
Mark says that there is an undeniable excitement
to working for NASA; he has met four people who
walked on the moon.
Mark also attended Homecoming last year
and was pleased to run into Lon Cross and Chris
Peich while there.
And on news from the high seas, Rich Lane and
Rick Black together with their respective spouses,
Mary and Anne, joined 26 other guests on a
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CLASS NOTES

Dartmouth alumni cruise aboard Safari Explorer
cruising the islands of Hawaii, Molokai, Maui and
Lanai at the end of February and the beginning of
March. Rick says it was an unbelievable trip with
dramatic whale sightings; snorkeling with local
fish and sea turtles; exposure to a Hawaiian family
living off the grid and practicing the native culture;
scrumptious food, drinks and camaraderie; a 2.5mile hike through a rain forest to a spectacular
waterfall; and a final native dinner off the boat
at an old sugar mill complete with Hawaiian
entertainment. Professor Ron Edsforth gave
two lectures on the history of Hawaii, and two
experts were on hand to discuss marine life and
native culture. Now that is the way to go to school!
Vox clamantis in Teja.
—Stephen D. Gray, 3627 Ave. M, Galveston, TX
77550; (650) 302-8739; fratergray@gmail.com
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Loyal classmate Gary Love, who can
rouse a room to hum “Dartmouth
Undying” faster than anyone I know,
presided at a beautiful Baker-Berry Library
reception to celebrate the Duane Gibbs ’76
and William Rice ’76 Memorial Book Fund and
corollary exhibit. Since he established the fund
with Reginald Thomas ’75 in 1989, more than
750 books, journals and reference materials by
African American authors have been added to
the library’s collection—each with a book plate
honoring our two deceased classmates.
Dr. Jackie Bello, ever the most focused
powerhouse among us, received the New York
Roentgen Society’s Distinguished Radiologist
Award. She was also recognized by Montefiore
Medical Center for her two terms of service
as president of the medical staff. As if that
weren’t enough, she is president-elect of the
American Society of Neuroradiology and chair
of the commission on quality and safety for
the American College of Radiology’s board of
chancellors.
Dr. Jeff Long, cardiologist and retired Air
Force colonel, is a gold mine of info on food,
fun and music if you’re lucky enough to visit his
hometown of New Orleans. The TriKap alum
has lived all over the United States and Europe
and says New Orleans is his favorite city (that
despite the fact he and his wife lost everything
in Hurricane Katrina). For 10 years he commuted
from Louisiana to Connecticut four days a month
as state air surgeon for the Connecticut Air Guard,
often side-tripping to Hanover for a quick hike
or a float down the Connecticut. He still attends
the ski team reunion at Vail, Colorado, each year.
Dr. Ken Monteiro, who earned a Ph.D. in
psychology from Stanford University, is dean
of the college of ethnic studies at San Francisco
State. He leads a 70-person faculty, 6,000 students
and a pioneering community-based research
center.
Film and TV documentarian Barry Braverman
continues to conduct camera workshops in
East Africa and Asia under a USAID grant to
developing nations, “not making money or living
it up but I like to think of it as my humanitarian
calling.”
Other service-minded classmates include
Nick Aponte, running for public office in
76
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Pittsburgh; Martha Hennessey serving as N.H.
state senator; Will Davison, whose fundraising
consulting firm NonSibi translates “Not for
Oneself ”; and Chattanooga, Tennessee’s star
citizen, Al Chapman. Al, who is battling cancer,
was recently honored for his 40-year commitment
to Chattanooga youth. More than 500 attended the
celebration of his achievements as cofounder and
president of the Front Porch Alliance, fulfilling
the needs of the city’s families. Chapman was
cited for his modesty, courage, effectiveness
and fundraising ability. He cited his father, who
“taught us to work,” and his mother, who “never
saw a church service she didn’t like—she kept us
in there and the ones of us who went turned out
pretty decent.”
Amen! I am continually awed by the quiet
heroics of our classmates.
—Sara Hoagland Hunter, 72 Mount Vernon St., Unit
4B, Boston, MA 02108; sarahunter76@gmail.com
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Our 40th reunion is here! Classmates
are flocking to Hanover. We’ve
reached out to the first 15 people to
register to learn why they are excited to attend.
The first in the class, the No. 1 registrant, was Jeff
Riedinger. When we googled Jeff we discovered
that he’s the vice provost for global affairs at the
University of Washington, with an expertise in
land reform, sustainable agriculture and natural
resource management. What he told us was that
he usually spends June meeting with colleagues
or conducting research around the girdled earth.
Consequently, he has been unable to participate
in reunion festivities for a long time. He’s making
an exception this year to honor Phil Hanlon, the
“accomplished and highly respected classmate
who is president of Dartmouth.” Jeff admits to
being older; he keeps hoping to become wiser.
The No. 6 registrant was Steve Silver.
He thinks he’s finally eliminated, or at least
suppressed, the Dartmouth animal facets of his
personality. (Can you share the formula, Steve?)
The proof: A really “great woman” has agreed to
marry him. Steve plans to bring her to reunion
and hopes meeting the rest of us won’t cause her
to reconsider. Steve has purchased a construction
equipment rental business near his home. There’s
“no travel, low stress and great cash flow,” which
gives him time to play golf with classmates Steve
Jones and Bill Replogle. This is “the kind of job I
always wanted.”
No. 8, Missy Attridge, always enjoys reunions,
both “reconnecting with old friends and delighting
in getting to know classmates I had not previously
known well.” She finds this reunion especially
appealing, because her ’07 son will be attending
his 10th reunion at the same time. This means “we
can always hang out at his tent, but I suspect our
food will be better.” (From what we hear, that’s
certain.)
Kim York, at No. 9, is “super excited” for
reunion. This year our class will be joining the
classes of 1976 and 1978 at reunion. Because Kim
is now married to a ’76, “the three-year cluster is
perfect” for her. Kim still loves to ski and travels
north regularly to the couple’s condo in Whistler,
Canada. She recently saw Rocky Geyer in Seattle
and reports that he continues to do fantastic work

in Woods Hole, Massachusetts. By the time Kim
reaches Hanover she will have also seen Jean
Rosston in Zurich, Switzerland.
Evy Chan was No. 11. The last reunion she
attended was our 25th; this one will feel like
“coming home.” The folks who lived in Woodward,
Ripley and Smith have arranged to be housed
together—it’s a reunion within the reunion. Evy
notes with pride that Phil was a “Ripley Boy.”
Through the years Evy has worked in Asia, Austria,
Britain, France, Germany, Hungary, Spain and the
United States singing and promoting “forbidden
music.” (Ask her to explain when you see her at
reunion.)
Whatever your reason, come see why we’re
getting better all the time!
—Robin Gosnell, 31 Elm Lane, Princeton, NJ 08540;
robins.nest@icloud.com; Eric Edmondson, Signal
Hill Capital LLC, 425 California St., Suite 19, San
Francisco, CA 94104; eweedmondson@gmail.
com; Drew Kintzinger, 2400 M St. NW, Apt. 914,
Washington, DC 20037; akintzinger@hunton.com
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As I sit down to write, our 40th reunion
is six weeks in the future. As you read
these words, that gathering is history. I
have now been writing this column for four years
and I thought I would take a few paragraphs to
reflect on that experience.
During the last four years I have mentioned
198 of you in this column. This has included,
poets, governors, scientists, actresses, authors,
healers and a man who may be the most avid avian
photographer on the planet. (You know who you
are, Richard Hoeg!) I’m always impressed with the
incredible array of activities being undertaken by
classmates, which constantly inspires me to do
and try more. On a more melancholy note, nine
’78s have died during my tenure as class secretary.
I have celebrated their lives and mourned their
passing, keenly aware that the ranks of departed
classmates will only increase as the years hurtle
onward.
What’s missing, of course, is what the other
700-plus of you have been doing. So I give you
my cri de coeur: Email me! Call me! Send news.
I want to know about the interesting things you
are doing. Seriously, I want the column to be about
everyone in the class, not just a few. Perhaps you
are embarrassed to toot your own horn or think
that nobody cares. But I guarantee you that there
are classmates who are dying to see your name
pop up and want to know what is happening in
your life. So, please, get in touch with a brief
update so I can include news about you.
Someone who contacted me recently was
Geoff Crew, who is working to unlock the secrets
of the universe. Literally. Geoff is part of the
team operating the Event Horizon Telescope and
laboring to take a picture of the supermassive
black hole at the center of our galaxy. Geoff reports
they are using a radio astronomy technique
called very-long-baseline interferometry, which
involves using radio observatories all across the
planet to observe the same thing at the same time.
If it is done right, says Geoff, they can “make an
image at extremely high angular resolution,
good enough to count the stitches on a Red Sox
baseball from Tokyo if you could see through the

Earth.” Just remember, Geoff, it you stare long
enough into the black hole, the black hole may
start staring back at you.
Finally, congratulations to Doug Bradley, who
coached his pro hockey team in Hungary, DVTK
Jegesmedvek, to a league championship for the
third time in a row. Doug was a star defenseman
at Dartmouth and played in the Blackhawks
organization before turning to coaching. With
three championships in a row under his belt, it
would seem he is excelling at it!
It is my hope that in my next column someone
will become the 200th classmate I have written
about. Will it be you?
Send news!
—Rick Beyer, 34 Outlook Drive, Lexington, MA
02421; rick@rickbeyer.net
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Mini-reunion co-chairs Carl Briscoe
and Phil Odence have a not-to-bemissed 60th birthday party planned
for us during Homecoming weekend in Hanover,
including a Thursday, October 5, overnight class
fellowship retreat at the new Moosilauke Ravine
Lodge (for those who can get away a day early)
and a Saturday night dinner. Please join us at this
milestone celebration. For inspiration, here are
more takes on turning 60.
Carol Kurtz Bates: “I am trying to stay young
with hard work and outdoor adventures. On my
60th birthday weekend we got one step closer to
our goal of ascending the high points of the lower
48 states with a lovely climb up Mount Mitchell in
North Carolina. The following weekend we braved
Tuckerman Ravine for the first time and climbed
a third of the way into the bowl. Though I don’t
recall hearing of Tuckerman while at Dartmouth,
I doubt I would have been courageous enough
to climb the whole wall if I had! We’ve been heli
skiing annually for the last five years in Nevada’s
Ruby Mountains and hope to pull off a hut-to-hut
ski trip in Colorado next year. After climbing all of
New Hampshire’s 4,000-foot peaks with our kids,
David and I have been working on winter ascents
of the same mountains by ourselves. My greatest
birthday inspiration was meeting a 102-year-old
scientist who looks not a day over 70, won six
swimming gold medals in her 90s and works out
with a personal trainer twice a week. Enter my
new role model!”
Bill McGee: “Although reflection is a necessary
part of aging, I look at 60 as a milestone that
should primarily be spent looking ahead at how we
can shape and influence the rest of our lives. We
all have much to be thankful for, with the bonds
and friendships formed almost 40 years ago in
Hanover at the top of my list. Going forward I
want to strengthen those bonds and assure that
the legacy of important friendships is an enduring
lesson I continue to impart to my children. On a
personal note, I went to Dartmouth primarily
to be in the North woods; from my suburban
perspective I might as well have been headed to
the Yukon. For the past year, and I hope for many
more to come, I plan to spend more time on the
trail—so far so good!”
Mark Tomalonis: “Turning 60 was a lot easier
for me than previous milestone birthdays. Now
I have a much clearer path toward retirement,

perhaps in five to seven years. My daughter,
Erin ’14, is on her own in Manhattan working in
the retail fashion industry. Kathy, my wife, has
tolerated me (and has purchased my underwear)
WHAT IS
for more than 38 years. We recently moved to
Carmel-by-the-Sea, California. We continue to
WORTH?
run our ‘boutique’ Internet business
from this
new location, but we have replaced hectic San
Francisco Bay Area traffic with daily walks on
the beach. I am grateful that all my current life
challenges are ‘first-world problems.’ ”
—Stanley Weil, 15 Peck Road, Mt. Kisco, NY 10549;
(917) 428-0852; stanno79@gmail.com; John
Currier, 82 Carpenter St., Norwich, VT 05055;
(802) 649-2577; john.h.currier@dartmouth.edu
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six alumni members of congress meeT To discuss The deficiT, healThcare, foreign Policy and The 2012 elecTion.
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Five Dollars

When Dartmouth’s history is next
written, the class of 1980 will have a
long entry. The latest chapter features
Bruce Duthu, new dean of the faculty of arts and
sciences. During his four-year term Bruce will
Q5940_Ivy_League_8_375X10_5_mg.indd
oversee 41 departments
and programs and some
450 faculty. Bruce vows to be a fierce advocate for
the faculty, creating huge opportunities across the
curriculum for faculty to become more engaged
with each other and students. I have a vision of
herding cats, albeit some very smart and talented
cats. [Bruce later declined the appointment.]
The history of Dartmouth basketball includes
Larry Lawrence. Nineteenth on the Big Green’s
all-time scoring list with 1,122 points, Larry was
twice named Dartmouth’s
most valuable player.
Actually, this car has already been sold.
In his final year in Hanover Larry became the
first of just two Dartmouth players to be named
the Ivy League Player of the Year, averaging 21.8
points and 8.7 rebounds per game. Larry went
on to play in the U.S. Basketball League and
the Continental Basketball Association. Larry
retired from basketball in 2000. He lives in New
York City, where he is the managing director and
head of credit sales for the Americas for Societe
Generale. As an aside, Larry is from Macon,
Georgia, where he was high school classmates
with the girl who would one day become my wife.
The history of the College includes Alpha
Delta, established in the 1840s and located since
1920 in the house that we all knew across from the
do you do after you’ve done the impossible?
gym. That house now sitsWhat
Do empty
it with less. and boarded. This
March AD lost its fight in the N.H. Supreme Court
with the Town of Hanover. Both town and College
had agreed that students
could no longer live in
The new Panamera S Hybrid
the house. The College revoked AD’s recognition
in 2015.
Chris Miller ’63, an AD alum, shares credit for
the Animal House screenplay. That’s still a funny
movie, I don’t care who you are. Miller’s later book,
The Real Animal House, is laugh-out-loud funny,
although if you voted for the losing presidential
candidate last November, you will feel guilty
about laughing. You can read more about AD
in the September 1992 edition of Rolling Stone.
AD’s decline and fall was a long-time coming.
Branding 11 new pledges on the buttocks in late
2014 sealed the deal.
Still, when I remember AD I recall great
parties and great friends, friends such as Steve
Brooks, now CIO at ITT Industrial Process
in Seneca Falls, New York; John Coco, an
ophthalmologist in Rutland, Vermont; Jose
BofA_USTrust.indd 1
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Samson, an anesthesiologist, also in Rutland; Al
Noyes, president at Walch Education in Portland,
Maine; Mike Perella, a banker in Manchester, New
Hampshire; Bill Goodspeed, former executive,

purported author and humorist, drifting between
Maine and Michigan; Steve Rutan, president of
his consulting firm in Rochester, New York; Scott
Zashin, a noted rheumatologist in Dallas; Roman
Lipp, managing director at HSBC Global Banking
and Markets in Chicago; the late Parker Small.
The list goes on, but these good men were
frat boys once and young. No moral, just fact.
—Wade Herring, P.O. Box 9848, Savannah, GA
31412; (912) 944-1639; wherring@huntermaclean.
com; Rob Daisley, 3201 W. Knights Ave., Tampa, FL
33611; (813) 300-7954; robdaisley@me.com; Frank
Fesnak, 242 River Road, Gladwyne, PA 19035;
(610) 581-8889; ffesnak@gmail.com
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Our 81st day virtual Facebook reunion
was a huge success. Classmates from
far and wide participated by sending
greetings, photos and updates. Even those
without Facebook found ways to communicate,
including through our new class news email
address, d.81.news@gmail.com. Check out our
latest class newsletter for extensive coverage of
this fun event.
John Sconzo reports that a great time was had
by all who attended the Magic Mountain minireunion during St. Patrick’s Day weekend. The
weather was perfect, having benefitted from the
blizzard just prior and some gorgeous sunshine
with moderate temperatures. John skied and
dined with Ted Hibben, Geoff Hatheway and Greg
Hale and family members. A sequel is being
planned for next year.
David Carradini sent this update from
Ashburn, Virginia. “I’ve been blessed with an
adventurous life: after Dartmouth a stretch at
a law firm in N.Y.C., followed by Yale Divinity
School, then work in upstate New York with Rick
Bellows, several years at AT&T, five years in Spain
studying philosophy and theology and teaching
English as a second language, time with my
family in Oklahoma, several years in Washington,
D.C., that included teaching religion at an allboys school, attempting a turnaround of an
independent primary school, eight-plus years in
the faith-based initiative under Presidents Bush
and Obama and three years as head of a diocesan
high school in Rhode Island. All this work has
given me rich perspective on the challenges and
opportunities faced by everyone who lives in
the United States and throughout the world. I
look back with particular pride and joy on my
time in the initiative, as there I learned about the
crushing poverty and inequities experienced by so
many of our brothers and sisters in this country,
as well as solutions, programs and initiatives that
can really work. During our current distress I’ve
been honored to be in dialogue with so many of
our classmates, sharing perspectives on issues
that affect us all. We have an amazing class and
I am honored to be part of it. President Kemeny’s
words still ring in my ears: ‘Men and women of
Dartmouth, all mankind is your brother and you
are your brother’s keeper.’ May we be worthy of
that commitment.”
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Brent West writes that all is well in Maine,

where he works at General Dynamics Bath Iron
Works as the program director for the design and
construction of three Zumwalt Class destroyers
for the Navy. He enjoys exercise and travel as well
as spending down time at his camp on Worthley
Pond in Peru, Maine, and at the family cottage
on Lake Michigan.
Jim Kinealy has been honored by the
Massachusetts Medical Society as the 2017
recipient of the Special Award for Excellence
in Medical Service, an award recognizing
a physician who has made a distinguished
demonstration of compassion and dedication
to the medical needs of his or her patients and
the general public. Congratulations, Jim!
Happy summer to all and please remember
to send us your news!
—Veronica Wessels, 224 Buena Vista Road,
Rockcliffe, ON K1M0V7, Canada; (613) 864-4491;
vcwessels@rogers.com; Emil Miskovsky, 77 Bates
St., Suite 202, Lewiston, ME 04240; (802) 3459861; emilmiskovsky@gmail.com
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March 23rd was the 82nd day of the
year and once again we celebrated a
virtual reunion by posting photos in
our class Facebook group. The theme this year
was “the more things change, the more they
remain the same” and I am happy to report that
135 of you took the time to share a bit of your
life. Thanks to all of you who contributed. A
special shout out to Fred Konopka for reminding
us of Kiewit and all the time we spent there.
Thanks to Mary Thomson Renner for reminding
us to put June 14-17, 2018, on our calendars—our
35th reunion. Kudos to Landis Arnold and John
Henderson for reminding us to get out and bike.
Another shout out to Jeff Newman for sharing his
original admission certificate to Dartmouth—
dated April 15, 1978. And finally, thanks to
Crashy Zacher Brown, Sharon Flynn McClymonds,
Laura Murray Dobbin and Gina Kunz Podlesak for
reminding us to schedule regular get-togethers
(and perhaps play pong?). Same day next year:
March 23, 2018!
While a virtual reunion is fun, nothing beats
getting together in person and the great class of
1982 does so quite often. Thank you to Tim von
Herrmann for hosting a get-together at his home in
Piedmont, California, at the beginning of the year.
Tim, Gina Blus, Susan Burkhardt, Mark Cormier, Eric
Christensen, Ben Wagner and I enjoyed Cambodian
food and lively conversation.
Jill Rizika, Tee Lotson, Carol Davis, Philippa
Guthrie and Charlie Oberndorf met up recently
in Cleveland, Ohio, to celebrate Jill’s work with
Towards Employment, a local nonprofit that
helps people build career pathways to successful,
long-term employment while creating a talent
pipeline for local businesses. Congratulations
to Dr. Lotson, who recently completed her Ph.D.
in anthropology at the City University of New
York. Can we call you Dr. Tee?
John Nicholson, Tee Lotson, Danny Black,
Corinne Heyes and Tom Daniels attended the
annual Stephen F. Mandel ’52 Society dinner in
New York that honors alumni volunteers who
provide visionary leadership in raising gifts to

Dartmouth through the Dartmouth College Fund.
Our own Betsy Leggat was honored in 2011. Our
class participation goal for the Dartmouth College
Fund for this year is 50 percent. The deadline
to give is June 30th! You can go online at www.
dartmouthcollegefund.org.
Robert D. Lewis Jr. lives in my hometown
of Trenton, New Jersey, where he is a licensed
psychologist with a solo private practice. He also
does consulting work for an addiction program
in Eatontown, New Jersey. Robert writes, “I do
enjoy what I do. I always wanted to be a practicing
psychologist and that is what I am doing, and
aside from the administrative stuff in running
a solo practice (which I really dislike, but it
is a necessary evil), I find what I do to be very
rewarding. Unfortunately, it does not leave me
with much time to do much else, which I know
I have to change, but like all of us I’m a work in
progress.”
Have a wonderful summer!
—David Eichman, 9004 Wonderland Ave., Los
Angeles, CA 90046; dme4law@sbcglobal.net; Robin
Shaffert, 5044 Macomb St., NW, Washington, DC
20016; robinshaffert@gmail.com
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More news than space! On November
10, 2016, Monty Wilkinson received
the U.S. Department of Justice
Mary C. Lawton Lifetime Service Award at the
department’s 64th annual awards ceremony. The
award recognizes employees who have served at
least 20 years in the U.S. Department of Justice
and who have demonstrated high standards
of excellence and dedication throughout their
careers. The award is given only in exceptional
circumstances, and Monty was the sole recipient
of the award this year.
Kelly and Andre Hunter skied in the annual
Donovan Invitational, held at Mount Sunapee,
New Hampshire. The event was hosted by Susie
Donovan, along with her sisters, their respective
husbands and their father. While Kelly and Andre
brought home Nastar medals from the race, the
bigger news was that they survived the wind
chills that were running between minus-20 and
minus-30 degrees! That night they were joined
at the “awards banquet” by Sheila Kirby Zinc and
Shelly Drake Hawkes.
Kelly and Andre saw Roger Baumann, Melissa
Kaish Dorfman and Jeff Gardner at two events at
the New York Theatre Workshop (NYTW) for
their current production of the Object Lesson.
Kelly is the board chair at NYTW and the group
honored Dartmouth for their 25-year relationship
at its annual gala in May (the workshop comes to
Hanover each summer so the artists can work on
plays and musicals that they are in the process of
creating and refining; Rent was workshopped at
Dartmouth before being produced by NYTW in
New York and then going on to Broadway).
Jean Hanff Korelitz has written a new novel
(see the last issue of DAM for an excerpt). The
Devil and Webster is about a college president, a
baffling student protest and some of the most hotbutton issues on today’s college campuses. Check
out Jean’s website at www.jeanhanffkorelitz.com.
You’ve all seen this news: Alice Ruth is
Dartmouth’s new endowment manager.

Ruth Goldman was elected chairwoman of

the Newton (Massachusetts) School committee.
Ruth had been vice chair for several years.
Chris Marquet has merged his firm with
SunBlock Systems Inc., a leading computer
forensics, e-discovery, cyber-investigations
and digital security firm, after 11 years of leading
Marquet International. In his new role he will
be leading SunBlock’s expanded investigative
services division.
David Sadoff published Bringing
International Fugitives to Justice: Extradition
and Its Alternatives in 2016. David is the executive
director of the University of Pennsylvania Center
for Ethics and the Rule of Law. Since Dartmouth
he’s received a J.D. from Georgetown University,
a Ph.D. in public international law and an LL.M.
in international humanitarian law from the
Université de Genève and an M.P.P. from the
Harvard Kennedy School.
Our first-Friday lunches in New York City
are pretty popular! If you’re interested and not
getting the email invite, either drop me a line
or go to Facebook: “Dartmouth Class of 1983.”
In addition to David Ellis and Andre Hunter,
attendees have included Rick Stafford, Stuart Birdt,
Jessica Rosenberg Brown, Kelly Fowler Hunter,
Andrew Davilman, Ron Brody, Kathy Bowler Mitchell,
Melanie Law Shugart, Dan Rogers and Tom Bain.
Forever green!
—Maren Christensen, P.O. Box 9778, Rancho Santa
Fe, CA 92067; marenjc@yahoo.com
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I recently decided to go off the grid.
It’s like living in the good old days—
pre-1995, pre-Internet, Facebook,
Instagram and Snapchat. So I write this column
the old-fashioned way. From sleepovers to
breakfasts, to hearsay, I gathered the information
for this column. Here’s the news that’s fit to print
in June 2017.
Andrea (Kaufman) Aronson visited me recently
with her husband and youngest daughter. Andrea
lives in Westfield, New Jersey, where she works as
an independent college counselor. Her business
partner is Mark Montgomery who lives in Denver.
Together they’re like an encyclopedia for all
things related to college admissions. Andrea
was not only a great guest, she also provided me
with news about other classmates. The first was
Dan Adel, whom she literally ran into while they
were both on a college tour at Colgate. Dan lives
in the D.C. area. He has some kind of marketing
job. I wish I could be more specific but since I’m
off the grid I can’t email him.
Marsha Trant, sorority sister of Andrea’s, lives
outside Baltimore. She was at IBM for many years
and recently separated from the company. She
now evaluates her next move. One of her kids will
graduate from Dartmouth in June.
Andrea met up with Mara Rudman at the D.C.
women’s march. Mara is a lawyer in government
and is transitioning. Andrea suggested I check
with co-secretary Eric Grubman for more specific
details. But Eric just informed me that he’s now
off the grid too. Seems it’s catching on.
According to Andrea, here’s a bunch of news:
Nancy (Ferrell) Getter also lives in Baltimore and
Brett Aronow is traveling the world. At least I

think that’s what my notes say. If only I could
Facebook message Brett and double check. Mary
Meeker lives in Nevada and lobbies for change in
local education.
Last week I caught up with John Gilstrap
over scrambled eggs and salmon in N.Y.C. John
is CEO at Ravenscourt Partners, a high-stakes
public strategy firm specializing in business
development, PR and communications and
government relations. Ask John about his “war
room” approach to public strategy. Or I can just tell
you what it is: a critical communications program
to uncover issues and shield your organization in
times of crisis and distrust.
And before I went off the grid, the College gave
me some great news about Phyllis Utley. She was
appointed to the first African American Heritage
Commission of Asheville and Buncombe County
(North Carolina) in 2014 and reappointed in 2016.
And she was recognized as one of Asheville’s
eight influentials for 2016. Why? To quote her
nominator: “She has proven to be a diamond in
this region and many people trust her with their
lives. Phyllis is informative and assertive. She has
not given up on those who people call hopeless.
She is hope for the underrepresented population.”
Wow! I hope she shows up for our 2018 reunion!
Speaking of reunion, that’s something for which
we should all get on the grid.
—Juliet Aires Giglio, 4915 Bentbrook Drive, Manlius,
NY 13104; julietgiglio@gmail.com; Eric Grubman, 2
Fox Den Way, Woodbridge, CT 06525; (203) 7107933; grubman@sbcglobal.net
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You may already be aware that we
lost our classmate and friend Mark
Byrne, who passed away in Montreal
on Thursday, April 6, surrounded by his loving
wife, Rebecca; cherished children Sophie,
Jacqueline, Matthew and Christopher; mother
Dorothy; and brother-in-law Tim Knox. Our
heartfelt condolences go out to Mark’s family,
including his brother and our classmate, Patrick
Byrne. For those who knew Mark, it was his love
of family, adventure and Dartmouth that we will
remember most. For a full memorial, please
visit www.rand-wilson.com. You will get a much
better sense of Mark’s personal and professional
accomplishments than I could convey here. I
encourage you to read it.
For those requesting more updates from
Woman’s Day, this is your lucky column. Among
those honored as 2017 Red Dress Award winners
is none other than our own Holly Andersen, the
2017 CocoaVia Healthy Heart Award winner!
Holly is the director of education and outreach
for the Ronald O. Perelman Heart Institute at
Presbyterian Hospital-Weill Cornell Medical
Center, associate professor of medicine and
attending cardiologist, and medical advisor of
Women’s Heart Alliance.
Holly is also one of the country’s top advocates
for women’s heart health and a leading authority
on preventive cardiology. Not only is she saving
lives by educating patients about proactive efforts,
she is also transforming the medical community’s
view of heart disease as she advocates for more
attention and research for women. Treatment
has largely been based on findings about men,

1-800-826-7000
www.trappfamily.com
Stowe, Vermont
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whose hearts are different from women’s (is this
a big surprise?).
A fellow of the American College of
Cardiology, she helped launch the Fight the
Ladykiller campaign, created by the Women’s
Heart Alliance in 2014. Through it Holly has been
a force in illuminating gender differences in heart
disease deaths and educating women of all ages
and backgrounds about the health of their hearts.
She also directs HeartSmarts at the Ronald O.
Perelman Heart Institute, which she helped found
in 2011. The faith-based community and outreach
program aims to empower and educate blacks
and Latinos about cardiovascular well-being
through biblical scripture, making good health
inspirational. This year a study came out in the
Journal of Religion and Health acknowledging
the effectiveness of the program’s methodology.
Holly’s tireless efforts continue through her
work with major health groups. She is a member
of the board of overseers for the Geisel School of
Medicine at Dartmouth and the International
Women’s Health Coalition, among others. She
also serves on the leadership council of the
American Heart Association’s Go Red campaign,
working to ensure that women have the knowhow to keep their hearts healthy for years to come.
Holly’s daily heart-smart habits: “I eat almonds
and blueberries most every morning, I am active
and I try hard to focus on the part of the glass that
is half full.”
Thanks for reading.
—John MacManus, 118 Ringwood Road, Rosemont,
PA 19010; slampong@aol.com; Leslie A. Davis
Dahl, 83 Pecksland Road, Greenwich, CT 06831;
dahlleslie@yahoo.com
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Mark Proctor, Jonathan Fisher, and
Bruce Chaffee represented our class

at Heartbreak Hill cheering on this
year’s Boston Marathon runners. Thanks to the
Proctor family for hosting. If anyone is running
any marathons, please let us know. You may be
the reason we gather to cheer.
—Mae Drake Hueston, 624 Poppy Ave., Corona Del
Mar, CA 92625; mdhueston@me.com
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In March I visited Dartmouth with
my son for the campus tour and
information session. We enjoyed some
dinner crepes with Christen O’Connor and caught
up on news. In sharp contrast to a Nashville,
Tennessee, spring break, Hanover had a blanket
of snow, flurries and a wind chill in the single
digits. I smiled when the speaker at the group
info session said something to the effect of, “If you
like Dartmouth today, you will love us in June!”
How true!
Dr. Andrea Hayes-Jordan was recently honored
by the Palos Verdes, California, chapter of the
Links Inc. From The Daily Breeze: “Dr. HayesJordan serves as the director and section chief of
pediatric surgery and pediatric surgical oncology
for the University of Texas MD Anderson
Cancer Center, specializing in refractory and
resistant tumors in children. She was born in
Los Angeles and graduated from Dartmouth
College and Dartmouth Medical School, followed
by a residency at UC Davis, East Bay, and a list of
80
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impressive fellowships. In accepting her award,
Hayes-Jordan showed a video that explained
her cutting-edge work with patients with a rare
disease called desmoplastic small round cell
tumor. Her work has improved the survival rate
from 30 to 60 percent ‘based on complete removal
of hundreds of intra-abdominal tumor implants.’
In thanking the Links, she added: ‘I pray every
morning that God will help guide my hands and
brain to heal these children.’ ”
An interview with fellow ’87 Stephen Lough
was published recently in the (Camden, South
Carolina) Chronicle-Independent. Stephen
recounted his experiences with the Ringling
Brothers Barnum & Bailey (RBB&B) Circus prior
to the circus holding its final performances in
May.
“I feel sorry for the kids of the future who
won’t be able to see this particular form of
entertainment, a giant circus that travels by
rail and overwhelms the senses,” Lough said. “It
seems to me RBB&B Circus was the closest you
could get to a live-action version of a video game
world.” Stephen attended the RBB&B Clown
College after graduation and performed with the
circus for many years. On the circus closing and
the resilience of the many people affected: “The
one thing that gives me hope for them, and for
all of us, really, is that ‘the show must go on,’ ” he
said. “I learned that expression working at ‘The
Greatest Show on Earth’ but it fits and applies
to all of humanity. It’s a lesson we learned from
Apollo 1 and the Challenger. It’s the basic greatness
of the human spirit, that attitude.”
—Lisa Pabich Damon, 2124 Ashwood Ave., Nashville,
TN 37212; lisa.damon.87@alum.dartmouth.org;
Allison Bleyler McDonald, 43 Hop Brook Road,
Amherst, MA 01002; allisonmcd@gmail.com
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This update is from Eric Olson: “This
summer my wife, Maria, and I will be
starting our 10th year living in North
Carolina, where we enjoy the ‘nearly snowless’
winters with our kids Molly (16) and Brett (14).
I’ve spent five of those years working at the
Wake Forest School of Business, where I serve
as executive director of enrollment management.
Don’t ask how I got this job, but a prior career in
marketing apparently helps with admissions. If
anyone is in search of a mid-life crisis M.B.A., give
me a call. My two kids are now finally reaching
college age so I’m hoping that if Dartmouth isn’t
in the cards, then they’ll become Demon Deacons,
which will be easier on my wallet. We recently
spent our spring break traveling through New
York and Massachusetts, visiting family and old
friends. We got to visit fellow ’88s Frank Wang
in Newton, Massachusetts, and Mike Babick in
Croton-on-Hudson, New York. We relived some
good stories about our adventures in Mid-Mass
and at the Hanover area golf courses.”
It’s hard to believe that in less than a year ’88s
will be gathering in Hanover to celebrate our 30th
reunion. Please mark your calendars for June
14-17, 2018. Come alone or bring your significant
other and family. The more ’88s who attend, the
more fun it will be. Interested in helping out? If
so, email co-chairs Anne Chmielewski Kushwaha and
Taylor Thomas at d8830thcochairs@gmail.com.

You can also stay up to date on the latest class and
reunion news at our amazing, newly revamped
class of 1988 website, https://dartmouth88.org.
(A shout-out to Bob Striker, our class webmaster,
who custom designed the site for us—he won an
honorable mention for Webmaster of the Year
last year for his efforts!)
And, speaking of our 30th reunion, we’re so
pleased to announce our 30th reunion class gift.
Thanks for voting! We will be donating $30,000
to the first-year student enrichment program
(FYSEP), which empowers Dartmouth students
who are the first members of their families to
attend college to thrive academically and in the
greater college community. FYSEP includes an
eight-day orientation program and also provides
ongoing support to the students during their
freshman year. The FYSEP program is also a
fitting complement to our DCF 30th effort for
financial aid. Our gift, which will be funded in
large part by our class dues, will fund this program
for 10 students. There are also opportunities
to support these students through off-term
internships and potentially to serve as mentors.
Having been one of those first-generation college
students—my dad did not have even a high school
diploma—I can attest to how valuable this support
would have been. If you have any questions or
if you are interested in offering internships or
exploring mentoring opportunities for these
students, please reach out to Paula Zagrecki, our
VP of service, at pzagrecki@gmail.com.
Finally, save the date for Homecoming,
October 6 and 7. Join the parade or a post-game
celebration and stay tuned for information on
special events planned as a “warm-up” to our
30th reunion.
—Jere Mancini, 34 Wearimus Road, HoHoKus, NJ
07423; d88correspondent@gmail.com
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Where the heck does the time go?
By the time you’re reading this,
summer will be in full swing. We had a
conference call yesterday with our class president
Antonia Rutigliano Nedder and the rest of the class
officers, and it’s crazy to think we’re two years
away from our 30th reunion. Mark your calendars!
Connie Britton finished up on her TV show
Nashville, but on The Late Show with Stephen
Colbert did not rule out coming back as an evil twin!
The ’89 L.A. mini-reunion was held Saturday,
April 22, at Christie Neuberger Reilly and Rich Reilly’s
house in Beverly Hills, California, and ’89s came
out in force from all over Los Angeles, including
Anton Anderson, Jan Brzeski, Eric Bunting, Andy
Camp, Chris DiMauro, Sonya Ooten Frisina and Chris
Frisina ’88, Adam Glick, Patrick Munoz and Matt
Ridenour as well as Kim Buresh ’90 and Winnie
Huang ’92. Great seeing this many ’89s and other
alumni in L.A. in one place!
Eleni Tsakopoulos Kounalakis is running
for California lieutenant governor. You may
remember that Eleni was appointed by President
Obama to be our ambassador to Hungary and
was the first Greek American female ambassador
in U.S. history–best of luck to Eleni on her
campaign! Eleni and her husband, Mark, live with
their teenage sons in San Francisco.
Ken McDonald just released a book about

digital marketing, How to Acquire Your First
Million Customers, available on Amazon. Ken
lives in Boulder, Colorado, and I caught up
with him to ask about the experience. He said,
“The book was definitely an adventure. I never
thought I would write a book, especially when
I was struggling through freshman English.
I am still chief growth officer at TeamSnap, a
sports app with 15 million users. On the side
I coach two basketball teams of 8-year-olds. I
also take advantage of the Colorado outdoors
by skiing and mountain biking every chance I
get. I was on the board of the local Dartmouth
alumni club for 15 years, but I recently retired
from that so I haven’t been as plugged into the
Dartmouth scene lately.” You can see Ken’s book
on Amazon here: amazon.com/dp/B06Y3ZLKQ3/
ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1491604756&
sr=8-1&keywords=first+million+customers.
If any of you follow me on Instagram
(nedorama, if you’re really bored), you know that
my feed consists of family, food, guitars and cars.
Lots of cars. I happen to love lots of different cars,
and have fixed up my own—a ’67 Pontiac Lemans
convertible. Totally impractical in most of the
United States, but in L.A. it’s a four-season car.
Drove Clay Nichols to the airport and I think he’s
now sold on it being better than Uber, although
I’m still waiting for my five-star rating. But
enough about me. Other ’89s who’ve been bitten
by the car bug include Bryan Roberts, who restored
a 1966 Ford Mustang with his son, and Jeff Pearce,
who is currently in the middle of a nine-year
restoration of a 1968 Ford Mustang Sprint 6.
Jeff’s first car was a ’68 Mustang. Just to round
out the Mustang talk, I still remember Justine
Klineman’s blue 1971 Ford Mustang convertible
driving around Hanover. I’m sure there are other
’89s out there who are in love with their cars,
old or new—let me know! You never know, I may
decide to make a road trip out to your next cars
and coffee.
I want to hear what you’re up to, who you’ve
connected with from our class and anything and
everything you’re passionate about so I can share
it with our fellow ’89s. I’m on the road a lot with
my job, so don’t be surprised if I show up in your
town for a mini-reunion!
–Ned Ward, 2104 Graham Ave., #B, Redondo
Beach, CA 90278; ned@nedorama.com
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I asked ’90s, “In what way(s) do you
think your personality has changed
since college?” Here is part two.
Ute (Bowman) Utley: “Since college my
personality changed in that I became a mom.
Three lives suddenly became more important
than my own, so I’d say I’m less self-involved, more
patient and not such a control freak.” Lauren Smith:
“I think that time has made me more sure about
what is important and what I believe in. I think I
was quite malleable in college. I don’t remember
being sure of much of anything.” Basia Nikonorow:
“Since college I’ve changed to be less egoistic by
becoming a parent of two kids. I’ve also certainly
become much more aware of the importance of
being involved in my local neighborhood efforts.
I recognize now the power and importance of
connecting with the people in my building,
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on my block, my immediate family, even a
friendly stranger on the subway. As I’ve begun
to learn of distant and not-so-distant friends
dying at a ridiculously early age, I appreciate
human connection and life more. Basically,
I’ve come to realize we’re here only briefly and
can make or not make a positive impact while
we’re around; better the former. I’ve learned to
be more patient at times, but also to decipher
what I prioritize and don’t have patience for.”
Josh Vogel: “I am kinder, more thoughtful, more
patient, more understanding. When I was young
I didn’t understand the importance of showing
people that I value them. I wasn’t intentionally
insensitive, just oblivious. Now, in middle age, it
seems I think about others all day long, whether
at home with my family, at work with patients and
staff or even in social settings. I have learned the
value of showing others how important they
are to me. I can’t say how much of that is from
medical training, being a parent, being married,
and how much comes from just growing up and
learning from experience. In any event, it has
made my life much richer and I feel like I’m a
better person for it.” Ted Whittemore: “I am a lot
more liberal, both in terms of my political outlook
and compassion for others. I am more patient
and a slightly better listener (always been tough
for me).” Kyrie Robinson: “I think I’m kinder now
than I was in college; more likely to show empathy
and also more willing to be vulnerable. And I
think it comes from a dawning realization that
everyone has issues, everyone has some tragedy
or difficult situation they’ve had to deal with. Our
individual circumstances may feel unique, may
be a unique combination, but the general themes
are part of humanity.” Phil Privatera: “I think I
have become more cynical and less inquisitive,
but more tolerant and charitable.” Monte Baier: “I
believe that I have become more agreeable since
graduation. The big change for me is likely the
result of being a cancer survivor. Eleven years ago
I was diagnosed with non-Hodgkins lymphoma.
At the time I had a 3-year-old daughter and
1-year-old son and I remember laughing with
them about looking for Daddy’s hair after the
chemotherapy had destroyed it. My wife never let
me get down after the diagnosis. The experience
made it clear to me that understanding others is
more important than being right, as life is short.”
Marcus Weiss: “While my fundamental energy
has not changed (I still heap on loads and fail to
chill enough), I have become more grounded. At
Dartmouth I thought I just had a lot to do because
it was college. Fast forward 27 years and I’ve come
to realize, nope, it’s just me!”
—Rob Crawford, 101 Black Oak Road, Weston, MA,
02493; crawdaddy37@gmail.com
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It has been one year since our 25th
reunion and the class of 1991 is still
buzzing about it. It’s a real testament
to the bonds we made back in the late 1980s and
early 1990s to hear our classmates sharing stories
about the friendships they rekindled and the new
connections they made last June.
In April Andrew Field, Ph.D., a historian of
Shanghai and globalizing urban culture in China,
posted on his “Shanghai Sojourns” blog about
82
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reunion. In his post, “Getting Green Again,”
he shared his thoughts—and those of other
reunion attendees—about Dartmouth’s impact,
both personally and professionally. At reunion
he reconnected with professors and organized
a panel on the enduring value of a liberal arts
education. His blog also captures the sentiment
that many of us felt at reunion: that there was a
“pervasive sense that we are all part of a large
family.” Read more at ShanghaiSojourns.net.
Likewise, classmate Tim Healy was moved
to write to me about the new and old Dartmouth
connections that were sparked by our 25th. He
and Hutch Stone reminisced at reunion about their
days waterskiing for the Dartmouth waterski club,
even competing in the NCAA finals—who knew?
Tim, his wife, Jaimee, and their five children got
together with Hutch, his wife, Julie, and three of
their four boys for a day of waterskiing, boating
and Mackenzie Country Classics hot dogs at Tim’s
lake house in Stoddard, New Hampshire. “I credit
our 25th reunion for the renewed friendship,”
Tim wrote.
Other reunion “reconnections” included
Robin Bryson Reynolds, Jake Reynolds ’90, Bill
Chisholm, Steve McKenna and Mike Kidd, many
of whom Tim has met with since last June.
“Nothing,” he wrote, “beats the friends you make
at Dartmouth. Nothing.”
In April I attended the Stephen F. Mandel
’52 Society dinner in New York City, where class
agents, distinguished alums and dignitaries,
including President Hanlon, welcomed Robin
Bryson Reynolds into the society for her visionary
leadership. Friends in attendance were George
Dunston, Mitch Epner, Heather Rosbe Vrattos, Bill
Vrattos, Steve Fried, Josie Sandler, Steve McKenna
and Dave Cogar.
Our classmates have been very busy, and
there’s much news to share. In brief, Dhiraj
Mukherjee was featured on a podcast presented
by Rebank: Banking on the Future (a podcast that
explores trends, developments and challenges
related to the future role of money, banking and
financial services). Dhiraj is head of innovation
at Virgin Money, a prominent U.K. bank and part
of Richard Branson’s Virgin Group. Neal Katyal
made headlines this spring for his legal challenge
to President Trump’s revised executive order on
travel to the United States. Neal is lead attorney
for the state of Hawaii and a former acting U.S.
solicitor general.
Sports Illustrated featured Brett Haber on its
“Beyond the Baseline Podcast” in March. Brett,
a host and commentator for the Tennis Channel
(who got his start on Dartmouth’s WDCR) talks
about his career as a sportscaster, rising players in
tennis and how he prepares to call a tennis match.
Shonda Rhimes has become a patron of the arts for
IAMA Theatre Company in Los Angeles, a group
that has “dedicated itself to producing young
adult-oriented works that often speak to social
problems through the lens of Angelenos.” She
has also joined the board of Planned Parenthood.
Kudos to all!
Lastly, thanks for posting your updates on
Facebook on April 1, the 91st day of the year. It was
great to get a glimpse into your everyday lives. Alex
Kapp is putting together a newsletter featuring

many of your notes. Send news to the email below
and have a wonderful summer!
—Deb Karazin Owens, 166 Colonial Drive, Fairfield,
CT 06824; djowens@optonline.net
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Several classmates have been
involved in very cool creative projects
recently. Aisha Tyler’s movie directing
debut, Axis, is on the festival circuit, and she was
honored as an Artist of Distinction at the Newport
Film Festival. Tim Greenburg’s show Living With
Yourself was picked up by the Independent
Film Channel and will premiere next year. Chris
Walker is back narrating the show Disappeared
on Investigation Discovery. Nam Mokwunye’s
cloud-based software company PublicVine is
powering HitsMeUp, a new digital platform
for music videos, founded by Nashville music
industry veterans.
By the time you read this our amazing 25th
reunion will already be over. We will have caught
up with friends we first met in the 1980s, dined
on Baker Lawn and introduced our families to
the College on the Hill, some for the first time.
A million thanks to Julie Cillo and her committee
for dedicating countless hours to organizing such
an epic event.
The time capsule we buried during the spring
of our senior year (and tried to dig up recently,
only to find out it had been in Rauner Special
Collections Library the whole time) will have
been unlocked, and we will have read the letters
our younger selves wrote to our (we hope) wiser
selves. If you weren’t able to make it up to Hanover
for the reunion but you think you contributed
something, we will send it back to you. Check
our class website for details: 1992.dartmouth.org.
You’ll also find info about ordering the yearbook,
which was expertly edited by Jennifer Williams and
Katherine Aires Byrnes.
At the reunion we said goodbye to some
current class of 1992 officers and welcomed
a few new ones. We have had five great years
under the leadership of class president Jennifer
Newsom, winning Class of the Year twice! (She and
I didn’t know each other as undergrads but shared
a belated “six degrees” moment when, at Class
Officers Weekend last year, I said, “Hey Jenn,
I just remembered: In August 1988 a friend of
mine from high school—your cousin—said to say
hello.”) To see the names of our new officers, visit
our website. Several of us are staying on board
(unless someone stepped up to dethrone us at
the class meeting Saturday morning of reunion),
providing continuity. Even if you didn’t think
you had enough time to serve as an officer, please
consider getting involved with the class. Our new
leadership structure will make it easier for people
to donate even small amounts of time.
By the way, if you read this before June 30,
you still have time to pay your class dues and
donate to the Dartmouth College Fund. If you
do both, the class will send you a token of our
appreciation. You can pay your dues (or check to
see whether you have already) by visiting 1992.
dartmouth.org/dues.
—Kelly Shriver Kolln, 3900 Cottage Grove Ave.
SE, Cedar Rapids, IA 52403; (920) 306-2192;
dartmouth92news@gmail.com
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In a strange turn of events, I found
myself driving to State College,
Pennsylvania, last October for an
advanced yoga teaching certification exam. While
the timing and the situation was a bit surreal—
taking a two-day yoga test on the outskirts of
one of the biggest football schools in the country
during its homecoming weekend—I was able to
inject some normalcy into my time there by
meeting up with Jon Eburne. Adding to the surreal
nature of the trip was getting a glimpse of the
election while driving through mid-Pennsylvania
during October of 2016: there were Trump signs
everywhere.
I had breakfast with Jon on the morning of
my big test and felt as though I was traveling back
more than two decades. A former Russell Sage
dormmate freshman year and for perhaps six
months or so one of my housemates in Norwich,
Vermont, after graduation, Jon is now a professor
of comparative literature at Penn State. I hadn’t
seen him in more than 20 years, when my husband
stayed with him in Philly as we were driving
cross-country; Jon was then in graduate school
at the University of Pennsylvania.
I didn’t get to meet Jon’s wife, Hester Blum,
also a professor of comparative literature, and
daughter Adelaide. His years on Dartmouth’s
rugby team had taken their toll, but otherwise he
hadn’t changed—the same witty, thoughtful and
fun person I met my freshman fall. While the trip
was a haul from where I live (a nine-hour drive), I
had such a great time that I wouldn’t mind making
it again and meeting the rest of his family.
—Suzanne Spencer Rendahl, 224 Route 120,
Plainfield, NH 03781; suzandj@comcast.net
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Greetings, fellow classmates and
welcomed summer air! This winter
our classmates have been busy with
research, innovation and adventure.
Sarah Wagner is an associate professor of
anthropology at George Washington University.
As a social anthropologist who has brought
together ethnographic studies, military research
and forensic science, she is quick to offer kudos
for her early inspiration. Sarah writes, “I credit
Dartmouth’s classics professor James Tatum
with opening my eyes to the possibilities of
interdisciplinarity and to the themes of war and
memory in his beautiful book, The Mourner’s
Song.”
Sarah’s interesting and worthy work was
awarded an acclaimed Guggenheim Fellowship
this year. Sarah writes, “With the generous
support from the Guggenheim Foundation and my
university (George Washington University), I’ll be
on leave next year, writing the book, tentatively
titled Bringing Them Home: The Identification
and Commemoration of Vietnam War MIAs. In
2012 I was fortunate enough to participate in a
U.S. military recovery mission in Vietnam; the
excavation resulted in the identification of two
service members. The story of that recovery
and what it has meant to surviving relatives and
their larger community is central to the book,
which seeks to explore how advances in forensic
science affect modes of national remembrance.”
Congratulations, Sarah!
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Dan Popa has used his interdisciplinary
Dartmouth studies during the past couple of
decades to push innovation. As a professor at
the University of Kentucky at Louisville and the
head of Next Gen Systems, a robotics research
group, Dan is developing an inspiring application
of robotic technologies to improve quality of life
for the world’s aging population. Dan describes
these robots as “nursing assistants, helpers for
nurses and patient sitters.” While not designed to
replace nurses, the care-bots can literally sit with
a patient, speak with the patient and complete
simple tasks—such as taking blood pressure or
grabbing a remote for the patient. Believe it or
not, they can also snitch on a patient who is doing
things he or she shouldn’t, such as getting out of
bed. It is incredible that Dan’s care-bots could
be available within the next decade in hospital
settings. Then, who knows the implications and
applications for home care? You may be ordering
one for your mother or father from Lowe’s or
Amazon as a birthday gift before our 35th reunion.
The last bit of news is one of the most
harrowing winter stories I’ve heard. Tim Wetherill,
who came to Dartmouth from Philadelphia,
now lives in the Helena, Montana, area. That in
and of itself is a harrowing winter story, but it
doesn’t stop there. He and his 15-year-old son
were enjoying a day of cross-country skiing when
they were caught in an avalanche. The two were
thrown, and luckily Tim’s son was “only” buried
up to his chest and able to access his cell phone. As
Tim explained in his email, “I suffered six broken
ribs, a collapsed lung and a lacerated liver.” Leave
it to a surgeon to be technical. In layman’s terms,
they were just plain lucky to be alive! Tim leaves
the story with a bit of a cliffhanger, writing, “still
deciding if I’ll ever backcountry ski again.”
As you bask in the June sunshine, linger
in the longer days and read these interesting
bimonthly morsels of news from friends, I hope
you’re motivated to share your own tidbits with
our class. Drop me an email and I’ll include your
update in the next issue.
—Laura Hardegree Davis, 1664 Cambridge Court,
Bethlehem, PA, 18015; lauradavis723@mac.com
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Drum roll, please: It’s official, we
have our first ’95 baby heading to
Dartmouth as a first-year student this
fall! Ashleigh Brady, daughter of Evelyn Brady and
Dr. Drew Brady ’96, has been accepted in the class
of 2021. She plans to study a combination of art
and engineering and has been an avid volleyball
player through high school. Congratulations!
While on the subject of ’95 babies, we
have a new one in the family. Congratulations
to Kristen Foord and her husband, Peter on the
birth of their daughter, Mia Caroline Capozzoli,
in March. There are other ’95 babies on their way,
so stay tuned for more updates as our class family
continues to grow. Ashleigh, you can look forward
to babysitting opportunities in 2020 at our next
reunion if you’re interested!
In other congratulations, a belated one for
Rabbi Owen Gottlieb, who married Abby Bellows
of Vienna, Virginia, in the company of many
Dartmouth friends in October 2015. Owen is
assistant professor of interactive games and
84
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media at the Rochester Institute of Technology,
where he is also the founder and lead researcher
of the initiative of religion, culture and policy
for the institute’s research laboratory and game
studio, the Magic Center. In 2010 Owen founded
ConverJent: Jewish Games for Learning. Owen’s
mobile augmented reality game, Jewish Time
Jump: New York was nominated for “Most
Innovative Game” at the 10th Annual Games for
Change Festival in 2013.
Alyse (Kornfeld) Streicher gets a shout-out
for her new job as CEO of Romemu, a Jewish
community in New York that, according to
its website, is “a welcoming, experiential,
irreverently pious, intergenerational Jewish
community that elevates and transforms
individuals and communities into more
compassionate human beings.” Sounds like a
perfect fit for our senior class president! Alyse
is also president-elect of the board of the Junior
League of Central Westchester and actively
involved with Dartmouth’s Alumni Council.
I’ve been on an advice kick lately (midlife
soul-searching perhaps?). As we mark 25 years
since the end of our freshman year, I wonder what
advice we’d give our 19-year-old selves if we could.
Kathryn Ross would say: “Don’t take astronomy. No
matter how pretty the telescope looks, this is not
the class for you!” while Jennifer Lien would advise
her younger self not to take an unchallenging
class: “I ended up getting a C my freshman fall
for math I had done before, thinking it would be
easy (and thus checking out). Big lesson for me!”
Zobediah Gonzalez has lots of counsel that
still rings true today: “Don’t waste time trying to
become who you think others want you to be or
trying to live up to other people’s expectations.
Have the courage to find the things you love to
do and pursue them, no matter how impractical
they seem. The time to be practical will come,
this is the time to take risks. Don’t be afraid to
go after what you want because you fear failure.
Everyone’s definition of success is different.
Decide what yours looks like and let that be your
compass.”
And Linda (Albers) Serotta shared the
following reflection: “When I was in law school I
had tickets to meet Roy Lichtenstein at Ohio State
University. I did not go because the coursework
weighed down on me like a ton of bricks. Roy died
shortly and suddenly afterward. I have spent 20
years chasing his paintings around the country.
My advice is to meet Roy Lichtenstein. There will
never be another chance. There’s a time to leave
the library and to experience life.”
Keep your news coming!
—Kaja (Schuppert) Fickes, 2 Bishops Lane,
Hingham, MA 02043; kaja.k.fickes.95@
dartmouth.edu; Natalie Herring, 1911 Rex Ave.,
#41, Joplin, MO 64801; (417) 553-7419; 1995dcn@
gmail.com
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In most parts of the world, spring
represents a period of new growth,
rebirth and revitalization. It is quite
fitting then that this year, in particular, the
season has brought with it an amazing bounty
of published works written by some of the many
authors within our ranks (some of whom have

already been lauded for their excellence).
Our first such newly published author
is Jenny Land Mackenzie. Jenny recently spent
some time in England while on sabbatical from
her teaching of literature and creative writing at
St. Johnsbury Academy in Vermont. During her
sojourn across the pond, she entered a poetry
contest held to honor Queen Elizabeth’s 90th
birthday celebration; the contest was open to
authors from across the British Isles and it just so
happens that Jenny’s poem (“Morning E.R.”) took
first place in the competition. Accordingly, her
work was published in the British newspaper The
Telegraph, where it was printed alongside a photo
of the seated queen alongside her “red box” (an
item referred to in Jenny’s poem) while working
on affairs of state. This February, Jenny also
published a book titled Teaching Rules: 52 Ways to
Achieve Teaching Success. Jenny’s husband, John,
also is a member of the St. Johnsbury faculty
and the two met while she was studying for her
master’s at St. Andrews and Oxford universities.
The couple also have two other great works to
their names: their 8-year-old twins.
Also in the news is one of our more prolific
class writers, our own Brad Parks. A previous
winner of the Shamus, Nero and Lefty awards for
multiple volumes in his series of six Carter Ross
novels, his latest work, Say Nothing, represents
a new direction for Brad and was published in
March. His newest protagonist, Scott Sampson, is
a judge whose family’s life is turned upside down
by the kidnapping of his twin children. Initial
reviews from across the literary realm are quite
positive and many of us are looking forward to
seeing what Brad’s next great work will be!
Last but not least, our final literary spotlight
shines on Scott Anthony, who has recently
coauthored Dual Transformation: How to
Reposition Today’s Business While Creating the
Future. He frequently contributes to the Harvard
Business Review, which published Scott’s work
late this spring. The book is described as “a
blueprint for how successful companies can
leverage disruptive change to fortify today’s
business and create tomorrow’s growth engine.”
His unique insight comes as managing partner
of Innosight, a growth strategy consulting
firm dedicated to helping companies build and
innovate their business models, where Scott has
been for the last 10 years. He has authored several
other books, including The Little Black Book of
Innovation and The First Mile: A Launch Manual
for Getting Great Ideas into the Market.
The year has already been a prolific one for
these three authors—all masters in their specific
genres—and we look forward to seeing many more
works in their respective fields in the years to
come! I know my summer reading list just filled
up!
—Garrett Gil de Rubio, 1062 Middlebrooke Drive,
Canton, GA 30115; ggdr@alum.dartmouth.org
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Congratulations to Matt Ellis on the
publication of his book, The FCPA in
Latin America: Common Corruption
Risks and Effective Compliance Strategies for
the Region. As Latin America experiences
a historic anti-corruption wave, the book

highlights the often-overlooked role of the U.S.
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA). For
years extraterritorial application of the FCPA
by U.S. officials to companies, individuals and
schemes in Latin America led to penalties in the
United States for conduct largely occurring in the
region. The mere threat of FCPA enforcement
has prompted people working in the region to
embrace anti-corruption compliance norms.
Matt’s book takes a regional and cultural
approach to FCPA compliance and enforcement
matters in an effort to better understand the
major anti-corruption shifts occurring in the
region. He explains how American companies
often confront cultural, historical, geographical
and language barriers when implementing FCPA
compliance programs with their neighbors to the
south, and provides advice for navigating these
challenges. The book focuses on one of the most
challenging and cutting-edge aspects of FCPA
compliance, and an area for which little has yet
been written: crossing cultural barriers to make
compliance strategies effective. Matt explores
the nature of unique corruption risks as well as
proven strategies to bridge cultural divides that
often make compliance difficult to successfully
implement on the ground. Matt, who is fluent in
Spanish and Portuguese, has years of experience
working on these issues in various parts of Latin
America. He is a partner at Miller & Chevalier in
Washington, D.C.
Congratulations also to Cai (Boldt) Pandolfino,
who recently was recognized as Entrepreneur
of the Year by Moffly Media’s annual Women in
Business event at the Greenwich Country Club
in Greenwich, Connecticut. Cai and husband
Jeff founded Green & Tonic, a plant-focused
restaurant chain with locations throughout
Connecticut—Cos Cob, Greenwich, Darien,
New Canaan and Westport. Check it out
at greenandtonic.com.
Hope everyone’s summer is off to a great
start. Please send me your news.
—Jason Casell, 10106 Balmforth Lane, Houston,
TX 77096; jhcasell@gmail.com
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Hey, ’98s, as you are reading this, the
calendar has turned to summer. It is
late June 2017 and the countdown is
officially on to our 20-year reunion next June.
How can this possibly be? I still have vivid
memories of striding across the Green in the days
leading up to graduation, and the driving rain we
sat through during Commencement ceremonies
is still fresh in my mind. And yet, here we are
less than a year away from a big reunion. If you
would like to help in any way, please reach out to
Kate Gold, who, when she is not helping plan the
reunion, also moonlights as our ’98 newsletter
editor. I am sure Kate would love to hear from
you guys at kategold98@gmail.com if you have
any thoughts about reunion or would like to help
with any of the planning.
As for class news, I recently heard from Latia
Curry, who has never before given an update to
Class Notes and wanted to let her fellow ’98s
know that she is “alive and well.” Latia currently
resides in Los Angeles, where she is a principal
at an issue advocacy communications firm called
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kayaks are complimentary, as is the 8-person Jacuzzi
spa. Open year-round. For a virtual tour, see our website. Our gracious B&B is the perfect place to escape
for a weekend, a vacation, a retreat or reunion. A
hearty New England breakfast with house specialties
and real maple syrup makes getting up each morning a treat. 651 River Road, Lyme, NH 03768;
(603) 353-4444; (888) 353-4440;
www.breakfastonthect.com.
DOWD’S COUNTRY INN

Historic Inn with all the modern comforts. Just 8
miles from campus. New Latham House Tavern onsite. Full country breakfast with every stay!
9 Main Street, Lyme, NH;
(603) 795-4712; www.dowdscountryinn.com.
THE NORWICH INN

Experience historic New England charm just
1.5 miles across the river from Dartmouth.
The Inn features 40 rooms and Jasper Murdock’s
Alehouse Restaurant & Microbrewery offering a
variety of ales, hand-crafted on site. All free:
Parking, Wi-Fi and Fitness Center.
325 Main Street, Norwich, VT 05055;
(802) 649-1143; www.norwichinn.com.

RESIDENCE INN BY MARRIOTT

The preferred all-suite hotel in the Upper
Valley. Easy access off I-89 and just 3 miles from
Dartmouth College with shuttle service to campus.
Complimentary breakfast buffet. Guest access to the
River Valley Club and a pet-friendly hotel.
(603) 643-4511; www.residenceinn.com/lebri.
THE NEW LONDON INN

Historic Main Street charm. Offering exceptional
accommodations, restaurant, tavern and spa–all
the luxuries. Conveniently located to the Upper
Valley. Complimentary breakfast, flat-screens, Wi-Fi.
Jacuzzi suites.
(603) 526-2791; thenewlondoninn.com.
ELEMENT HANOVER-LEBANON

Discover the Upper Valley from the comfort of
Element Hanover-Lebanon. Our open-flow guest
rooms meet all your needs with the signature
Heavenly Bed and fully equipped kitchens.
State-of-the-art fitness center and healthy food
options help you be at your best.
260 Route 120, Lebanon, NH 03766.
(603) 448-5000; www.elementhanoverlebanon.com.
FAT SHEEP FARM & CABINS

THE QUALITY INN AT QUECHEE GORGE

Unique, newly constructed, private cabins on a
working Vermont farm. Each cabin has a full
kitchen, private bathroom, bedroom, living space,
porch, and Wi-Fi. Enjoy seasonal produce and fresh
eggs and visit the animals. We provide the perfect
setting for large groups or a quiet retreat. The farm
feels secluded but is only 10 minutes from I-91.
122 Best Road, Hartland, VT; (802) 436-4696;
www.fatsheepfarmvermont.com.

COURTYARD BY MARRIOTT
HANOVER/LEBANON

The Lyme Inn has welcomed travelers to the
Upper Valley for over 200 years. Just minutes from
Dartmouth College, our 9 guest rooms and 5 suites
reflect a careful harmony between historic elegance
and contemporary luxury. Our restaurant tantalizes
your palate, while our warmth and hospitality
invite you to return. 1 Market Street, Lyme NH;
(603) 795-4824; www.thelymeinn.com.

Minutes from the Junction of I-89 and I-91, and 12
minutes from Dartmouth. Spacious guest rooms
and suites. Full service restaurant on premises. Hot
breakfast, indoor pool, fitness room. Pet friendly.
Wireless Internet. Exit 1 off I-89 in VT three miles
on Route 4 West. (800) 732-4376;
www.qualityinnquechee.com.

Located just minutes from Dartmouth College.
Shuttle service, high-speed Internet, fitness center,
breakfast café and dinner menu.
10 Morgan Drive, Lebanon, NH;
(603) 643-5600;
www.courtyard-hanoverlebanon.com.
THE SUNSET MOTOR INN

Serene. Most rooms have river view. Cable, Wi-Fi,
a/c, free local calls, continental breakfast. AAA. Two
miles south on Main Street (Route 10);
(603) 298-8721.
Rally, where she advises foundations, nonprofits,
philanthropists and corporations on how to
build movements around the issues they care
about. Latia is also expecting her first child this
September with her partner, Giles Harrison,
and is “very much looking forward” to our 20th
reunion next year!
And that is where we will need to leave things
for now, as Latia is the only ’98 who has sent me
any news this spring! Please shoot me a note
and let me know what’s going on in your lives,
personally, professionally or otherwise. I so very
enjoy hearing from each and every ’98 who takes
the time to reach out!
My best.
—Jeffrey Beyer, 25 Aspen Way, Morristown, NJ
07960; jeffrey.beyer@gmail.com
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THE LYME INN

506 ON THE RIVER INN

Minutes from Woodstock Village, this awardwinning boutique is recognized for its beautiful
balance of casual elegance and rustic charm. The
45-room & suite hotel offers a country breakfast,
indoor pool, hot tub & sauna, game rooms, spacious grounds, as well as the 506 Bistro & Bar,
serving a locally inspired & seasonal menu, and
selection of microbrews and crafted cocktails.
1653 West Woodstock Road, Woodstock, VT;
(802) 457-5000; www.ontheriverwoodstock.com.
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Hello, ’99s!
I hope you’re making the most
of the (generally) warm weather and
that you’re getting time to rest with friends and
family. We have lots of updates to share.
First, Martinique Grigg and Clara Veinard ’01
were profiled in Geekwire for their work to help
more women become entrepreneurs. Building
on their own experience at Amazon and other
companies, Martinique and Clara created a
search fund called Grant Peak Capital, which
help people with business experience acquire
capital and acquire one or more small businesses.
Martinique told Geekwire that women like her and
Clara faced a common situation: “We’ve amassed
this experience, we may have other priorities in
our life and we’re looking for a way to have some

CLASS NOTES
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HOTEL COOLIDGE

Vintage railroad hotel with country inn ambiance
in the heart of revitalized White River, five miles
from campus. Excellent value; full service for
reunions, luncheons and parties.
(800) 622-1124;
www.hotelcoolidge.com.
WOODSTOCK INN & RESORT

Located in idyllic Woodstock, Vermont, the
Woodstock Inn & Resort defines country sophistication in one of New England’s most charming and
popular year-round vacation destinations. The
142-room, AAA Four Diamond Resort and member
of Preferred Hotels & Resorts, offers award-winning
dining in two restaurants, a Robert Trent Jones Sr.
18-hole golf course, Suicide Six Family Ski Resort,
Racquet & Fitness Center and a LEED-certified Spa,
creating a luxury resort getaway.
(844) 545-4178;
www.woodstockinn.com.
THE JACKSON HOUSE INN

Peaceful blend of casual elegance and comfort on 3
acres just beyond Woodstock. Suites with fireplaces,
massage tubs. Unforgettable breakfast featuring
local organics. Easy access to Dartmouth, skiing,
attractions. 43 Senior Lane, Woodstock, VT 05091;
(800) 448-1890; www.jacksonhouse.com.
HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS & SUITES

The best accommodations and service the Upper
Valley has to offer! Please enjoy our spacious guest
rooms and suites, high-speed wireless Internet,
deluxe continental breakfast and covered parking
garage, as well as advantages offered through our
IHG Rewards Club membership program!
121 Ballardvale Drive, WRJ, VT 05001;
(802) 299-2700;
www.hiexpress.com/whiteriverjct.
WHITE RIVER INN AND SUITES

Just off I-91 and I-89 intersections in White River
Junction, VT. Minutes from Hanover, NH. Choose
from spacious rooms or suites. Wi-Fi, heated indoor
pool. Complimentary hot/cold breakfast. Comfort
and convenience for the business guest or entire
family. 91 Ballardvale Drive, WRJ, VT 05001;
(802) 295-3015;
www.whiteriverinnandsuites.com.
LOCH LYME LODGE

Rustic cabins with fireplaces, 1-3 bedrooms,
on Post Pond. 10 miles north of Dartmouth on
Route 10. Seasonal restaurant using fresh
local ingredients. Perfect for family
vacations/reunions/weddings.
(603) 795-2141; www.lochlymelodge.com.
more control and really take advantage of the
experience that we’ve earned over the years and
reap the rewards of that hard work by having
an ownership position in the company.” This,
they hope, will help more women become smallbusiness owners.
Sarah Wayne Callies has also made the
news. In addition to her work as an actress in
television programs including Prison Break, The
Colony and The Walking Dead, Sarah has also
helped save lives by being a spokesperson
for the International Rescue Committee
(IRC), a humanitarian aid nongovernmental
organization. In an interview with Town &
Country magazine in April, Sarah said that her
passion for humanitarian work began after
attending a lecture on Darfur shortly after moving

to New York. Describing her work with the IRC,
Sarah said: “When they developed a spokesperson
project, it was a natural fit. I’ve gone all around the
world with them—Serbia, Myanmar, Iraq. And it’s
been an incredibly moving experience for me; my
grandfather was a refugee, and so I’m very aware
that my place in this country started out in a place
where a lot of families are right now.”
Well done, Martinique and Sarah! Your work
is an inspiration.
Finally, as hard it as it is to believe, the class
of 1999 executive committee is starting to plan for
our 20th reunion, which will be held June 15-17,
2018. We will again convene with the classes of
1997 and 1998 and will have a fun and exciting
weekend planned for all of us. We need your help
and ideas, so please contact Catherine (Maxon)
Pieroni at catherine.pieroni@yahoo.com if you
are interested in being on the reunion committee.
That’s all the news for now. I hope you make
the most of the summer weather and look forward
to sharing more updates with you soon!
—Tony Perry, 24 Purssell Close, Maidenhead,
Berkshire, SL6 3XU, United Kingdom; tony.j.perry@
gmail.com
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Congrats to Brenda Withers, whose
play String Around My Finger
premiered in Portland, Maine, in
April. The play won Portland Stage’s Clauder
Competition for New England playwrights.
Lee Koh was recently featured in a newspaper
article for her work as the director of marketing at
Massachusetts Bay Community College outside
Boston. A former journalist, Koh has a degree
from the Harvard Graduate School of Education
and has worked at MassBay for three years.
She lives in Sudbury, Massachusetts, with her
husband, Jordan Mueller, and their children,
Toby, 8, and Vivian, 3.
Anne Mullins and her husband, Tim Kelley,
welcomed a baby girl, Eloise Kate Mullins, in
March. They live in Grand Forks, North Dakota,
and also have son Seamus Kelley, 2. Anne recently
was awarded the Thomas J. Clifford Faculty
Award for Graduate Teaching Excellence at
the University of North Dakota, where she is an
assistant professor of law. Anne was nominated
by students and alumni for this university-wide
teaching prize. Her specialty is instructing law
students in legal writing and research. Double
congrats to Anne and her family!
I’m hoping for a lot more news in the next
issue, so send your updates!
—Kate Ryan Stowe, 849 26th Ave., San Francisco,
CA 94121; dartmouth2000secretary@gmail.com
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Greetings, ’01s and happy summer! We
have some classmates setting off on
adventures far and wide. Others will
help you stay entertained without having to leave
your comfy chair.
Some ’01s are reliving or relying on college
skills with their summer plans. Alisa (Beck) and
Scott Harrison will be dusting off their collegelevel French skills when they rent a house in
Arles, France, with their family in August. Jane
(Parkin) Kullman and Karilyn Heisen are reprising
a sophomore summer trip to the Second College

Grant. This journey will be slightly different
though, in that each will have kids in tow.
Rachel Richardson shared that she and her
husband recently started a literary arts center
in Berkeley, California, called Left Margin
LIT. She said their “aim is to provide a central
gathering place for writers and readers in the
East Bay, a space for camaraderie, critique and
accountability.” Right now they offer classes and
events and hope to provide shared workspace
for writers in the coming months. Plan a visit to
Berkeley to check it out!
And for those who simply want to let the mind
wander while relishing the comfort of home, we
have an ’01 book recommendation. Minh Le’s debut
picture book, Let Me Finish!, was named a “Great
Read of 2016” by NPR. His second book will be
published by Disney-Hyperion in the summer
of 2018.
Evelyn Chen is about to embark on her new
role as the class of 2001 representative to the
Alumni Council. She is taking over for Camilla
(Campbell) Shannon, who finishes up her term in
May. Congratulations, Evelyn, and thank you,
Camilla!
Finally, if you are looking to fuel the
adventures of current and future wearers of
the Big Green, do not forget that June 30 marks
the end of Dartmouth’s fiscal year. Consider a
donation to the Dartmouth College Fund.
—Rachel Milstein Sondheimer, 143 Branchville
Road, Ridgefield, CT 06877; (203) 645-693; rachel.
sondheimer@gmail.com

MILITARY WATCH Based on the classic
design of the UK Army’s standard timepiece
offers you precision and accuracy. Luminous
numbers and hands set against a black face
for night time reading. Quality Swiss quartz
movement contained in a tough, lightweight
35mm stainless steel case, with a Dartmouth
Regiment 18mm nylon watchstrap. $240
• Scratch resistant mineral crystal glass
• Water resistant to 50m
• 1 year guarantee
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Happy summer, ’02s!

Sarah Myers Pingree and her
husband, Graham, made a big
expansion to their family this spring – twin boys
Rory and Parker were born on March 18. They
now have four boys! Houlton (5) and Chester (3)
have been great big brothers. The family is moving
to Boston this summer, so it’s going to be a busy
year for them.
I received happy news from Jamie Colligan:
“My wife, Brooke, and I are overjoyed to announce
the birth of our daughter, Alice Evelyn Colligan,
on April 21! She joined us at 6:24 a.m., weighing
in at 7 pounds, 15 ounces. We currently live in
San Francisco, where Brooke works in the ICU at
UCSF and I run finance and operations at Sapho,
an enterprise software startup, with three other
Dartmouth grads.”
Laura Grey and her husband, Robert Honstein,
were thrilled to welcome Hazel Grey Honstein
to their family in April. Hazel joins brother
Henry, 2. They are still living in Jamaica Plain,
Massachusetts, and even get to see some other
’02s around the neighborhood.
Rachel Ciprotti filled me in on her upcoming
move: “I am moving to Seattle! By the time this
is printed I will be a resident of that city, moving
across the country from my hometown of Atlanta
along with my long-time boyfriend, who has taken
a job at Microsoft. Any local alumni, please look
me up! I am looking for a job in the arts or in
nonprofits.”
Julia Levy wrote and illustrated Donny the
Bully, a children’s book inspired by the pervasive
political bullying in the 2016 presidential

THE COUNTY WATCH A classic, yet
simple approach to elegant timekeeping.
Housed in a polished 40mm gold stainless
steel casing with a Dartmouth Regiment
18mm nylon watchstrap. $180
• Miyota GM15 Movement
• Mineral Glass
• 5ATM Water Resistant
• 8mm thick including lens and back
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INVEST!

In an exclusive Q & A, new chief
investment officer Alice Ruth ’83 discusses
how to grow the endowment.
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DOODLE!

Professors and other academics now
have their very own coloring and activities
book. Doodling for Academics, edited
by Christie Henry ’91 with tongue firmly
in cheek, delights in the bizarre highs and
arcane lows of academic life.
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FEUD!

Alums Sylvanus Thayer and Alden Partridge
made major contributions to the
military during the 19th century.
They also hated each other.
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campaign and its aftermath. Donny uses bright
colors, rhymes and familiar topics such as
sports and cyberbullying to help families talk
about bullying and counteract the unfortunate
normalization of bad behavior in public (and
private) life. This is Julia’s first book and she ran
a successful crowdfunding campaign to get the
book off the ground. Copies of the first edition are
still available at DonnytheBully.com. Julia lives
in New York City with her husband, Ari Edelson,
and their son, Eliot, 3.
Thanks for all the updates! Keep sending
them along.
—Anne Cloudman, 315 West 99th St., Apt. 2D, New
York, NY 10025; acloudman@gmail.com
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Hello again, ’03s! Jill Haltigan, your
former secretary, here, pinch-hitting
for Kellee Harper Hanigan, who is
currently crushing it in the academic world,
working toward tenure and in the midst of her
Ph.D. Let me take a moment for old time’s sake
and say that I hope by the time you are reading
this the Pittsburgh Penguins will have clinched
back-to-back Stanley Cups, with the Pirates well
positioned to play into October.
A few of these updates got missed from
the fall, and we apologize, but better late than
never when keeping up with old friends! Strawn
C. Cathcart wrote to say he got married to Nathan
M. Davis (Middlebury ’03) last August in Yosemite
National Park. Fellow alums in attendance were
Taylor W. French ’02, Luke R. Caffey and Andrew
Goldstein ’05. We also heard from Reid Thompson,
my old lab buddy, who moved to Portland, Oregon,
about six months ago with his husband of more
than a year now, Jeffrey Barnet (Harvard ’06).
“We’re excited for hiking and biking and all that
the Pacific Northwest has to offer! This is also my
first real job post-residency: I’ll be treating skin
cancers and doing genomics research at Oregon
Health & Science University and the Portland VA
Medical Center.”
More recently, Courtney (Anderson) DaCosta
wrote to say, “Jason DaCosta and I welcomed a
baby girl, Claire Mariann, on April 16. She joins
proud big brother Flynn, who is 3. We live in
Minneapolis, where I’m in-house counsel with
3M Co. and Jason leads the Twin Cities office
and the customer support function of Alarm.com
Inc.” Henry Shi passed along his good news too:
“In January I became a partner at the law firm of
Harris, Wiltshire & Grannis LLP in Washington,
D.C., focusing on telecommunications regulation
and transactions.” Kathleen (Reeder) Paley was
also recently promoted to special counsel at
Covington & Burling. “I’m a litigator focusing on
pharmaceutical product liability defense work.
It’s an interesting, challenging practice and I’m
thrilled with the new role.”
Sara E. Baron got married to Kevin Nelson
(Oklahoma City University ’02, MTS Drew
Theological School ’05) at her church, First
United Methodist of Schenectady, New York,
on March 18. Dartmouth was well represented
with Mark Alvarez ’69, John Olsen ’02, Hilary
Alvarez and Alex Streeter (whose lovely daughter,
Brynna, served as the ring bearer), Katie Blye, Katie
Lundquist Swor, Alicia Willson Grossmann, Rachel
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Wolfe Mandel, Keith Burdette, Rod Beaton and Kristin
Weekley all in attendance.
Finally, Pam Piccola-Fales wrote, “I started

a new job in January at Plated! I’m director of
acquisition marketing and really excited to be at
a fast-moving startup filled with smart people,
creating a great product (vs. my last role at a
big corporate business). And I can wear jeans,
which is really all I want out of life. Plated delivers
weekly recipes and ingredients for you to cook at
home, and I can honestly say the food is fantastic.
So if anyone wants to try it, hit me up for a referral
link. (Also, I’m going to have a baby in a week or
two, but that’s boring. Everyone’s doing that.)”
So many wonderful things to report—
congratulations all around. It was a joy to do
another column for you all. Please do send any
future updates you may have to our class email
account, dartmouth2003notes@gmail.com.
—Kellee (Harper) Hanigan, 4347 Golf Bag Lane,
Terre Haute, IN 47802; dartmouth2003notes@
gmail.com
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Hello, ’04s. I hope summer is off to a
strong start. Let’s dive in!
Jenny Sharfstein Kane and her
husband, Andy, welcome their second child,
Max, on November 28, 2016. He joins big sister
Eve, who is 3! They live in New York City, where
Jenny works at Bloomberg Philanthropies on the
education program. Sara Glazer and her husband,
Sean Heikkila ’02, welcomed son Griffin to the
world in September. He’s a bundle of energy and
smiles. In the last two years Robert Kimmitt got
married, had a baby and started working at the
law firm Kirkland & Ellis in Washington, D.C.
Elizabeth Fontaine and husband Tommy welcomed
a baby boy, William Harrison Truman, on the
Fourth of July last summer. Hannah Fries and
her husband, Adam Brown, welcomed their son,
Amos David Brown, into the world on February
23. Everyone is doing well and enjoying life in
western Massachusetts, where Hannah is now
working as a freelance editor. Also, Hannah’s first
book of poems, Little Terrarium, was published
by Hedgerow Books this past winter!
Joanna Giordano has become more active in
the New York City biking community (WE Bike
NYC, Bike NY, Transportation Alternatives).
Check it out and bike with her! Megan Fontanella
Remmelts curated the current exhibition,
“Visionaries: Creating a Modern Guggenheim,”
at the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in New
York. Clare Gupta, Laura Delaney Nichol, Robin
Deliso Woodcock and Carly O’Connell Abrahamson
gathered together to see it and have only rave
reviews. It runs through September, so go check
it out! Gine Ferrie just completed her Ph.D. in
conservation biology at the University of Central
Florida and is still working at Disney’s Animal
Kingdom as a research manager. Aruna Kamath
moved to Seattle two years ago with her husband,
Wes Lowrie. She’s a pediatric anesthesiologist
at Seattle Children’s Hospital and couldn’t be
happier at work. She loves living in the Pacific
Northwest and welcomes any Dartmouth
folks to visit. From time to time she gets to see
Nubia Solomon, who is working for Starbucks
headquarters. Aruna also did a mini-reunion on

the West Coast with Liz Bertko Massey, Kristina
Garcia Wade, Monica Bravo and Amma Boateng that
was a lot of fun! Wes and Aruna joined the parent
wagon with Mateo Isidor, their chubby 8-monthold baby, in tow.
Rachel Holmes Kelly and husband Miles
moved to South Carolina in December and on
February 21 had a baby girl, Quinn Aline Kelly.
She’s a lot of fun and she’s kind enough to let
them get some sleep. Lauren Hendrickson and
Jason Cuno welcomed their son, Liam, into the
world in October. Eleanor Alexander and Matt Kemp
had a little girl in April. Mitch Ermentrout and his
wife, Ginny, live in Atlanta with their 2-year-old
daughter, Charlotte, and new baby boy, Stone,
who was born on February 21. Lars Kenseth lives in
Los Angeles, where he keeps busy as a cartoonist
for The New Yorker and a Sundance fellow. He
also developing a pilot with Adult Swim called
Chuck Deuce.
For the third time in two years, I’ll end with
tragic news. We lost Caz Liske far too soon on April
24 in Moscow, Russia. His bountiful talents at
Dartmouth in Italian, theater productions
and the Aires were a warm-up for his 13 years
as a Moscow-based actor, director, translator,
filmmaker, teacher and musician. Caz was a rare
gem and companion to many in our class and at
Dartmouth. He is survived by his wife, Polina,
son Oliver, loving family in Denver and countless
friends and colleagues across continents. Please
visit DAM online for a complete obituary and to
leave remembrances. I will forever treasure Caz
and his infectious laughter, ever-churning mind
and overflowing heart.
—Cliff Campbell, 203 Baltic St., Apt. D1, Brooklyn,
NY 11201; (917) 345-6494; cliff.campbell@gmail.
com
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Happy summer, everyone, hope all is
well. This year continues to bring lots
of great news about our class.
First, the class of 2005 is officially the
youngest class to create an endowment for
Dartmouth. The endowment will last in perpetuity
and supports one of the College’s newest
initiatives, the Dartmouth Entrepreneurial
Network Innovation Center. We sincerely
appreciate all who donated and helped make
this endowment a reality. As a class we’ve also
recently launched a new initiative to provide
support to fellow classmates in need. The goal
of the committee is to rally around classmates by
providing a network of support that can include
reaching out with cards, gifts, meals, referrals and
other general support. Please contact any member
of the class executive committee if you know of a
fellow ’05 who could use our help.
In terms of classmate news, Danielle Grundy
was filmed by Sportsnet this past winter in a
profile on the nonprofit charity she founded to
support girls who want to play hockey but don’t
have the financial means. The piece spotlighting
the Grindstone Award Foundation aired in March
during Hockey Night in Canada. Congratulations,
Danielle!
Kelly (Miller) Yazdani recently founded Baby
Caterpillar LLC with the goal of creating products
that would allow parents to more readily care

for their small children’s teeth. Tooth decay is
the No. 1 childhood disease in the United States,
with more than 250,000 IV sedations performed
on children annually. Baby Caterpillar currently
holds a patent for a children’s toothbrush that
goes over the finger of the caregiver, providing
bite protection for the adult. Beyond its flagship
product, there are products for children all
the way up to age 10. The product line, which
includes educational literature and a compelling
storybook, will launch in pediatric dental offices
in September. Congratulations, Kelly!
Dartmouth professor Steve Swayne wrote
in to tell us of Brent Reidy’s new job as the deputy
director for research and collections at the New
York Public Library for the Performing Arts.
Congratulations, Brent; here we thought bringing
you on to the expanded class executive committee
in March was big news!
Lastly, Thomas Henry Reyes was born to
Andres Reyes and wife Maggie in March. Congrats,
Dre and Maggie! This keeps the streak of baby
news for our class alive and well in 2017.
Have a great rest of summer, everyone. I look
forward to your news for the fall.
—Matt Nicholson, 79 Potomac Ave., SE, #345,
Washington, DC 20003; mtnicholson3@gmail.
com
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Happy summer, ’07s! By the time you
read this our 10th-year reunion will
have passed and you’ll have a new
class secretary reporting the notes! Thank you
for sharing your stories with me for the past five
years—it’s been my pleasure helping to celebrate
your lives. Please give my successor as difficult a
time as you gave me trying to fit all your news and
accomplishments into 600 words! Onto the notes!
John Wilson married Mary Beth Buchignani on
February 25 in Memphis, Tennessee. Dartmouth
’07s in attendance included Dan Linsalata, Mike and
Kerry (Snow) Greene, Kevin Hudak, Stethers White,
Dax Tejera and Andrew Eastman, along with Bruce
Gago ’05, Jeff Cooperman ’06, Eric Crawford ’08,
Matt Ailey ’09 and Clark Warthen ’10. John is
senior vice president at Jamestown, LP, a real
estate investment firm. “We will live in Atlanta
and welcome any classmates to contact us if
passing through in the future.”
Melissa Machaj writes, “I’m currently enjoying
Canadian life north of the border. I’ll be at the
reunion with my fiancé, Scott McAuley—we got
engaged in March! He’s looking forward to seeing
Dartmouth in June because he’s heard so much
about it and has never been. I’m looking forward
to it too!”
Michael Amico received his Ph.D. in American
studies from Yale. His dissertation, “The Union of
the Two Henrys,” is about the “peculiar and rarest
intimacy” between two men in the Civil War.
Ariel Eckstein announces, “My wife gave
birth to our first child! Simon Asher Eckstein
was born on March 14 at NYU Langone during
the big blizzard. He’s a Pi(e) Day baby, which is a
special day to us because of my love of math and
my wife’s love of baking. The whole family will be
up in Hanover for reunion.”
Nadia Ali shares, “I finished my hematologyoncology fellowship at Rutgers Robert Wood

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

WHERE TO
DINE
THE WOODSTOCK INN & RESORT

Farm-fresh cuisine, carefully harvested ingredients and regional recipes inspire the seasonal
menus at the Woodstock Inn & Resort’s distinct
restaurants. The talented culinary team prepares
creative entrées and innovative cocktails, resulting
in exceptional Northeastern cuisine that showcases
the essence of Vermont. Call (844) 545-4178
or visit www.woodstockinn.com.
LATHAM HOUSE TAVERN AT DOWD’S
COUNTRY INN

Good food. Good beer. Good times.
Full menu for lunch and dinner with 18 draft beers.
A great location for class reunions, weddings
and gatherings of all sizes.
9 Main Street, Lyme, NH;
(603) 795-4712;
www.dowdscountryinn.com;
www.lathamhousetavern.com.
RAMUNTO’S BRICK & BREW

Hanover’s only real New York pizza, featuring
traditional, Sicilian and brick-oven specialty
pizzas, salads, subs, calzones, the biggest
beer in town and much more.
Casual atmosphere, deliveries.
Open ’til midnight 7 days.
9 East South Street, Hanover;
(603) 643-9500.
THE CANOE CLUB

An inventive menu featuring local produce, farmstead cheeses and organic meats. A rustic yet stylish
dining room with unusual Dartmouth ephemera.
24 draft beers on tap, plus 187 wines and 28 single
malts. Open for Lunch, Dinner, Late Night Menu
and Live Accoustic Music Entertainment–360 days/
year. 27 S. Main St. between the Dartmouth Co-op
& Bookstore. (603) 643-9660;
www.canoeclub.us.
THE LYME INN

Just minutes from Hanover, the Lyme Inn Tavern
and Garden Room offer tantalizing culinary
creations. With several function rooms available,
The Lyme Inn is the ideal place for your next mini
reunion, meeting or rehearsal dinner. Visit us and
view our menu online. Dinners Wednesday thru
Sunday from 5 to 9 p.m.
www.thelymeinn.com or call for a reservation at
(603) 795-4824.
JEWEL OF INDIA

Featuring northern Indian cuisine, curries, tandoor
dishes, vegetarian selections with seasonings
ranging from mild to fiery hot. Try our wonderful
breads and refreshing yogurt drinks.
Open 7 days: Lunch 11:30-2:30, Dinner 4:30-10.
27 Lebanon St., Hanover; (603) 643-2217;
www.jewelofindiahanover.com.
SIMON PEARCE RESTAURANT & NEW BAR

Award-winning, farm-to-table restaurant
overlooking the Ottauquechee River. Sip a handcrafted cocktail, watch our master glassblowers
and find the perfect gift. Open daily.
(802) 295-1470; SimonPearce.com.
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Johnson Medical School in June and then
I’ll be starting my first real doctor job as an
assistant professor of medicine in the division of
hematology at the Lewis Katz School of Medicine
at Temple University in Philadelphia August 1.
So I will be moving to Philadelphia in June and
I hope to hang out with Derrick Smith for happy
hour all the time.”
Featured in the news: Sara Segall and her
husband founded a high-performance skiwear
company, Orsden. Check it out at orsden.com.
Tanner Glass was spotlighted in a New York
Times article with the intimidating headline,
“Tanner Glass, Called Up by Rangers, Adds
Physical Element at Forward” (March 16).
Chris Polashenski is hard at work on NASA’s
SnowEx project, which will serve as the basis for
NASA’s future satellite missions to measure water
content in snowy environments.
May you all continue making headlines,
experiencing joy and finding meaning, dear
friends.
See you around!
—Jesse Shaw, Unit 3120 #9, DPO, AA 34055;
jesseashaw@gmail.com
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My fellow classmates, I am honored
to present to you my final submission
to class notes.
Anne Stava-Murray started a community
action group following the Women’s March in
January. They are being featured in a Dutch public
broadcasting documentary series.
Erica Jones will be graduating from Columbia
University next month with a master of arts in
private school leadership and this fall she’ll be
the new upper school dean of students at Friends
Seminary. Karelle Hall will begin a Ph.D. program
in anthropology at Rutgers this fall. Jessica Long
graduated from medical school on June 4. Jon
Scheer and his girlfriend Kat Stillman ’10 moved
to San Francisco after finishing up school; he is
running business development and partnerships
for financial tech startup CircleUp. Iran Ariel is 95
percent done with graduate school and moved
to Albany, New York, last year for a one-year
internship in psychology. Once he receives his
Ph.D. in August he’s headed back to Israel for a
job teaching psychology at Jaffa College.
Evan Carlson finished his first year of a parttime M.B.A. at UC Berkeley. He recently switched
jobs thanks to a connection from fellow alumnus
Dermott McHugh ’09. Jonathan Gordon finished
Northwestern’s J.D./M.B.A. program in June
and is sad to miss reunion because of Kellogg’s
graduation. He’s moving to N.Y.C. in September
to start as an associate at Sullivan & Cromwell.
Andy Blancero started a new job as a city
planner with the N.Y.C. Department of City
Planning in his home borough of Staten Island.
Andy will also be running the N.Y.C. Marathon this
fall to raise money for the Staten Island Greenbelt
Conservancy. Josh Feder worked on two shows at
Northern Stage back in White River Junction,
Vermont, and this fall will be moving to California
to pursue his M.F.A. in directing at UC Irvine.
Caitlin Crowe moved to Portland, Maine, and
joined Key Bank as a relationship manager on its
middle market commercial lending team. Simon
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Trabelsi quit his job, moved back to Sweden parttime, started narrating audiobooks and released
an album in April called Weary Soul.
Zack Styskal got engaged.
Charlie Stoebe writes that Dave and Jess
(Ogden) Lamb remodeled their apartment in
New York City and all are invited any time! No
need to RSVP!
Corinne Foster and her husband moved to
Nelson, New Zealand, and hiked the Te Araroa
trail for two months; they’re still waiting to
see a penguin. Brooks Smith writes from Hong
Kong, where he’s on a two-year assignment. He
is getting married in Vermont in July. He passed
his professional engineer licensure exam and is
now a licensed structural engineer in both the
United States and Australia and he and his wife
plan to move to Australia once their time in Hong
Kong is over.
Julianne Austin welcomed her son, Benjamin
Scott Austin, on April 15 at Dartmouth-Hitchcock
Medical Center! Lyndsey Ramsey and her husband,
David, welcomed their second daughter, Claire
Adelle, on December 22. Ethan Handel and his
wife, Morgan, are expecting their first child this
summer.
When people say “go big or go home,” Kevin
Tang goes home. At home, he listens to the
Weather Channel at 0.25x speed. He talks to his
fake ficus. He tucks his chia pets into bed.
And I’m taking a page out of Kevin’s book
and going home. Thank you all for the years of fun
writing these and feel free to still send me updates.
—Jon Hopper, 51 Astor Place, 9th Floor,
New York City, NY 10003; (203) 539-1225;
jonathan.r.hopper.08@dartmouth.edu
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Class of ’09s are doing exciting work
around the world. Here are just a few
of our new adventures.
Marissa Alert starts a postdoctoral research
fellowship in August at Johns Hopkins in the
division of general internal medicine. Alejandro
Borquez is finishing up his pediatrics residency
at Stanford and starts a pediatric cardiology
fellowship at UC San Diego. He wrote, “All are
welcome to come hang out in San Diego-Tijuana
and grab a beer.” Agatha Erickson will work this
summer for the Northern Australia Aboriginal
Justice Agency in Darwin, Australia, and would
love to catch up with any Dartmouth people while
she is Down Under! Elise Hogan is moving from
the San Francisco Bay Area to Chicago to attend
Booth (the University of Chicago) for business
school in the fall. Samantha Kaplan matched into
an internal medicine residency at the University
of Washington so will move to Seattle for the next
three-plus years. She would love to connect with
classmates in the area. Alan Kwan is moving to
Hong Kong to be a professor of finance. Peter
Shellito finished his Ph.D. in hydrologic modeling
and remote sensing at CU Boulder and married
Dr. Cailey Condit. They will move to Houston
this summer to enjoy a life with more humidity.
Michael Bamberger married his long-time
girlfriend, Melissa Ouellette, in New Orleans
this past January, joined by many Dartmouth
friends from around the country. After spending
eight prosperous years in N.Y.C., he finally moved

out of the city in May, citing “soul-crushing
winters, unconscionable rent payments and the
summer garbage smell.” The happy couple will
spend the summer traveling as much as possible
and working as little as possible before moving
west in the fall. In May Diana Dinescu graduated
from the University of Virginia with a Ph.D. in
clinical psychology and married Bryan Strother
the following weekend! Alumni in attendance
included members of the wedding party Elyssa
Benedikt, Jenny Strakovsky and Wendell Smith, as
well as Laura Hester, Ying Cheng, Kathryn Twyman
and Vlad Dobru ’10.
Malcolm Freberg appeared on his third season
of Survivor. Lilian Mehrel got the Tribeca All Access
interactive prototype award for her comedy
series, Bright & Gifted, to be shot in Miami.
Kimberly Kruge appears in the spring 2017 issue
of Ploughshares, an award-winning journal of new
writing. Ray Padgett has his first book coming out
in October, called Cover Me: The Stories Behind the
Greatest Cover Songs of All Time. He interviewed
David Byrne, Roger Daltrey, Weird Al, Pras and
a bunch of others for the book. It is a spinoff of a
website he has run for 10 years on cover songs,
Cover Me (check it out at covermesongs.com),
which he actually started on his religion foreign
study program in Edinburgh fall 2007.
Keep a look out for mini-reunions in your
area and follow ’09s on Facebook (Dartmouth
College Class of 2009), Twitter (@Dartmouth09)
and Instagram (@dartmouth09). Share a picture
with the class via dartmouthsocial@gmail.com.
—Liz (Doolittle) Kahane, 7 Chatmoss Road,
Henderson, NV 89052; (617) 909-7669;
elizabeth.d.kahane@gmail.com
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This is a guest column by the wonderful
Jake Routhier: Happy spring, ’10s! I’m
going to start off by saying how nice
it’s been for me to hear from so many of you, and
I encourage each of you to reach out to an old
Dartmouth friend to let them know you’re thinking
of them. Our classmates are an impressive group;
here are some of their accomplishments.
Congratulations to everybody who matched
this March. Jane Kurtzman will be in residence at
Columbia’s department of urology. Zoe Lawrence
will be starting her residency in internal medicine
at NYU. Ben Murray will also be doing an internal
medicine residency, but across the country at the
University of Washington. Amita Kulkarni, in her
last year of medical school at the Warren Alpert
Medical School of Brown University, is thrilled to
have matched at the Women & Infants HospitalBrown University for obstetrics and gynecology.
Speaking of OB/GYNs, congratulations to
Zachary Gottlieb and his wife, Valerie (Silverman)
Gottlieb ’04, on the birth of their daughter, Remi
Elizabeth. Zach reports that she “is already an
expert at the boot and rally.”
Chris Bustard is getting married in August to
Kate Lyon ’05. Benjy Meigs and Jason Lyon, along
with plenty of other alums, will be in the wedding.
Kari Cholnoky writes, “I’ll be in a two-person
show at Big Medium Gallery in Austin, Texas,
opening April 21 and will be artist-in-residence
at the Fountainhead in Miami for the month of
May.” If you have an opportunity to see Kari’s art

in either location, it’s well worth the trip.
The ever-impressive Tabetha Xavier wrote
and associate produced a film, What’s In a
Name, which was invited to the Cannes Film
Festival Short Film Corner in May 2016. Olivia
Baptista ’12, Chris Herbie Holland ’11 and Gabriel
Rodriguez ’13 all played a role (the first two more
literally than the last) in bringing the story to life.
Olivia Snyder-Spak is a development producer for
Left/Right, a TV production company in N.Y.C.
If you’ve got a reality, documentary or scripted
show idea, pitch her!
Lily Eom, after beginning her M.B.A. at
Kellogg, will be embracing her hipster roots and
interning at Microsoft in Seattle this summer. K.
James Hung just completed his Ph.D. in ecology at
UCSD and is headed to the Ohio State University
for his postdoc in crop pollination research. Both
are interested in connecting with alums in the
area.
Boyd Lever is looking forward to incorporating
a technology company and is looking to move
to Palo Alto, California. Tay Stevenson started
Generation Atomic, a grassroots advocacy
organization for nuclear energy, for which he
recently ran his first canvassing and organizing
operation. He was also thrilled to take part in
Camp Granite in Hanover last month. Marina
Andreazi, after successfully selling her innovation
consulting firm, has been traveling and exploring
what’s next, including buying land and finding
sustainable ways of investing in the Amazon
region of Brazil.
And, to show that the community is still
strong, I’m happy to report that Kathy Oprea
ran the Boston Marathon (setting a personal
record of 3 hours, 28 minutes) cheered on by
fellow ’10s John Schroeder, Vanessa Szalapski,
Becca Dellenbaugh, Catherine Armstrong and Alex
Hall. Jocelyn Krauss has been happily supporting
student startups at the Harvard Innovation Labs
and regularly runs into many alums, too numerous
to name-drop here.
Lastly, I (Jake) am living in Philadelphia,
but will be spending the summer between San
Francisco and Nashville, Tennessee. If you’re
in either city let me know and I’ll make it my
beeswax to come say hi.
—Jennifer Chong, Via dei Serragli 7, Florence 50124
(FI), Italy; jenniferashleychong@gmail.com
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For this issue, we’re having a guest
columnist with an update about his life
post-college! Kyle Battle writes in: “If
you had asked me three months before graduation
what I’d be doing in six years, you couldn’t have
paid me to believe I’d be building out databases
for organizations. After the NFL lockout severely
changed my plans of landing a front office job
somewhere, I ended up in Orlando, Florida,
working for a sales training company run by the
father of fellow ’11 Jacky Nikić.
“There I was introduced to Salesforce, which
ended up being the bulk of my career thus far.
Now, as an independent Salesforce consultant
in Los Angeles, I work closely with a handful of
nonprofits to help them leverage the platform’s
advantages without the cost.
“What I would have guessed I would have

been doing is writing, actually using my creative
writing degree. On that front, in April 2016 I was
invited by Mike Lewis to join the When to Jump
community as a blogger detailing the various
risks in my professional journey, but I’ve spent
most of my time lately making a documentary
called Night and Day: The Life of Anthony Hollie
and Lovell Love.
“When I’m not writing or Salesforcing, I’m
finding ways to better perform as the internship
chair of the Dartmouth Club of Los Angeles. So
if you have an internship or an open room that
an intern could use, I’m the guy who needs to
know. Hit me up!”
If you’d like to write a guest column in the
future, feel free to send something my way!
—Hillary S. Cheng, 10930 Gray Place, Tustin,
CA 92782; (603) 546-8452; hillary.s.cheng@
dartmouth.edu
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Class of ’12s: This is it! It’s the last
round of notes before reunion and it’s
my last round of notes as your class
secretary. Tempus fugit, am I right? Real quick
though, reunion is right around the corner. By
the time this gets to your inboxes and mailboxes,
our fifth-year reunion will be a matter of days
away, so brush off those jorts and all that flair
that’s been sitting around unworn for far too
long. Even though I’m positive that we’ve been
sucked into some weird time warp, to be honest,
I’m pretty pumped and I’m 100-percent banking
on reunion feeling a heck of a lot like Sophomore
Summer, which I could definitely use a hit of. This
is all a long-winded way of saying get pumped
for reunion and I can’t wait to see you all there.
Seriously though, no one is expecting you to have
solved world hunger or to have become the next
Shonda Rhimes. It’s been five years, y’all, let’s just
adjust them expectations, okay?
Now on to the updates.
I’m oh so very proud of all of the newly
matched doctors in the room. Allow me to list
a few of them for you. Tara Henn was matched
into ear, neck, throat/head and neck surgery
at her No. 1 choice, Oregon Health & Science
University Hospital in Portland, Oregon. Jason
Tong matched into general surgery at the Hospital
of the University of Pennsylvania. Kelsey Pinson
matched into OB/GYN and will be heading back
to the West Coast to University of California
San Diego Medical. Marietta Smith matched into
primary medicine and is heading to California
Pacific Medical Center in San Francisco for the
next year and then will be off to UC San Diego
Medical Center for the next three years to work
in anesthesiology. Impressed does not even begin
to cover it, guys. Several rounds of applause and
good luck!
In other news that is all kinds of impressive,
Peter Williamson, our favorite professional golfer, is
back at it and competed in the Puerto Rico Open.
Lastly, Beyoncé circa 2008 would be
proud: So many rings to report. Caroline Marani
and Marcus Poteete are engaged. As are Neera
Chatterjee and Daniel Charnoff. But wait, there’s
more. Martha Boylston and Jody O’Neill are also
engaged and so are Jill Cohen and Scott O’Brien.
Congrats all around, guys!

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

WHERE TO
SHOP
LEAGUE OF NH CRAFTSMEN GALLERY

Gifts that inspire and delight. Jewelry, pottery,
glass, home décor, prints, something for
everyone. Classes for adults, teens and
children in clay, metal and mixed media.
Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
13 Lebanon St., Hanover, NH;
(603) 643-5050, gallery shop;
(603) 643-5384, classes. www.hanoverleague.org.
ROBERT JAMES WALSH & COMPANY

Antiques, Art, Modernism, Appraisals.
Across from Simon Pearce Glass, Quechee, VT.
(802) 356-7112; RobertJamesWalsh.com.
HANOVER COUNTRY CLUB PRO SHOP

Get your golfing gear with the Dartmouth
College logo. The Pro Shop has a wide variety of
shirts, jackets, umbrellas and golfing equipment.
Need something special? We do special orders!
(603) 646-2000; www.golf.Dartmouth.edu.
COGWORKS

Wooden cutting boards, Lazy Susans, home
accents, bookmarks and fine Dartmouth gifts.
Antrim, NH; (603) 588-3333; www.cogworks.com.

MAKE

NEWS
CONTACT YOUR

CLASS SECRETARY
TODAY.
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That’s all for now, ’12s. I have one more round
of notes before I write you guys my last round of
notes. Don’t worry we’ll get through this. In all
seriousness, though, save me a little post-reunion
Facebook stalking and do me a solid: Come say
hi when I see you all on the Green or wherever
reunion may take us. It will be great to see y’all.
Now excuse me while I brush off my fanny pack
and 10X shades.
—Kelley Crisp, 45 Marion St., #513, Brookline, MA
02446; kelley.a.crisp.12@dartmouth.edu
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So many updates, so few words! I’m
cutting to the chase.
Alexis Monroe got engaged in
March and will be married in August 2018. She
writes in, “My fiancé’s name is Jacob Lightner,
and we were introduced four years ago by his best
friend, Jacob Batchelor ’12. We live on the Upper
East Side in N.Y.C. with our two cats.”
Matt Peterson married Amanda Ross in San
Francisco in April, and Paul Strauch, Dan Husband
and Rajiv Raghavan were in the wedding party.
Jennifer McGrew got married in May.
Congratulations!
Colin Harris graduated from Vanderbilt Law
School and married his fiancée, Calynn Liong,
on Colin’s parents’ farm in Virginia in June.
After their honeymoon in Turkey, Colin will be
starting in the commercial litigation practice at
the Washington, D.C., office of Bryan Cave LLP.
Ellie Clayton and Robbie Hoffman were engaged
this past November. Kelsey Johnson and Michael
Griffin, class of 2012 at Middlebury College and
Casey Griffin’s brother, also recently became
engaged. Sarah Rutter Vermeer is leaving Boston
for California this summer with husband Gordon
Vermeer ’12 to start the master’s of architecture
program at UC Berkeley.
Renee Scott is starting a graduate program
in the American studies department of George
Washington University, researching the history
of black D.C. and how African American children
learn ethnic identity.
Following stints in Thailand and New
York, Kelley Kugler is headed back to the United
Kingdom, this time studying the social science of
the Internet at Oxford. Matt Sturm is returning his
focus to making art and he will be at the Fine Arts
Work Center in Provincetown, Massachusetts,
June through August.
Robbie Cholnoky moved down to
Charlottesville, Virginia, from N.Y.C. at the end
of May for a new job. He then road tripped with
Sara Medina-DeVilliers ’12 across New England
before ’12s’ five-year reunion.
Maritza Miller was accepted to the school
psychology and counseling Ph.D. program at
Florida State University.
Brad Jacobson moved to New York and is
working as an experience designer for R/GA. He
has been building bots for social good, such as
GoVoteBot, a bot that could answer any voting
question, and Ask Cindy Gallop, a bot that helped
women get the tools needed to ask for a raise.
In May Cote Theriault began working as a peer
tutor coordinator and data analyst at Thomas
College. Kyle McGinty will be graduating from
Tulane University with a dual M.D./M.P.H.
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in May, at which point he will be going on to a
residency in psychiatry at the University of Iowa
Hospitals and Clinics.
Max Hunter and Lexi Kellison adopted an
adorable rescue dog named Frankie. If you find a
good stick, send it their way. Frankie loves sticks!
Courtney Karol lives in Tucson, Arizona, and
is finishing her first year at University of Arizona
College of Medicine.
Our classmates in the Marines are all doing
impressive things. Jack Boger is still serving as
an intelligence officer at Camp Pendleton in
Southern California and will deploy to East Asia
this fall. Charlotte Williams is leaving active duty
and moving to L.A. this summer with her fiancé,
Joe Schwappach. Kate Sullivan is reentering the
civilian world and applying to graduate school
this fall. Joel Malkin recently returned from a
deployment to the Middle East and reported to
Quantico, Virginia, to train the next generation of
Marine officers at the basic school. Zach Doherty
is training to be a public affairs officer and has
been assigned to Okinawa, Japan. Thank you all
for your service!
—Emily Fletcher, 545 North 70th St., Seattle, WA
98103; emilyefletcher@gmail.com
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I received lots of news, so let’s get to it.
Jocelyn Powelson was awarded
a Fulbright to do research in Nepal
beginning next February. Until then, she will be
working with International Centre for Integrated
Mountain Development, a leading research
institute studying environmental issues across
the Himalayas. According to Jocelyn, “This job
will flow perfectly into my Fulbright project,
as I will be doing research on climate change
adaptation and gender in a mountain community
of Nepal. I’m excited to have the opportunity to
immerse myself deeper into Nepal’s mountain
culture and I hope to make a positive contribution
to these important topics.”
Sophia Vazquez graduated from Wake Forest
University School of Law. She will be taking the
New York State Bar Exam and moving to New
York City in July.
Rachel Ofori is also finishing up her time at
law school. She emailed in, “I started law school
at Duke in August 2014. It’s been an amazing
three years! After graduation I will be an associate
attorney at Paul Hastings in New York City. I am
so thankful for my experiences at both Dartmouth
and at Duke. I know they have prepared me well
for my legal career.”
Gavin Huang is producing and hosting a
monthly podcast for the Seoul daily paper,
Korea JoongAng Daily, in which he talks with a
reporter about a recent story to discuss big issues.
Episodes address the recent political scandal in
Korea and the role of student activism, as well
as the man whose father was abducted to North
Korea.
Tyler Bradford recently returned from
27 months of service in Madagascar with the
Peace Corps. He was serving as a food security
advisor, working in a rural community in
northeastern Madagascar on projects concerning
income generation, household nutrition and
environmentally sustainable agricultural

practices.

Andrew Longhi wrote in: “Since graduation

I worked in various political and policy jobs,
most recently on U.S. Commerce Secretary
Penny Pritzker’s global economics team in the
Obama administration. We worked to shift how
the U.S. government deploys its economic tools
to address global challenges and how we engage
the private sector as an influential policy partner.
In the fall I will start at Stanford Law School to
continue studying the legal challenges that arise
in our increasingly global economy.”
After three years in New York,
Georgi Klissurski will be home in Bulgaria for the
summer, hiking and traveling around Europe, and
then returning to school in August. He is pursuing
a dual M.B.A.-M.P.A. at Wharton and Harvard
Kennedy School.
Renee Lai is headed to the University of Texas
at Austin for her M.F.A.
Michael Klein is working at Sotheby’s in
New York, managing Mei Moses, a set of indices
widely recognized as the preeminent measure
of the state of the art market. He had previously
worked at Deloitte Consulting in its strategy and
operations group.
Andrew Roberts is leaving Cambridge this
summer to “be a digital nomad for the next year.
I am celebrating the end of my third year working
for Charles River Development, a financial
software company based in the Boston area, in
July. I’m an implementation consultant and will
continue in this role remotely and while working
at client sites full-time.”
Lastly, this is my final column I’m sending in
from New York. This summer I will be in Cuba on
a research trip and I am beginning my art history
Ph.D. at Princeton in the fall. I’m excited to start
my program, especially given that my freshman
year roommate, Anne Ressler, will be starting her
M.P.A. at Princeton’s Woodrow Wilson School
in the fall!
Enjoy the summer and send news!
—Jessica Womack, 11 West 53 St., New York, NY,
10019; jrwomack1991@gmail.com
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The ’15s really speak for themselves
this issue, so I’ll cut right to the chase.
Henry Russell recently selfpublished a novel, The Talisman Cock! He
describes the book as a “coming-of-age story about
two roommates, 16-year-olds at a prestigious
Boston-area boarding school with contrasting
spiritual philosophies. David, a runner from a blue
collar Cape Cod family, believes God wrote him a
‘personal destiny’ to win the Boston Marathon,
whereas Johnny, a handsome, womanizing ice
hockey star, is convinced he’s the second coming
of Christ because he’s allegedly used ‘mind
powers’ to grow a large penis, his Talisman Cock!
The book is a funny and heartfelt reflection on
fate, friendship and faith.” The book is available at
Amazon as well as from the publishing company
he started, at thebackofthefish.com. He started
writing the book three years ago during his junior
year at Dartmouth with guidance from former
professor Ernest Hebert. Since Dartmouth,
Henry has been working for a small construction
company and writing at night.

Madison Pauly is an assistant editor at Mother
Jones in San Francisco, where she helps run the
research department and report on gender and
criminal justice. For the March-April issue she
researched and wrote a timeline called, ‘I Made
that Bitch Famous: A Brief History of Men Getting
Credit for Women’s Accomplishments,” which
can be found on its website.
Reed Boyer recently moved to Boston to begin
work at a robotics startup.
Michael Blum recently released his fifth
album, The Reservoir. This album marks a
departure from Blum’s previous four albums and
his debut as a singer-songwriter. He produced
most of the album in his apartment, playing
guitar and keyboard, singing vocals and doing the
recording himself. His album has been featured
in Newsday and The Island Now.
After nearly two years as an analyst at the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission in
Washington, D.C., Tyler Stoff is moving to Durham,
North Carolina, this fall to complete a master of
public policy at Duke University.
Alexander Stockton recently wrote and
directed an independent feature film and
contributed the following story for this issue: “I
remember the first time I received the Dartmouth
Alumni Magazine. It was just after I’d been
accepted to Dartmouth. In it there was an article
about Rashaad Ernesto Green, a Dartmouth alum
who directed a feature film that had just played
at Sundance. I cut out that article and pasted it
into my film journal. A lot of my friends were
going to film school. I was nervous about going
to a liberal arts school. This article inspired me
and made me feel like I was making the right
choice. Later on I met Rashaad and he became a
mentor to me. When I watched that film of his that
DAM profiled, it changed my life. I recently wrote
and directed an independent feature film titled
Transient, about an undocumented immigrant
deported from the only home he’s ever known who
risks everything to make it back over the border.
We’re doing several screenings across the country
during the next month in anticipation of our
online distribution on May 19. I don’t pretend that
my film is anywhere near as good as Rashaad’s,
but it does have an important social message, like
his, and is very connected to Dartmouth. I filmed
it during my junior year with many classmates
as crew and I edited it during my senior year in
my dorm room with countless notes from my
professors.”
Thank you to all of the ’15s who contributed
to this issue, and as always please send any and
all feedback and updates to 15classupdates@
gmail.com.
—Samantha Webster, 665 Washington St., Apt. 711,
Boston, MA 02111; (484) 356-3678; samwweb15@
gmail.com
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Hey, ’16s! Hope your summer is going
well!
Let’s get straight to updates.
In April Josh Tupler was selected to attend
the Yenching Academy at Peking University,
making him the third Dartmouth graduate to
earn this honor. Since graduating Josh has been
living in Canada on a Fulbright scholarship,
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University of Chicago, University of Pennsylvania, and Yale with a
print ad in our 9 publications. Visit: ivymags.com to learn more.

Source: “What Can Neuroscience Tell Us About Why Print Magazine
Advertising Works?” A White Paper from MPA–The Association of
Magazine Media, Scott McDonald, Ph.D., Nomos Research, October 2015
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Delight

all your senses.

Restore your Mind and Body!
Connect with nature through
unique seasonal treatments
that capture the essence
of Vermont.
Massages & Body Treatments
Skin Care
Bridal Services
Manicures & Pedicures
Hair styling, Makeup & Waxing
Day Packages

888.364.6110
www.woodstockinn.com
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CLASS NOTES

G ra d s - D ea th s

CLASSIFIEDS

EXPLORE OUR ARCHIVE!

REAL ESTATE
conducting research on U.S. foreign policy. Josh
looks forward to moving to Beijing to join George
Wilson (who is on her second year of the program)
to continue their studies of China.
Emma PeConga was awarded a Fulbright
study-research grant to travel to Copenhagen
to conduct research at the Danish Institute
Against Torture, an organization that manages
rehabilitation, research, international
development work and advocacy against war
crimes. Specifically, she will be investigating
the efficacy of a cost-effective multi-symptom
therapy for Syrian civil war refugees. Emma will
also be taking relevant psychotherapy classes at
the University of Copenhagen in the department
of psychology with a concentration in trauma
rehabilitation and working in contexts of conflict.
Evelyn Fernandez received a full ride to the
University of New Mexico, where she will be
pursing an M.A. in Hispanic linguistics in the fall.
Andrés G. Mejía Ramón has recently been
selected a NASA Space Grant graduate fellow for
the next year. His research as a fellow will expand
on his archaeological research on urbanization,
resource scarcity and political development in the
pre-Hispanic Basin of Mexico to similar issues
in contemporary Mexico City.
Anna Gabianelli moved to New York City this
winter to work at a tech startup. Outside of work,
she’s been running around Manhattan with the
nonprofit Back on My Feet, with whom she’ll be
taking on the N.Y.C. Marathon in November—if
you’d like to donate to her fundraiser to support
N.Y.C.’s homeless population, reach out to her
over email for the info!
Thienan Dang, Lily Gordon, Luke Wallace, James
Furnary, Nick Gutierrez, Clare Detrick-Yee and Jon
Kubert got together in March to represent ’16s at
Camp Granite. They spent most of the weekend
meeting fellow young alumni and raising money
for the Dartmouth College Fund, which resulted
in 134 gifts from our class. Thank you everyone
who contributed! Anyone who wants to become
a ’16 class agent, please contact Thienan.
Thanks for reading. Feel free to email me
with any and all updates!
—Feyaad Allie, 26 Thompson St., Apt. 6A, New York,
NY 10013; feyaad.allie@gmail.com

Grads

A final reminder for MALS alumni: The MALS
Alumni Association’s annual luncheon is
scheduled for Thursday, July 13, at noon in the
Hanover Inn. There has been some discussion on
how we can be celebrating the 40th anniversary of
the program this year when some MALS students
started in the program before then. According
to the Dartmouth School of Graduate Arts and
Sciences, the current format for the program was
finalized in 1977, after several years of evolution.
Larry Olmsted (MALS’06) is our guest speaker,
and we expect an interesting and entertaining
afternoon. Please contact the MALS office
at (603) 646-3592 or email amy.l.gallagher@
dartmouth.edu. A reservation is essential. We
have had an offer from Gary Moore (MALS’78) to
organize a hike to round out the afternoon. Please
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let me know if this is something that interests you.
Gary has promised it would not be too exerting.
As I write this, Jennifer Currier (MALS’12)
is on a 23-day journey around the world. She is
traveling from San Francisco to New York City,
the long way around. Jenny lives in Providence,
Rhode Island, where she works as a research
assistant at Brown University and also writes
for Motif Magazine, an arts and entertainment
publication. Her concentration in the MALS
program was creative writing. Jenny loves
entering contests where the prize is a free trip.
This trip is not just a vacation; it is a contest
that involves a scavenger hunt and a final aim of
raising money for charity. She entered the contest
thinking that it was probably a drawing for the
free trip. Her first step was an interview, which
she passed while learning that she had overlooked
a few details. She needed to put up $12,500 for
trip expenses and find a partner who could do
the same for her team. Much to her surprise, her
father helped her with the expenses, but finding
the partner proved to be more difficult. At the last
minute, with the help of friends, she connected
with a former Providence resident whom she had
never met, but met her rigid standards. He said
he didn’t snore. Her teammate, Mark Seefelt, is
a meteorology researcher at the University of
Colorado in Boulder. Providence had just had a
thundersnow, and this is one of Mark’s favorite
weather phenomena, so they are using it as a
team name.
Finally, we come to the free trip part of
the contest. Thundersnow is part of the Global
Scavenger Hunt. There are 11 teams visiting 10
countries on four continents. The purpose of the
scavenger hunt is to get the players interacting
with the local people, talking with strangers and
getting a glimpse of the local cultures. Each team
also raises money for causes important to them.
Thundersnow is raising money for orphans and
education, clean water and refugees and displaced
people. The team raising the most money wins
the title of “World’s Greatest Travelers” and is
given a free trip in 2018 as defenders of the title.
I did have a few questions for Jenny but
learned from an article on her in the Providence
Journal that she is allowed contact with the
outside world only in calls home and her blog.
—Jane Welsh, 175 Greensboro Road, Hanover,
NH 03755; (603) 643-3789; m.jane.welsh.gr@
dartmouth.edu

Clubs &
Groups

Hi, alumni! I am excited to be taking over the club
updates column from Bob Conway ’73. Thank you,
Bob, for your efforts to keep us all informed on
Dartmouth club news from around the country
and globe. I look forward to continuing the
tradition.
This spring Dartmouth offered 2,092
students admission to the class of 2021.
Dartmouth clubs around the world held admit
parties to welcome the prospective students.

As an example, on behalf of the Dartmouth Club
of New York (DCNY), Bernardine Wu ’90, Andrew
Thompson ’89 and Nelli Black ’95 organized a very
successful admitted-students event, which
featured professor Don Pease speaking about one
of the College’s most famous alums, Dr. Seuss. The
DCNY also put together a young alumni panel to
share their experiences at Dartmouth and beyond
with the newly admitted students. Pat Berry ’81,
Dave Clark ’76 and David Dietze ’78 helped make
the DCNY’s admitted students event one of the
most enthusiastic the club has had.
Many clubs were also lucky to have the
opportunity to host President Emeritus James
Wright this spring as he traveled around the
country for six weeks on his book tour promoting
Enduring Vietnam: An American Generation and
Its War. Among others, the Dartmouth Club of Los
Angeles, Dartmouth Association of Silicon Valley and
the Dartmouth Club of the Rocky Mountains all held
well-attended receptions with President Wright,
which included discussions about the book and
book signings.
In Boulder, Colorado, the Dartmouth Club
of the Rocky Mountains hosted Dartmouth
professor of English Cynthia Huntington this
spring. Professor Huntington is a National Poetry
Award finalist and former N.H. poet laureate. She
took the opportunity to meet with alumni over
drinks and dinner in Boulder to discuss her new
book, Terra Nova.
The Dartmouth Club of Greater San Francisco
organized a Winter Carnival West event in
March at Sugar Bowl in Lake Tahoe, California,
and the snow couldn’t have been better. Events
included lovely spring skiing, lunch, happy hour
and dinner, all Dartmouth-style. Skiing at Sugar
Bowl was followed by backcountry skiing and
snowshoeing the next day at Donner Summit.
More than 200 alumni attended an event
by the Dartmouth Club of Chicago this spring
with President Hanlon and the outgoing dean of
faculty, Mike Mastanduno. The discussion was
around Dartmouth’s liberal arts experience and
its relevance to leadership in today’s society.
Barbara Lum ’04 and Claire Galiette, Tu’16, of
the Dartmouth Club of Northeast Ohio organized
a joint event with Cornell alumni this spring.
The event was at the Cleveland Brewery and
offered lots of opportunity for networking and
socializing.
Many clubs took the opportunity this spring
to encourage alumni to celebrate their love of
Dartmouth and St. Patrick’s Day simultaneously
by holding Big Green events. Malcolm Leverett
’14 organized the Dartmouth Club of Philadelphia’s
event, which included a tour of the Barnes
Foundation followed by a post-tour happy hour.
Please send me news of your club, association
or affiliated group activities!
—Stina Brock ’01, PO Box 9274, Jackson, WY 83002;
stina.brock@gmail.com

Deaths

The following is a list of deaths reported to us since
the previous issue. Full obituaries, usually written
by the class secretaries, may appear on the DAM

website at www.dartmouthalumnimagazine.com,
where friends and classmates may post their own
remembrances of the deceased. Please contact
alumni records at (603) 646-2253 to report
alumni deaths.
John Francis Imo ’40 • Jan. 28
Richard Robert Otter ’41 • March 6
Murray Jesse Latz ’42 • Feb. 27
Richard Remsen Jr. ’42 • Feb. 18
Robert Eugene Rice ’44 • Feb. 12
Charles Martin Secor ’44 • Jan. 23
Douglas Alexander Donahue ’45 • Feb. 12
De Witt Clinton Baker III ’46 • Feb. 13
Eugene Bronstein ’46 • March 5
Mark Francis Byrne ’46 • June 8, 2009
Paul MacArthur Canada Jr. ’50 • Feb. 4
Hugh McKenna Lynch ’50 • Feb. 26
John Alfred Sirois ’50 • July 28, 2009
Max Welborn Jr. ’50 • Oct. 7, 2016
Francis R. Burns ’51 • Nov. 7, 2003
John Rheinstein ’51 • Jan. 10
Robert S. Cotsen ’52 • Feb. 11
John Lloyd III ’52 • March 13
Raymond J. Watson ’52 • Feb. 24
David W. Folger ’53 • April 1
Jackson O. Hall ’53 • Dec. 23, 2016
John U. Harris Jr. ’53 • March 13
George B. High ’53 • March 21
Jonathan Moore ’54 • March 8
Alan Averill Terrill ’54 • April 10
Kenneth Vernon Zwiener Jr. ’54 • Jan. 29
Carl Leslie Swenson Jr. ’55 • Feb. 4
Leo Charles McKenna ’56 • March 6
John Kalar Van de Kamp ’56 • March 14
Richard Stephen Cross ’57 • Feb. 14
Robert Wright Amis ’58 • Feb. 25
Paul Howard Frankel ’58 • Feb. 28
Theodore King Furber ’58 • March 9
David Gladstone Campbell Jr. ’59 • March 5
William Richard Sweet ’59 • March 15
Paul Bone Hartley II ’62 • Feb. 18
Edward Anthony Keible Jr. ’65 • March 19
Maxim Koslow ’65 • Jan. 24
David Wrisley ’67 • Nov. 12, 2016
Malcolm Alden Cross Jr. ’68 • Feb. 7
Peter Craig Ginder ’68 • Feb. 9
Oliver Greenhill Hess ’71 • Jan. 30
Lewis Cicero Horne Jr. ’72 • Feb. 23
Caren Lea Diefenderfer ’73 • March 30
Gary Anton Sporcich ’73 • June 6, 2016
Robert Chester Pridham ’74 • March 19
Charles Pitt Crandlemire II ’82 • June 11, 2016
Mark James Byrne ’85 • April 6
Samantha Hankins ’88 • March 2
Andrew Patrick Ciccone ’07 • Oct. 22, 2016

FULL OBITUARIES
Usually written by the class secretaries,
may be found at our website,
www.dartmouthalumnimagazine.com,
where you can post a remembrance, find
relevant links and search the archive.
Please contact alumni records at
(603) 646-2253 to report a death.

ROGER
CLARKSON
REALTORS—For
the professional service your real estate
investment deserves. 38 S Main St., Hanover,
NH. (603) 643-6004; roger@rogerclarkson.com.
Roger Clarkson ’75.

SPECTACULAR HOME!

 Includes Sunapee Harbor Boatslip v Location, Style,

Quality, Beautifully Crafted Details v 2.5 Exceptionally
Landscaped Acres  All the Makings for the
Best of Vacation or Year-round Living  3 BR, 3.5 BA
 Approximately 4,800 sq. ft. of Living Space on Two Levels

www.LakeSunapeeNHAccess.com
31 Maple Street, Sunapee $1,538,000

(603) 526-4116
P.O. Box 67
224 Main Street
New London
NH 03257

CONTEMPORARY, 2-story, 4-bedroom house
with exceptional sense of space/light; on deadend street in highly desirable neighborhood about
1 mile from Dartmouth Green; entry and living
room with cathedral ceiling; formal and informal
entertaining and dining areas; custom builtins; granite countertops in kitchen; 2 fireplaces;
central air conditioning; large attached garage; full
basement; large deck at foot of delightful stream/
waterfall; lovely established landscaping/garden/
lawn; access by foot to extensive Connecticut River
trail system. Contact owners at (603) 643-3812.

FOR RENT
UMBRIA, ITALY: Luxuriously restored medieval
tower with addition. Historic charm, all modern
comforts: chef’s kitchen, a/c, Wi-Fi, lap pool,
outdoor kitchen/pizza oven, gym. 3 large, ensuite bedrooms, possible 4th (4 ½ baths). Nestled
in olive grove near Spoleto, with gorgeous views.
agillenson@gmail.com.
FRANCE, PARIS-MARAIS. Exquisite, sunny, quiet
one-bedroom apartment behind Place des Vosges.
King-size bed, living/dining room, six chairs, full
kitchen, washer, dryer, weekly maid service, Wi-Fi.
$1,350 weekly; max@gwu.edu.
PARIS 7TH: Fifth floor, elevator, quiet. Studio
sleeps 3. Balcony. View Eiffel Tower. (207) 752-0285
www.parisgrenelle.com.
PARIS, ILE SAINT-LOUIS: Elegant, spacious
top ﬂoor skylighted apartment, gorgeous
view overlooking Seine, 2 bedrooms sleep 4,
2 baths, elevator, well-appointed, full kitchen,
Wi-Fi. (678) 232-8444 or triff@mindspring.com.
PROVENCE. Delightful five-bedroom stone
farmhouse, facing Roman theater. Pool, vineyard.
(860) 672-6608, www.frenchfarmhouse.com.
LUXURY TUSCAN VILLA. Set high in the Chianti
countryside, this exquisite, recently restored villa
has 8 bedrooms and 8.5 bathrooms. Perfect
for large families or groups of friends, the
beautiful vistas, large pool and outdoor
fireplace all make for the vacation of a lifetime.
Private chef available. mahokeza@comcast.net
or (860) 651-0010. D’82.

Find all back issues online at
www.DartmouthAlumniMagazine.com

DAM
ONLINE
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CONTINUING ED

what i’ve learned since graduation

Ulrich Boser ’97

44 South Main Street, Hanover, NH

An expert on how we learn—and false beliefs about the process
Interview by L I S A F U R L O N G

Linde K. McNamara
Principal Broker

“There are myths about how we learn. We think using a highlighter

603.643.4900 [Ofﬁce] 603.277.0067 [Cell]
linde@lindemac.com | LindeMac.com

Over 25 Years Experience in Real Estate Sales

and re-reading will get material into our head, but what works are
more active ways of making information meaningful.”
“Quizzing ourselves as we read is one of the most productive ways to
master information. Pop quizzes work not because of the quizzes

but because of the act of retrieving the information.”
“I was a Rassias drill instructor, which taught me a lot about the
retrieval process. Often we think we have forgotten something, but it’s buried deep inside our brain and we can’t
get to it unless some prompt pulls it out.”
“If I have to give a speech I want to keep my notes close at
hand to review, but I’d do better by practicing delivering

the speech.”

Magniﬁcent 180˚ views and contemporary luxury confer a serene presence.
Quality is the hallmark of this 3,129 sq. ft. spectacular home on 138
acres. An open, sunny ﬂoor plan with long range views from almost every
window! Professional craftsmanship and thoughtful interior design provide
3 levels of open living spaces, connected by a custom ﬂoating staircase.
The interior features a top-of-the-line kitchen with blue granite counters,
opening into a gorgeous living/dining area, all with access to a spacious
deck facing the exceptional views. There is also a library, 4 bedrooms, 4
baths and an ofﬁce/den. Many quality features too numerous to list, with
efﬁcency and ﬁne detail throughout. Weathersﬁeld, VT. $1,050,000

“Spacing out learning works better than cramming. I have

made myself unpopular in my household by insisting my
kids save some of their homework for the weekend.”
“The idea that people have different learning styles is another myth.

Different material calls for different styles: You learn about music
by listening to it, you learn about art by looking at it, you learn
about Shakespeare by reading it or performing it.”
“Experimental learning isn’t always a good thing. If I have experience,
let me off my leash, but the idea of letting kids run free without experience doesn’t make sense. Someone who hasn’t read a chemistry
textbook shouldn’t be encouraged to play with Bunsen burners.”

Complete privacy and convenience, this home offers both! Situated
on 4 acres, this house has been meticulously maintained. The large,
numerous oversize windows and French doors bring copious amounts
of light into every room in the house. The kitchen offers new Corian
counter tops, a cozy breakfast nook, ample cabinet space, and views
out over lush meadows. The dining room and living room are open and
airy with a ﬁreplace for chilly winters and French doors to the outdoors
for summer living. This home is perfect for any phase of life, with one
ﬂoor living but large bedrooms and 2 full baths. A terriﬁc setting and
wonderful ﬂoor plan make this home a real gem! Lebanon, NH. $389,000
Bright, sunny and peaceful describes this quality built cape on 4.6 acres
of gorgeous land! The ﬁrst ﬂoor has a dining room and a living room, as
well as a generous size bedroom plus an additional room that can serve
as an ofﬁce or a study and a remodeled full bath easily accessible to
all rooms on that ﬂoor. The stunning living room centers around a brick
ﬁreplace and a formal dining room that ﬂows easily from both the kitchen
and living room. The second ﬂoor provides two additional generous size
bedrooms with another remodeled full bath.Enjoy living in the charming
village of Thetford, Vt with a lifestyle of country living and yet still be only
15 minutes to Norwich and Hanover. Thetford, VT. $399,900

“The more you mix up your practice the better you’ll do.”
“Versions of online learning can work, but they can’t be passive.

Simply putting a lecture on video is not effective.”

“Teachers shouldn’t try to make materials relevant by throwing in
references to pop culture; kids need to discover why something is

relevant in order to be motivated to learn it.”

“Telling kids that something is easy to learn can be a turnoff, especially

when they find out it isn’t. There’s a sweet spot to make something
hard enough that it maximizes the learning gain. People want things
to be harder and to see forward progress.”
“There’s little proof that gifted-and-talented tracking works. Kids are
motivated to learn by special interests or special talents.”
“Sometimes goals can be too large. It’s easier to accomplish things
in small bites.”
“Art and music should be defended on their own merits, not because
learning those things will make a student better at something else.”
“We expect too much from our schools. We want them to teach our
kids to be good sports, to vote, to share their lunches and to master
higher-level physics. Schools can’t do everything.”
“I’m a big fan of the Common Core, which allows teachers to employ
practices that have been proven to work better. It is built on richer
forms of thinking and it’s a shame it has become so politicized.”
“Intelligence is not fixed at birth. Learning is something we can all
get better at.”
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Notable: Speaker and author of Learn Better: Mastering the Skills for Success
in Life, Business and School, or, How to Become An Expert in Just About
Anything (2017), he has also authored The Leap: The Science of Trust and
Why It Matters (2014) and The Gardner Heist: The True Story of the World’s
Largest Unsolved Art Theft (2009)
Career: Senior fellow at the Center for American Progress, since November
2009; founding editor of The Open Case, 2008-10; associate then contributing editor, U.S. News & World Report, 2000-08; research coordinator at
Education Week, 2000
Education: A.B., history
Personal: Lives with wife Nora and children Leila, 11, and Sonja, 8, in
Washington, D.C.

illu st rat ion by J OH N C U N EO

12 Morgan at Centerra
Construction is underway for
twenty-six high end, contemporarystyle condominium ﬂats ranging
from 1,100 - 2,000 square feet in size,
centrally located in the heart of
Centerra and the Upper Valley.
Highlights include:

• 2 Bedroom, 2 Bath Units, Ofﬁce Option • 8’6” Ceilings, 7’ Window Heights • Hardwood Floors
• LEED-Equivalent Energy Standards • Ample Closets, On-Site Storage Lockers • Attractive Nature Views
• Private Terrace or Balcony • Copious Natural Light • Elevator Access • Covered Parking within the Building
• Community Gardens • Gracious Entry Pavilion with ﬁreplace for Socializing • Shuttle Bus Service to DHMC
Find your new home within walking distance to world-class employers, the River Valley Club, Lebanon Food Co-op,
shopping and restaurants in a setting that puts you in touch with nature, and a location in the heart of the Upper Valley.
Ready for Fall 2017 occupancy. Call or e-mail Linde McNamara for more information.

YOUR WORLD
IS HYBRID

THE INFRASTRUCTURE PLATFORM FOR DRIVING BUSINESS OUTCOMES
Your right mix of hybrid IT is infrastructure that’s secure, software-defined and composable, giving IT the
flexibility, agility, speed and control they need to deliver at the speed of business. It fuels the unique apps
and data of your enterprise today, and gives you the ability to say yes to the challenges of tomorrow.
Discover your right mix at hpe.com/hybrid-it
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